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Le consentement sur le web: une analyse transdisciplinaire

Résumé

Le développement numérique des trois dernières décennies a transformé nos vies. Il a permis
aux gens de partager des informations dans le monde entier, mais a également mis en lumière
des risques sans précédent pour la vie privée. La généralisation de la publicité personnalisée
comme moyen de financement des sites web est rapidement devenu un point de tension dans
le domaine du droit à la vie privée. Les évolutions législatives dans l’Union européenne depuis
2008 ont posé certains fondements essentiels, en particulier l’importance centrale du consente-
ment de l’utilisateur, conduisant au développement de plateformes de gestion du consentement
(CMPs). Dans cette thèse, nous avons commencé par mettre en lumière la complexité des in-
terfaces offertes par les CMPs, et les problématiques soulevées par certains types de designs
spécifiques, généralement regroupés sous le nom de “dark patterns”. Pour ce faire, nous avons
mobilisé une méthode dédiée, la critique des interactions, pour réfléchir spécifiquement à trois
types de design : le cookie wall, le consent wall, et le service restreint. Pour chacun d’entre
eux, nous avons analysé les différentes phases de la gestion du consentement, et souligné l’in-
térêt d’un dialogue transdisciplinaire entre droit, informatique, et design. D’un point de vue
juridique, nous avons analysé le rôle des CMP au regard du Règlement Général sur la Protec-
tion des Données (RGPD). En comparant les traitements de données effectués par plusieurs
CMPs populaires, nous avons identifié les situations dans lesquelles ces entreprises définissent
les finalités et les moyens des traitements de données, ce qui en fait de facto des responsables
de traitement au sens de la règlementation européenne. Cela a d’importantes implications en
termes de responsabilité pour ces entreprises. Enfin, nous avons analysé systématiquement la
manière dont les CMP pouvaient influencer, contraindre ou manipuler les éditeurs de sites web
par le biais de choix malhonnêtes en matière d’interface et de conception. En suivant le par-
cours d’un éditeur souhaitant installer les services de CMPs populaires, nous avons réalisé une
analyse approfondie du processus requis, des options et des fenêtres contextuelles de consen-
tement fournies. Nous avons mis en lumière les impacts, positifs et négatifs, de ces services,
ainsi que leur influence potentielle sur les éditeurs de sites web.

Mots-clés : traçage, RGPD, ePrivacy, données personnelles, consentement, manipulation, dark
patterns.
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Consent on the web: a transdisciplinary analysis

Abstract

The digital development from the last three decades has transformed our lives. It enabled
people to share information all over the world, but also brought to light unprecedented pri-
vacy risks. The widespread development of personalised advertising as a way to fund websites
quickly became a point of tension in the area of privacy rights, and legislative developments in
the European Union since 2008 have laid down certain essential foundations, in particular the
central importance of user consent, leading to the development of Consent Management Plat-
forms (CMPs). In this thesis, we started by shedding light on the complexity of the interfaces
offered by CMPs, and the issues arised by certain specific types of designs, usually grouped
under the name of “dark patterns”. To this end, we have mobilised a dedicated method, inter-
action criticism, to reflect specifically on three types of designs: the cookie wall, the consent

wall, and the reduced service. For each of them, we analysed the different phases of consent
management, and highlighted the interest of a transdisciplinary dialogue between technical and
social sciences. From a legal viewpoint, we have also analysed the role of CMPs with regard to
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). By comparing the data processing carried out
by several popular CMPs, we have identified situations in which these companies defines the
purposes and means of data processing, making them de facto Data Controllers in sense of the
European regulation. This has important liability implications for these companies. Finally, we
systematically analysed how CMPs could influence, coerce, or manipulate website publishers
through dishonest interface and design choices. By following the journey of a publisher who
wanted to install the service of popular CMPs, we realised an in-depth analysis of the required
process, options, and consent pop-ups provided. We shed light on both positive and negative
impacts of these services, and on their potential influence on website publishers.

Keywords: tracking, GDPR, ePrivacy, personal data, consent, manipulation, dark patterns.
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AEPD Agencia Española de Protección de Datos (Spanish DPA)
ATP Ad Tech Provider (Google list of advertisers)
BEUC Bureau Européen des Unions de Consommateurs
CCPA California Consumer Privacy Act
CJEU Court of Justice of the European Union
CMP Consent Management Platform
CNAME Canonical Name (DNS record)
CNIL Commission Nationale Informatique et Libertés (French DPA)
DPA Data Protection Authority
EDPB European Data Protection Board
EDPS European Data Protection Supervisor
ePD ePrivacy Directive
GA Google Analytics
GCP Google Cloud Platform
GDPR General Data Protection Regulation
GTM Google Tag Manager
GVL Global Vendors’ List
HCI Human-Computer Interaction
IAB Interactive Advertising Bureau
ICO Information Commissioner’s Office (UK DPA)
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
NCC National Consumer Council
NOYB “Not your business” (privacy activist NGO)
PETs Privacy Enhancing Technologies
RTB Real-Time Bidding
SEO Search Engine Optimisation
TCF Transparency and Consent Framework
TMS Tag Management System
UA Universal Analytics
UI User Interface
UX User Experience
Art. 29 WP Article 29 Working Party
WTT Web Tracking Technologies
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Over time, the technological evolution has transformed our lives. In particular, over the three
last decades, the development of digital technology [1] and its widespread penetration into every
aspect of our life have led to significant advances in the diversity of information, facility of com-
munication, and the speed and fluidity of exchanges. The Internet has long been seen as the ul-
timate means of emancipation, in the same way as the advent of writing or printing. But digital
development has also increased the risks to people’s privacy. The growth of online business and
advertising has led many organisations to turn to funding based on the exploitation of personal
data.

HTTP cookies first appeared in 1994, initially to allow the storage of a virtual shopping cart.
They quickly evolved into a tool for tracking users. As early as 1997, recommendations were
made by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to address the related privacy risks. In 1998,
Google based its business model on the exploitation of personal data : providing its online search
service without asking for payment from its users, it monetised the information collected about
them to enable its advertisers to optimise their advertising campaigns [2]. In 2004, Mark Zucker-
berg founds Facebook, which will soon engage in the path of personalised marketing fuelled by
personal data [3]. The switch from contextual advertising to targeted advertising began around
2005, with the creation of dedicated Real-Time Bidding platforms such as DoubleClick Ad Ex-
change [4] (Google bought DoubleClick on 2007 and launched DoubleClick Ad Exchange in
2009). In 2009, in response to the growing prevalence of online tracking, the European institutions
amended the ePrivacy Directive, prohibiting access to or storage of information on user termi-
nals without consent [5]. As a result, the online advertising industry started to display a cookie
information notice on websites. This notice evolved with years to become the ubiquitous consent
pop-ups we all know. However, the text and design of these pop-ups are often manipulative, such
as numerous interfaces in the web economy [6]. In 2010, Brignull [7–9] collected examples of
manipulative or obstructive web designs under the name “dark patterns”. His classification was
later expanded and completed by several other works [10–14].

As the digital economy grows, so does online tracking. Numerous studies have demonstrated
the prevalence of tracking over the past decade [15–18]. The European Union’s General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) adopted in 2016 and enforced since May 25, 2018, defines the
rules on valid consent in [19, Art. 4, 7]. Requirement for collecting consent on websites resulted in
large-scale adoption of consent pop-ups also known as “cookie banners” that became increasingly
popular among the EU-based websites in previous years. Providing a legally-valid consent request
to website visitors is complex. For example, in 2020 Santos et al. [20] identified 22 requirements of
valid consent on the web based on both technical and legal analysis. This complexity has led to the
professionalisation of the provision of consent pop-ups by service providers, in the form of pop-
ups, CMPs. However, these are far from perfect. They raise questions about the sincerity of their

3



4 CHAPITRE 1 — Introduction

interfaces, the validity of their consent collection, the associated transfers of personal data, and
their legal role under EU regulations. This thesis aims to contribute to these essential questions.

1.1 Motivations and thesis outline

Figure 1.1 – Graphical depiction of the relation between chapters and their related topics.

The main object of this thesis is consent on the web. The overall objective is to analyse the
tools and interfaces of the intermediation between the different actors of personal data collection
on the web. This knowledge should allow us to offer paths for improvement in terms of privacy
and personal data protection, and to achieve at least legal compliance with the requirements of
European regulations. To achieve this goal, we study consent from transdisciplinary perspective,
collaborating with legal and design scholars. Our contributions lay at the intersections of the fields
as shown in Figure 1.1.

We focus in particular on the study of design choices in Consent Management Platforms
(CMPs), and on their effect on website publishers and end users. We adopt as much as possible
a transdisciplinary approach linking computer science, law, and design in order to encourage dis-
cussion and the emergence of new ideas.

This thesis contains three contributions preceded by a state-of-the-art, as described below. In
Chapter 2, we start by reviewing various domains related to this work, from technical and legal
knowledge on Web Tracking Technologies to user choices, and their manipulation.

Chapter 3 studies deceptive interfaces, or “dark patterns”. These are indeed widespread in the
field of consent pop-ups. Their use circumvents the spirit of data protection regulations. We focus
particularly on the study of three particular designs, the use of which can negatively impact the
equal access to information on the web. We rely on the technique of interaction criticism to analyse
the cross implications of designer, interface, user, and social impacts.

In Chapter 4, we look at the legal role of CMPs in the light of the GDPR. Indeed, CMPs are
increasingly used. In the sense of the GDPR [19, Article 4 (7), 4 (8)], the companies providing
CMP services generally define themselves as Processors instead of Controllers. This definition
implies a processing of personal data realised on behalf of a Controller (in this case, the website



1.2 – Contributions 5

publisher) who “determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data”. However,
we show that CMPs sometimes determine the means and purposes of the processing themselves,
thus going beyond the role of Processor, and becoming de-facto a Controller. This legal role has
important consequences for their responsibilities and obligations towards data subjects.

In Chapter 5, we look at the influence of CMPs on website publishers. We study how these
actors, sometimes linked to digital marketing companies, shape the consent management interfaces
according to their vision. By installing the solutions of several major CMPs on our own site, we
highlight the presence of deceptive interfaces in certain configuration screens, which can lead to
the deployment of non-compliant or manipulative solutions.

In Chapter 6, we finally conclude this work and open to several research perspectives. For
instance, by doing a review of existing tendencies from the web advertising industry, we identify
possible paths of evolution. We discuss perspective research, in particular regarding the new trend
of server-side tracking. We analyse the advantages and risks of these changes, and we explore
potential improvements of the situation regarding privacy, consent management, and the associated
interfaces.

1.2 Contributions

This section summarizes the included published (Chapters 3 to 5) articles, precising the per-
sonal contributions for each.

1.2.1 Dark Patterns and the Legal Requirements of Consent Banners : An Interac-

tion Criticism Perspective

Colin M. Gray, Cristiana Santos, Nataliia Bielova, Michael Toth and Damian Clifford

Our aim in this work is to shed light on common consent management interfaces impacting
the freedom of access to websites : consent walls, tracking wall, and reduced service. We explore
these designs through the lenses of HCI, design, privacy and data protection, and legal research
communities, building upon previous work on “dark patterns” and deceptive design strategies. We
perform an interaction criticism reading of three different types of consent pop-ups. We highlight
the tensions and synergies that arise together in the act of designing consent pop-ups. We conclude
with opportunities for dialogue across legal, ethical, computer science, and interactive systems
scholarship to translate ethical concerns into public policy.

Statement of contributions I contributed by proposing a summarized version of the user jour-
ney across the consent process, and examples of manipulative designs, and to the tracking wall
analysis. Also, I analysed the pattern of reduced choice architecture by applying the interaction
criticism approach.

Impact This work has been cited in the following reports by regulators : UK Competition &
Markets Authority report on Online Choice Architecture in 2022 [21] and Norwegian Consumer
Council report in 2021 [22].
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Appeared in ACM CHI’21 : Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, May 2021,

Yokohama, Japan / online (CORE2021 : A*). Awarded Best of CHI Honorable Mention (top 5%
of papers).

1.2.2 Consent Management Platforms under the GDPR : processors or control-

lers ?

Cristiana Santos, Midas Nouwens, Michael Toth, Nataliia Bielova and Vincent Roca

As European privacy regulations evolve, website publishers are increasingly turning to ex-
ternal providers, called consent management platforms (CMPs), to provide compliant consent
management solutions. These solutions combine a consent pop-up displayed to site visitors, and
storage of visitors’ preferences usually in the form of a consent cookie in their web browser.
CMPs often define themselves as data processors under the GDPR. In this work, by doing a legal
and technical analysis of their different data processings, we identify situations where they can
in fact become data controllers. We discuss the legal implications of these changes, and propose
some recommendations to clarify their role.

Statement of contributions I contributed to the analysis of additional processing activities,
scanning and pre-sorting of tracking technologies, included third-party vendors, and manipulative
design strategies.

Impact Belgian Data Protection Authority used arguments presented in the paper in its decision
to fine IAB Europe over its consent framework’s GDPR violations [23]. European Union Agency
for Cybersecurity (ENISA) has also cited this work in its 2022 report on Data Protection Enginee-
ring [24]

Appeared in : Privacy Technologies and Policy – 9th Annual Privacy Forum, 2021, online (no

known ranking).

1.2.3 On dark patterns and manipulation of website publishers by CMPs

Michael Toth, Nataliia Bielova and Vincent Roca

Web technologies and services often collect personal data from users. In the EU, this collec-
tion requires user consent through the ePrivacy Directive (ePD) and the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR). To comply with these regulations and integrate consent collection on their
websites, website publishers often use third-party contractors, called Consent Management Plat-
forms (CMPs), who provide consent pop-ups as a service. Previous research has shown that since
the GDPR came into force in May 2018, the presence of CMPs has continuously increased. In our
work, we choose to study the installation and configuration process of consent pop-ups and their
potential effects on website publishers’ decision making. To do so, we analyse the configuration
process from ten services provided by five popular CMP companies. We identify the common
unethical design choices employed and the manipulation of website publishers in favour of sub-
scribing to paid CMP plans. We show that configuration options can lead to non-compliance,
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while tracking scanners offered by CMPs can manipulate publishers. Our results demonstrate the
importance of CMPs and the design space offered to website publishers, and we raise concerns
about the privileged position of CMPs and their strategies to influence website publishers.

Statement of contributions As the first and main author, I contributed to the installation of the
consent management solutions on the dedicated website, the analysis of the network communica-
tions of the services, the identification of unethical choices, and the scanner analysis.

Appeared in : Proceedings on Privacy Enhancing Technologies Symposium, July 2022, Sydney,

Australia / online (CORE2021 : A).





CHAPTER 2
Background and related

work
This chapter browses a state of the art for various related domains, from technical and legal

knowledge on Web Tracking Technologies to user choices, and their manipulation. We start by a
description of the major previous work in the field of third- and first-party tracking, and a focus on
disguised trackers. In Section 2.2, we then review the legal context about the use of these techno-
logies in the EU. Section 2.3 gives details about the de facto standard in consent management on
the web, the Transparency and Consent Framework from IAB Europe. Finally, in Section 2.4, we
list the main contributions of the academic community on manipulative design choices and web
interfaces.

2.1 Web tracking technologies

2.1.1 Third-party tracking

HTTP cookies have been invented by Netscape developer Lou Montulli in 1994, to cope with
the necessity to remember partial transactions from the visitors of an e-commerce web page. They
were soon used as a tracking tool by advertising companies. Seeing the upcoming threat to privacy,
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) stated in RFC 2109 [25] in February 1997 that “A user

agent should make every attempt to prevent the sharing of session information between hosts that

are in different domains”. Since then, numerous works have studied tracking cookies and analytics
tools. In 2009, Krishnamurthy and Wills [15] conducted a longitudinal study of the collection and
aggregation of personal data of website visitors by third parties, highlighting a small number
of actors in tracking ecosystem. In 2015, by analyzing third-party HTTP requests on the Alexa
top 1 million sites, Libert [16] concluded that Google could track users on up to 80% of sites.
In 2016, Englehardt and Narayanan [17] confirmed the extent of this tracking by conducting an
automated analysis of stateful and stateless tracking in a large-scale analysis of 1M websites.
Fouad et al. [18] crawled 84K pages to detect trackers by analyzing behavior of invisible pixels.
They detected presence of invisible pixels on more than 94.51% of tested domains, showing the
limitations of common privacy protections used by web browsers. As of today, third-party cookies
are still commonly used as a web tracking technology. This state of things is likely to change in
the near future, as :

— the population is becoming more educated about this use and the potential privacy impli-
cations for individuals and society [26] ;

— the legal framework already limits the use of tracking technologies, focusing in particular
on third-party cookies, and DPAs are increasing their control activity [27] ;

9



10 CHAPITRE 2 — Background and related work

— tracking and ad blockers are becoming widely used [26] ;
— many browsers already integrate protection from third-party cookies by default (Safari,

Firefox, Brave) [28–30], and Chrome itself will start blocking them in 2024 [31].
To cope with the near-end of third party cookies, the industry is proposing alternative solutions,

pushing towards first-party data sharing and the use of logged environments [32]. Companies also
make use of browser and device fingerprinting [33] or IP based tracking [34] to track users without
storing identifiers on their browser. Moreover, new techniques can help advertisers and trackers to
disguise as first-parties, which we discuss in the following subsection.

2.1.2 Third-parties disguised as first-parties

As third-party cookies disappear, advertisers and tracking companies continuously adapt to
keep their revenue. Since major privacy protection tools rely on blocking lists of third-parties [18],
trackers can evade blocking if they are considered as first-party resources.

CNAME cloaking An evasion technique studied so far is the cloaking of tracking domains be-
hind DNS canonical records (“CNAME”). It allows third-party tracking scripts to be considered
as first-party ones, protecting them from being blocked by privacy protections. It has been exten-
sively studied by Dimova et al. [35]. Web browser, such as Apple Safari [36] and Brave [37], and
blocking extensions such as uBlock Origin [38] are already adapting their detection methods to
protect from CNAME cloaking.

Server-side tagging CNAME cloaking is not the only way to disguise trackers. Tag Manage-
ment Systems (TMS) have been used for years by marketing professionals to include and modify
JavaScript in web pages without editing the code. Google Tag Manager (GTM) has become the
most prevalent TMS on the market. A recent functionality of GTM, called server-side tagging,
allows the trackers to execute outside of the execution context of the web browser, making it more
difficult to block. This could make server-side tagging an efficient tool to hide trackers. To the best
of our knowledge, no scientific study has analysed tag managers or GTM in particular, neither its
client-side nor its server-side tagging version.

However, several people close to AdTech circles share their experience and publish screenshots
and other analyses of these tools on the web, either to help publishers in their deployment or to
point out legal or technical issues. They usually agree on how server-side tagging can increase
performance on page load by reducing the amount of included resources, and increase publisher’s
control on data sent to third-parties. They also point out limitations, and highlight potential risks
of data collection without user consent. This is, for instance, the opinion expressed by the IT and
digital marketing expert Julius Fedorovicius in his howto on configuring server-side GTM [39]. He
also noticed that server-side GTM can circumvent privacy protections, such as blocking extensions
or Safari’s ITP, and that a functional installation of server-side tagging GTM requires to pay for
hosting and have a good technical knowledge. The analytics developer Simo Ahava, who tests
and comments on new functionalities in Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) and digital marketing
tools, maintains an extensive documentation on GTM [40]. In a recent article [41], he globally
acknowledge that a switch towards first-party data collection can be a good evolution on the web,
but expressed the same concerns as Fedorovicius’ regarding the possible circumvention of privacy
protections and ad/tracking blockers. He advocates for improving transparency and giving the
choice to users. He gives some recommendations to improve transparency, such as developing a
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server audit extension, publishing data processing documentation, and creating a dedicated signal
similar to the Global Privacy Control (GPC) [42]. Other authors are even more pessimistic about
server-side GTM, and think that it can make surveillance even worse than it is. The pseudonymous
blog Pixel de tracking [43], who explores surveillance issues on the web, calls it a “Trojan horse for
marketing teams” [44]. Sharing the opinion regarding the potential improvement of performances
and security, the author(s) focus on the risk of circumvention of privacy protections, and suggest
some improvement for blocking extensions, such as an improved detection of tracking JavaScript
and URLs parameters, or IP-based blocking.

2.2 Legal requirements

As Web Tracking Technologies continue to evolve, regulators and policy makers try to ensure
that the user’s privacy is protected. Various legal sources were adopted in order to provide a fra-
mework for the collection and processing of personal data in the EU. We present below the most
prominent ones, focusing on online tracking, end-user consent, and its legal validity. We first ex-
pose the binding legal sources, such as the European ePrivacy Directive (ePD) and General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), and major decisions from the European Court of Justice (CJEU)
and national Data Protection Authorities (DPAs). Then, we explore the non binding sources, such
as DPA guidelines, as well as the best practices and DPA reports.

2.2.1 Binding sources : General Data Protection Regulation and ePrivacy Direc-

tive, and binding decisions

ePrivacy Directive The Privacy and Electronic Communications Directive 2002/58/EC (ePri-
vacy Directive or ePD) [45] was initially introduced in 2002 to address security and confidentia-
lity in online services, complementing the Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC [46]. Seven years
after its adoption, it has been amended by Directive 2009/136 [5]. The 2009 ePrivacy Directive
requires to get prior consent before reading or writing operations on one’s device. It covers all
tracking technologies that either read/write or send information from user’s device, including co-
okies, other browser storage, and also browser fingerprinting, unless being used “for the sole

purpose of carrying out or facilitating the transmission of a communication over an electronic

communications network” or “strictly necessary in order to provide an information society ser-

vice explicitly requested by the subscriber or user” [5, Art. 5(3)]. ePD will eventually be repelled
in the next years by a new ePrivacy Regulation, which is still under active discussion.

General Data Protection Regulation The General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679
(GDPR) [19] is the most important Regulation on privacy and data protection in the EU. Ini-
tially adopted in 2016, it came into force on 25th May 2018. The regulation formulates standards
for the processing of personal data by affording rights to users (called “data subjects”), by im-
posing obligations for entities that process personal data (data controllers and processors), and a
monitoring role for data protection authorities (DPAs). It applies to all processing of personal data
by actors located in the European Economic Area (EEA), and for all individuals who are located
in this area, and repeals the former Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC [46].

In the GDPR, natural or legal persons processing personal data are qualified as data controllers
when they “determine the purposes and means of the processing”, or processors when they “pro-

cess personal data on behalf of the controller” [19, Articles 4(7), 4(8)]. Personal data are defined
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as “[...] any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’)

[...]” [19, Article 4(1)]. Data controllers are required to ground their processing of personal data
on one of six allowed legal bases [19, Art. 6]. The most common one is the consent of the data
subject. Where consent is the chosen legal basis, the GDPR requires the collection of free, spe-
cific, informed and unambiguous consent from the data subject [19, Article 4(11)]. The burden
of proof of such consent lies with the data controller [19, Recital (42)]. In the absence of a valid
proof of consent, processing is unlawful unless the controller can demonstrate that another legal
basis applies.

Decisions from the Court of Justice of the EU and from national DPAs In its 2018 decision
following an on-site inspection, the French DPA (CNIL) ruled that the company “Vectaury” acting
as a TCF CMP, failed to demonstrate a valid consent collection for an advertising processing of
personal data, and did not comply with the transparency requirement regarding the purposes of
processing [47, 48]. This interpretation has been contested by the IAB Europe [49]. The Belgian
DPA conducted an investigation of the IAB TCF in response to 22 complaints [50] claiming GDPR
infringements, such as not providing adequate rules for the processing of special categories of
personal data, failed to fulfill its obligations under Article 12(1) of the GDPR and Articles 13 and
14 of the GDPR [19]. As of today, the investigation is still ongoing. The CJEU has limited the
design options for consent banners : on October 2019, in the Planet49 case [51], the Court ruled
that a pre-ticked checkbox could not satisfy the requirement for valid consent. National DPAs
further have made decisions at a national EU Member State level regarding design of consent
banners. For example, the French DPA (CNIL) considers that absence of reject option violates
the legal requirements for valid consent, highlighting it in its 2022 decisions against Google [52],
Facebook [53] and numerous orders to comply in 2021 [27]. Recently, DPAs also took position
about the international transfer of personal data following the decision of the CJEU in the Schrems
II case [54]. In February 2022, several DPAs have issued a compliance order to website publishers
for the use of Google Analytics in violation of Article 44 of the GDPR [55]. The CNIL analysed
the qualification of data transfers resulting from the use of Google Analytics. The CNIL concluded
that websites using Google Analytics were realising international data transfers to the US, and that
such transfers were done without the appropriate data protection level required by the GDPR. The
CNIL concludes that website publishers should either implement a proxy that removes all personal
data before transferring it to the US, or stop using US-based solutions.

2.2.2 Non-binding sources : Guidelines and reports issued by the EDPB and natio-

nal DPAs

Guidelines and reports issued by the EU Data Protection Board In 2018, the GDPR has in-
troduced an independent organisation called European Data Protection Board (EDPB) to replace
the previous Article 29 Working Party (Art. 29 WP). The EDPB is mostly composed of representa-
tives from each EU national DPA, and is in charge of the application of data protection regulations
in the European Union [56]. In 2020, the EDPB issued its Guidelines 05/2020 on consent un-

der Regulation 2016/679 [57]. In this document, the EDPB states that “access to services and

functionalities must not be made conditional on the consent of a user to the storing of informa-

tion, or gaining of access to information already stored”. In practice, this interpretation means the
EDPB does not consider preventing users from accessing a website without acceptance of tracking
(commonly known as “tracking walls”) to be a valid form of consent request. Legally, the EDPB
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considers this technique as an infringement of the requirement for free consent prescribed by the
GDPR [19, Art.4(11), 7(4)]. In January 2023, the EDPB also issued a Report of the work under-
taken by the Cookie Banner Taskforce [58] created in September 2021 to address more than 500
complaints sent by the privacy activist organisation NOYB on 31 May 2021 [59]. In this report,
EDPB members agree on their interpretation of legal requirements regarding eight common prac-
tices encountered, including absence of reject buttons and withdraw icons, use of pre-ticked boxes,
classification of consent-based cookies as essential, and deceptive design of consent pop-ups.

DPA guidelines specifically about CMPs Numerous DPAs provide guidelines and recommen-
dations regarding consent and tracking. In practice, legally required consent is often provided to
websites’ owners by Consent Managements Platforms (CMPs), that are further discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3. Only few DPA guidelines specifically discuss the service offered by these providers. In
their 2021 Guide on use of cookies [60, 3.2.3 (c)], the Spanish DPA asserts that “as long as CMPs

comply with the requirements and guarantees [for obtaining valid consent], they shall be deemed

an appropriate tool [...]”. It recommends that CMPs “must be submitted to audits or other inspec-

tions in order to verify that [...] requirements are complied with”. The Irish DPA [61] reiterates that
CMPs should be careful to avoid non-compliant designs already settled in the binding case law (see
Section 2.2.1, and emphasises their accountability and transparency obligations. The DPA focuses
especially on the obligation for the publisher to keep a record of their types of personal data pro-
cessing, and of the user consent obtained in accordance with the GDPR requirements [19, Article
30], even when using a CMP.

DPA reports about the IAB Europe Numerous CMPs implement the Transparency & Consent
Framework (TCF) developed by the European branch of the advertising professional organisation,
IAB Europe. The UK’s DPA (ICO) [62] published a report on AdTech and Real-Time Bidding,
studying both IAB Europe’s TCF and Google’s framework and concluded that the TCF lacked
transparency and observed a systemic lack of compliance to their data protection requirements of
the real-time bidding sector.

2.3 CMPs and web advertising ecosystem

CMPs are companies providing “consent management pop-ups as a service”. These pop-ups
are then added by website publishers on their pages to be compliant with European and similar data
protection laws. CMPs often rely on a de facto standard, IAB Europe’s Transparency & Consent
Framework (TCF). This section regroups the previous works related to CMPs, IAB Europe, the
TCF, and the other actors of online advertising ecosystem (“vendors”, website publishers, and data
subjects). We further discuss the relations between all such actions in Chapter 5.

2.3.1 Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB)

The Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) is an organization of advertising professionals foun-
ded in 1996. Its purpose is to develop technical standards, provide training, and make lobbying for
the advertising industry. The organization regroups 45 affiliated IAB groups in the world, including
Europe. The European branch of the IAB, called IAB Europe, has developed a common frame-
work called Transparency and Consent Framework (TCF) (currently on version 2.0). The goal of
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the TCF is to salvage the massive data collection that fuels the advertising ecosystem, while being
compliant with the new data protection laws. This framework provides the specification and gui-
delines for CMPs and advertising vendors. IAB registration as a CMP or vendor costs $ 2,000 per
year, and enables the subscriber to be present in the TCF and use the standardized consent signal.

IAB Transparency and Consent Framework The first version of the TCF (v1.1) was released
by the IAB Europe in 2018. Its successor (v2.0) appeared in 2019. Vendors is the term used
by the IAB to describe third-parties requesting consent to personal data processing. They can
be, for instance, advertising or analytic companies, data brokers, or ID providers. As of 4 April
2023, 809 vendors are registered in a global list by IAB Europe, called TCF v2.0 Global Vendors

List (GVL) [63]. Numerous CMPs include by default the whole GVL in their consent pop-ups,
resulting for the end-user to potentially consent for all the registered vendors rather than limiting
her consent (when applicable) to the vendors present in the publisher’s website, as demonstrated
by Matte et al. [64] with their Cookie Glasses extension.

2.3.2 Research studies about IAB TCF

Since then, numerous research publications have shed light on TCF-based CMPs. We summa-
rize below the key findings of the most relevant studies in the fields of qualitative evaluation of
consent, and large scale measurements of consent pop-ups.

Qualitative evaluation of consent In 2020, Nouwens et al. [65] studied the presence of dark pat-
terns in the UI of five popular CMPs according to UK data provided by the advertising company
Adzerk (now renamed Kevel) [66]. They found almost 90% of consent pop-up didn’t meet the
minimal legal requirements, and the absence of a “refuse” button on the first layer of the consent
pop-up increases positive consent. Additionally, Matte et al. [67] discuss the purposes and legal
basis pre-defined by the IAB Europe and suggest that several purposes might not be specific or
explicit enough to guarantee a valid legal basis, and that a large portion of purposes should require
consent but are allowed by the TCF to be gathered on the basis of legitimate interest. In 2021,
Human and Cech [68] built a theoretical framework to evaluate consent collection from five major
tech companies — Google, Amazon, Facebook, Apple, and Microsoft — focusing on interactions,
graphical design, and text. They noticed asymmetric design, hidden information, and unclear sta-
tements. They show the way these companies gather consent to be ethically problematic, and so-
metimes non GDPR-compliant. Finally, Santos et al. [20] performed an interdisciplinary analysis
of the legal and technical requirements of consent banners under the GDPR and ePD, identifying
22 requirements from legal sources and both technical and legal experts to verify compliance of
consent banner design. They explored ways to realize manual or automated verification of these
requirements, aiming to help regulators, NGOs, and other researchers to detect violation of EU le-
gislation in consent banner implementation. They also showed which requirements are impossible
to verify at scale in the current web architecture, because of a lack of dedicated automatic tools
and standards in cookie banner design.

Large-scale measurements of consent pop-ups From January 2018 until May, Degeling et
al. [69] studied characteristics of 31 consent pop-up libraries including several ones provided by
TCF-registered CMPs by installing them locally. They found that 62.2% of European websites
displayed consent pop-ups in October 2018. The authors observed a 16% increase in consent
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pop-ups adoption by website pre- and post-GDPR. Hils et al. [70] analyzed 4.2 million domains
between June 2018 and 2020, showing how the rate of adoption doubled year over year as a
result of compliance with the EU data protection regulation, and that CMPs are mostly used by
moderately popular websites. Focusing on the programmatic signals rather than user behaviour,
Matte et al. [64] analysed 28,257 EU websites and found that 141 websites register positive consent
even if the user has not made their choice and 27 websites store a positive consent even if the user
has explicitly opted out.

2.4 Dark patterns and influence of design choices on users

Research has shown that far from being neutral, the design of consent management tools was
using techniques to drive people using it toward the choice wanted by the developer. In this section,
we list the most important works regarding influence of design choices, and their application in
the field of online privacy.

2.4.1 Definition of dark patterns

The concept of “Nudge” was popularised by Thaler and Sunstein in their 2008 book [71]
as “any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s behavior in a predictable way wi-

thout forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic incentives”. Thaler des-
cribes nudge as aiming “to help people make better choices as judged by themselves” and uses the
word “sludge” for tactics that encourage self-harming behaviours [72]. The possibility to apply
nudges to privacy was notably studied by Acquisti in 2009 [73]. In 2010, the designer and scholar
Harry Brignull coined the term “dark pattern” to name such unethical choices architectures. He
described a dark pattern as “a user interface carefully crafted to trick users into doing things they

might not otherwise do [. . . ] with a solid understanding of human psychology, and [which] do

not have the user’s interests in mind’’ [7]. Dark patterns include all deceptive (to mislead users by
creating a false appearance), manipulative (to influence or control the action of users by using a
subterfuge), coercive (to force users to perform an action), or obstructive (to prevent the action by
causing unnecessary difficulties and delays) designs of a User Interface (UI), made to influence
the decision of users in the interest of someone else. Brignull et al. identified a taxonomy of twelve
different types of dark patterns and collected examples in their “hall of shame” website [9]. Mul-
tiple research studies emerged since 2010, proposing taxonomies and definitions of dark patterns
in various contexts [10, 12, 74]. Regulatory bodies also became very interested in defining dark
patterns in Data Protection and Consumer Protection domains [21, 75–78]. In 2023, these taxono-
mies and dark patterns definitions from academia and regulators have been regrouped in a draft
ontology with high-, meso- and low-level dark patterns by Gray et al. [14].

2.4.2 Application to online privacy and consent

Policy and regulatory reports Various reports have analysed the presence of deceptive, ma-
nipulative, coercive, or obstructive design choices in consent pop-ups nudging users toward ac-
ceptance of online tracking. We briefly present below the most important relevant to our re-
search. In 2018, the Norwegian Consumer Council (NCC) [79] analyzed how interface designs
on Google, Facebook, and Windows 10 make it hard for users to exercise privacy-friendly options.
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The CNIL [80], in its report Shaping Choices in the Digital World, proposes a non-exhaustive ty-
pology of potentially deceptive design practices which have a direct impact on data protection with
a graphical representation [81]. The ICO [82] consider a cookie consent mechanism that highlight
an “accept” option over a “reject’ option as a non-compliant approach. The same holds if the reject
option is located in a second layer and the agree option is available in the first layer. It calls this
“nudge behaviour” which influences users towards the “accept” option.

Academic research work Several studies specifically focused on the presence of dark patterns
in consent pop-ups. Kulyk et al. [83] performed an online survey on 150 participants, most wi-
thout computer experience, about their perception of cookie banners, finding that cookie banners
were often seen as a nuisance more than a useful information. In 2019, Utz et al. [84] measured
how the design of consent pop-ups influence the behaviour of acceptation or denial of consent,
showing that small UI design decisions can have a significant impact on people’s choices, and
that strategies such as interface interference (highlighting “Accept” button in a binary choice with
“Decline”) has a strong impact of whether they accept third-party cookies. Chromik et al. [85]
discuss dark patterns of explainability, transparency and control, focusing on intelligent systems.
They conclude that the legal right to explanation provided by the GDPR is not sufficient, and ad-
vocates for “specific guidelines and standards”. In 2020, Nouwens et al. [86] studied the impact
of design choices regarding consent pop-ups, user interface nudges, and granularity of available
consent options, finding less than 12% of the studied websites to be compliant with EU law. Soe
et al. [6] collected consent pop-ups from 300 Scandinavian and English-speaking news services
looking for manipulative strategies, and came to the conclusion that “all employ some level of une-

thical practices”. Machuletz and Böhme [87] set up a user study of post-GDPR consent banners
with 150 German and Austrian students, showing a significant increase in consent when the high-
lighted default “Select all” button is present, with participants often expressing regret about their
choice after the experiment. In 2021, Gray et al. [88] highlight connections between HCI, design,
privacy and data protection on consent pop-ups, focusing on three different types of dark patterns.
Luguri et Strahilevitz [13] did a large-scale experiment to compare the influence of “mild” and
“aggressive” dark patterns on different categories of American consumers. They notably found
“mild” dark patterns to generate less negative feelings. Mathur et al. [89] use the combined ap-
proaches of psychology, economics, ethics, philosophy, and law to formulate a general definition
of dark patterns and their effects on users.

2.4.3 Privacy studies focusing on developers

While it was demonstrated that dark patterns manipulate end users, various research have
considered web developers and website owners to be users as well. Researchers started conside-
ring developers to be end-users as well in the mid-2010s in usable security and privacy by looking
at software developers’ nudging and its potential impact on end-user privacy. In 2016, Acar et
al. [90] studied how to apply usable security principles to developers to improve understanding of
their attitudes, knowledge and priorities. They highlight the differences of perceptions and goals
between developers and end-users, the secondary concern of security for users, and the counter-
productive effect of the overabundance of security recommendations. In 2021, Tahaei et al. [91]
conducted an online survey of 400 participants with prior experience in mobile application deve-
lopment, showing that developers’ choices were influenced by the impact on revenue, user privacy
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and the assumed relevance of ads to users. They also found that highlighting the privacy implica-
tion of ad personalisation in the options could increase their choice of non-personalised ads.

However, other professionals from different fields are involved in the process of designing,
creating, and maintaining a website, who are not necessarily developers. This can include exe-
cutive people from a website-owning company and external processors, such as, for instance,
legal experts or marketing agencies. Our 2022 work on the manipulation of website publishers by
CMPs [92] is inspired by this. It focuses on all the actors potentially involved in the process of
adding a GDPR consent banner to a website.
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Abstract

User engagement with data privacy and security through consent banners has become a ubi-

quitous part of interacting with internet services. While previous work has addressed consent

banners from either interaction design, legal, and ethics-focused perspectives, little research ad-

dresses the connections among multiple disciplinary approaches, including tensions and oppor-

tunities that transcend disciplinary boundaries. In this paper, we draw together perspectives and

commentary from HCI, design, privacy and data protection, and legal research communities, using

the language and strategies of “dark patterns” to perform an interaction criticism reading of three

different types of consent banners. Our analysis builds upon designer, interface, user, and so-

cial context lenses to raise tensions and synergies that arise together in complex, contingent, and

conflicting ways in the act of designing consent banners. We conclude with opportunities for trans-

disciplinary dialogue across legal, ethical, computer science, and interactive systems scholarship

to translate matters of ethical concern into public policy.
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3.1 Introduction

The language of ethics and values increasingly dominates both the academic discourse and
the lived experiences of everyday users as they engage with designed technological systems and
services. Within the HCI community, there has been a long history of engagement with ethical im-
pact, including important revisions of the ACM Code of Ethics in the 1990s [1,2] and 2010s [3–5],
development and propagation of ethics- and value-focused methods to encourage awareness of po-
tential social impact [6–8], and the development of methodologies that seek to center the voices
of citizens and everyday users [9–11]. In the past few years, everyday users have begun to become
more aware of the ethical character of everyday technologies as well, with recent public calls to
ban facial recognition technologies [12] and further regulate privacy and data collection provi-
sions [13, 14], alongside critiques and boycotts of major social media and technology companies
by employees and users alike [15, 16]. These kinds of technology ethics issues have also been fo-
regrounded by new and proposed laws and regulations—in particular, the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) in the European Union [17] and the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)
in the United States [18]. These new legal standards have brought with them new opportunities to
define unethical or unlawful design decisions, alongside new requirements that impact both in-
dustry stakeholders (e.g., “ data controllers”, “data processors”, designers, developers) and end
users.

Of course, HCI represents one of many disciplinary framings of technology ethics, with impor-
tant parallel work occurring in other communities such as Science and Technology Studies (STS),
Privacy, Ethics, and Law. As the ethical concerns present in technological systems and services
become more apparent and widespread, others have called for a transdisciplinary engagement in
conjunction with these other disciplinary perspectives to more fully address the complex inter-
sections of technological affordances, user interactions, and near and far social impacts [19–23].
Recent work has sought to bridge some of these perspectives through the use of dark patterns

as a theoretical framing, calling attention to a convergence of designer intent and negative user
experience [24–30]. We seek to explicitly build upon these traditions and concepts in this work.

In this paper, we draw together perspectives and commentary from HCI, design, privacy and
data protection, and legal research communities, building an enhanced understanding of how these
perspectives might arise together in complex, situated, contingent, and conflicting ways in the
act of designing consent banners. The GDPR [17] and the ePrivacy Directive [31] demand user
consent for tracking technologies and this requirement has resulted in a range of different tech-
niques, interaction approaches, and even inclusion of dark patterns to gain user consent [32–35].
Thus, we took as our starting point for this paper a collection of consent processes for websites
accessible to EU residents, where each consent process was captured through screen recording.
We then built on prior analysis of this dataset to identify several consent patterns which were
distributed across the temporal user experience that include initial framing, configuration, and ac-
ceptance of consent parameters. We then used our shared expertise as authors in HCI, design,
ethics, computer science, and law to analyze these design outcomes for their legality using prior
legal precedent [17, 31], and their ethical appropriateness using relevant strategies from the dark
patterns literature [25].

Our goal in this work is not to identify the breadth or depth of consent approaches, or even
primarily to identify which of these approaches is most or least legally or ethically problematic.
Instead, we use an interaction criticism [36] approach to analyze and reflect upon several common
approaches to designing a consent banner from multiple perspectives : 1) design choices evident
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in the consenting process artifact itself ; 2) the possible experience of the end user ; 3) the pos-
sible intentions of the designer ; and 4) the social milieu and impact of this milieu on the other
three perspectives. Using this humanist approach to engaging with technological complexity, we
are able to foreground conflicts based on role and perspective ; identify how legal, design, and
ethical guidance frequently conflicts or lacks enough guidance ; and provide an interactive frame-
work through which future work might assess ethical and legal impact across temporal aspects
of the consenting process. This approach results in a detailed analysis of four consent strategies
from multiple disciplinary and role-based perspectives, leading to an overview of the consent task
flow in alignment with legal consent requirements and the identification of instances where dark
patterns strategies are used to manipulate the user into selecting options that are not in their best
interest.

The contribution of this paper is three-fold. First, we use a combination of legal and ethics fra-
meworks to evaluate different approaches to obstructing or manipulating user choice when consen-
ting, providing a range of examples to inform future policy work and ethics education. Second,
we explore our exemplars using an interaction criticism approach, adding an ethics-focused layer
to critical accounts of interactive systems. Third, we argue for transdisciplinary dialogue across
legal, ethical, computer science, and interactive systems scholarship to translate matters of ethical
concern into public policy.

3.2 Related Work

3.2.1 Recent work on consent banners

The most closely relevant work on which we build our contribution in this paper is a surge of
studies on consent banners, including work primarily stemming from a legal compliance perspec-
tive [37–41] or a dark patterns or “nudging” perspective [32–35,42,43]. We will briefly summarize
several key studies and findings in this area.

3.2.1.1 Design choices that impact user behavior

In 2019, Utz et al. [43] conducted a field study on more than 80,000 German participants.
Using a shopping website, they measured how the design of consent banners influence the beha-
viour of people acceptation or denial of consent. They found that small UI design decisions (such
as changing the position of the notice from top to bottom of the screen) substantially impacts whe-
ther and how people interact with cookie consent notices. One of their experiments indicated that
dark patterns strategies such as interface interference (highlighting “Accept” button in a binary
choice with “Decline”), and pre-selected choices for different uses of cookies has a strong impact
of whether the users accept the third-party cookies.

In their 2020 study, Nouwens et al. [32] performed a study on the impact of various design
choices relating to consent notices, user interface nudges and the level of granularity of options.
They scraped the design and text of the five most popular CMPs on top 10,000 websites in the UK,
looking for the presence of three features : 1) if the consent was given in an explicit or implicit
form; 2) whether the ease of acceptance was the same as rejection—by checking whether accept is
the same widget (on the same hierarchy) as reject ; and 3) if the banner contained pre-ticked boxes,
considered as non-compliant under the GDPR [17, Recital 32]. In their results, they found less than
12% of the websites they analyzed to be compliant with EU law. In their second experiment, they
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ran a user study on 40 participants, looking at the effect of 8 specific design on users’ consent
choices. They recorded an increase of 22 percentage points in given consent when the “Reject all”
button is removed from the first page, and “hidden” at least two clicks away from this first page.
Finally, they found a decrease of 8 to 20 percentage points when the control options are placed on
the first page.

Machuletz and Böhme [42] set up a user study of post-GDPR consent banners with 150 stu-
dents in Germany and Austria. Building upon with behavioural theories in psychology and consu-
mer research, they evaluated the impacts of 1) the number of options displayed to the user, and
2) the presence/absence of a “Select all” default button in the banners, nudging the user toward
giving a complete consent. They showed a significant increase in consent when the highlighted
default “Select all” button is present, with participants often expressing regret about their choice
after the experiment.

Soe et al. [33] performed a manual analysis of GDPR-related consent banners. They manually
collected banners from 300 Scandinavian and English-speaking news services, looking for mani-
pulative strategies potentially circumventing the requirements of the GDPR. Then, they analyzed
the design of these banners, and “found that all employ some level of unethical practices”. In
their findings, the most common patterns were obstruction, present in 43% of the tested websites
containing dark patterns, and interface interference, present in 45.3%.

3.2.1.2 Issues with compliance and detection

In their 2019 study, Matte et al. [34] focused on Consent Management Platforms (CMPs)
implementing IAB Europe’s Transparency and Consent Framework (TCF) framework. They ana-
lyzed consent stored behind the user interface of TCF consent banners. They detected suspected
violations of the GDPR and ePrivacy Directive by running two automatic and semi-automatic
crawl campaigns, on a total of 28,257 EU websites. Specifically, they studied 1) whether consent
was stored before the user made the choice, 2) whether the notice offers a way to opt out, 3) whe-
ther there were pre-selected choices, and 4) if the choice that the user had made was respected
at all. They found 141 websites registering positive consent before the user’s choice, 236 web-
sites that nudged users towards accepting consent by pre-selecting options, and 27 websites that
storing a (false) positive consent even if the user had explicitly opted out. They also developed
free and open-source tools to enable DPAs and regular users to verify if consent stored by CMPs
corresponds to their choice.

Human and Cech [44] built a theoretical framework to evaluate consent collection from five
major tech companies—Google, Amazon, Facebook, Apple, and Microsoft—focusing on interac-
tions, graphical design, and text. They noticed asymmetric design, hidden information, and unclear
statements. They show the way these companies gather consent to be ethically problematic, and
sometimes non GDPR-compliant.

Finally, Santos et al. [40] performed an interdisciplinary analysis of the legal and technical
requirements of consent banners under the GDPR and ePD, identifying 22 requirements from legal
sources and both technical and legal experts to verify compliance of consent banner design. They
explored ways to realize manual or automated verification of these requirements, aiming to help
regulators, NGOs, and other researchers to detect violation of EU legislation in consent banner
implementation. They also showed which requirements are impossible to verify in the current web
architecture.
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Summary. Prior work has evaluated the impact of interface design on consent banners and
the decisions of users. These studies have primarily addressed : a) the computational detection of
concrete design choices evident in source code ; b) the user impact of these design choices ; and c)
the legitimacy of some of these design choices from a ethics, legal, or policy perspective. However,
much of this work has occurred in silos, resulting in a disconnection of these design choices from
the overall consent flow, or a lack of identification of the ways in which particular dark patterns
might be connected to legal requirements and the user experience. In this paper, we build upon
this gap in substantive transdisciplinary discourse, addressing a cross-section of legal, design, and
technical expertise in relation to consent design choices and dark patterns.

3.2.2 Practitioner- and Academic-Focused Discussions of Ethics

Previous scholarship has revealed markedly different discourses regarding ethical concerns,
with the academic community largely focused on arguing in relation to moral and ethics theory
(e.g., [7, 8, 45]) and the practitioner community focused more on tangible and problematic prac-
tices (e.g., [19, 24, 26, 46]). While there has been substantial interest in ethically-focused design
practices in the HCI community for decades, most of this work has been subsumed into one of
three categories : 1) the development and maintenance of a code of ethics in the ACM, including
relevant use of this code in education and practice [3–5] ; 2) the construction and validation of
methods to support ethics-focused practice, most commonly within the methodology of Value-
Sensitive Design (VSD ; [7,45]) ; and 3) the use of practitioner-focused research to reveal patterns
of ethical awareness and complexity [19, 21–23, 47–50]. Work on VSD has also included efforts
across these categories that identify opportunities for implementation in design and evaluation
activities [22, 51, 52] as well as broader engagement in ethics-focused argumentation, building
connections from ethical and moral theories to HCI and Science and Technology Studies (STS)
concerns (e.g., [53–57]). One particular source of interest that relates to the framing of this paper
is a recent paper by Kirkham [20] that links ethical concerns with VSD and guidance from the
European Convention on Human Rights ; [20] is one of few examples of legal, ethical, and HCI
discourses coming together with the goal of informing HCI scholarship and guidance that may
inform design practices.

The practitioner discourse regarding ethics has been more diffuse, representing an interest in
ethics-focused work practices (e.g., Nodder’s Evil by Design [58]), but perhaps the most vital
conversations have emerged around the conceptual language of “dark patterns.” This term was
coined by Harry Brignull in 2010 to describe “a user interface carefully crafted to trick users into
doing things they might not otherwise do [. . . ] with a solid understanding of human psychology,
and [which] do not have the user’s interests in mind” [24]. Brignull identified a taxonomy [59]
of twelve different types of dark patterns and collects examples in his “hall of shame,” which has
subsequently been built upon by Gray et al. [25], Bösch et al. [46], and Mathur et al. [29]. In 2016,
Bösch et al. presented a classification of eight “dark strategies” [46], built in opposition to Hoep-
man’s “privacy design strategies” [60], which uncovered several new patterns : Privacy Zuckering,
Bad Defaults ; Forced Registration (requiring account registration to access some functionality) ;
Hidden Legalese Stipulations (hiding malicious information in lengthy terms and conditions) ; Im-

mortal Accounts ; Address Book Leeching ; and Shadow User Profiles. These patterns were later
extended in an online privacy dark pattern portal [61] for the community to study and discuss
existing patterns and contribute new ones. Mathur et al. [29] used automated techniques to detect
text-based dark patterns, such as framing, in a set of ~53K product pages from ~11K shopping
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websites. They found 1,818 occurrences of dark patterns, involving 183 websites and 22 third-
party entities. They built a classification of these dark patterns, dividing them in 15 types and 7
categories, and a taxonomy of their characteristics. Finally, they made some recommendations to
mitigate the negative effects of these deceptive techniques on users. In this work, we rely more
specifically on the five dark patterns strategies proposed by Gray et al. [25], which include : nag-

ging–a “redirection of expected functionality that persists beyond one or more interactions” ; obs-

truction–”making a process more difficult than it needs to be, with the intent of dissuading certain
action(s)” ; sneaking–“attempting to hide, disguise, or delay the divulging of information that is
relevant to the user” ; interface interference–“manipulation of the user interface that privileges
certain actions over others” ; and forced action–“requiring the user to perform a certain action to
access (or continue to access) certain functionality.”

In other complementary work addressing dark patterns, scholars have described how dark pat-
terns are perceived from an end-user perspective [62,63], how these patterns appear in non-screen-
based proxemic interactions [27] and in mobile interactions [64], how these patterns can impact
online disclosure [65], and how these patterns can be used to motivate design discourses and argu-
mentation about ethics [66]. Finally, Chivukula and Gray [26,67] have recently shown how interest
in dark patterns can reveal larger patterns of coercion and abuse in digital technologies, building
on the popular subreddit “r/assholedesign” to define properties of an “asshole designer.”

Summary. Previous work relating to ethics addresses a broad range of concerns, arguing from
moral philosophy and professional ethics, engaging with complexity from the practitioner pers-
pective, or some combination of these perspectives. We seek to connect these concerns in a trans-
disciplinary framing, better connecting practitioner and academic concerns about ethics within the
context of legal and design concerns using the language of “dark patterns.”

3.2.3 Legal scholarship on cookie banners and consent requirements

While legal scholarship infrequently intersects with work from the HCI community (see [20,
68] for rare examples connecting HCI to policymaking), literature from a legal perspective is vital
to our understanding of what practices may be lawful or unlawful, and how these policies emerge
and are then tested by the courts. To provide a basis for arguing from a legal perspective in this
paper, we provide a brief summary of some of the key legislation and requirements dictated by
GDPR, which ground our analysis of problematic consent banners in Section 3.4.

GDPR is the key pillar of the EU data protection framework, as supplemented by the ePrivacy
Directive. In essence, the regulation formulates standards for the processing of personal data. Per-
sonal data are defined as “[. . . ] any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural

person (‘data subject’) [. . . ]” (Article 4(1) GDPR). Processing is similarly broadly defined and
amounts to any action undertaken with such information (Article 4(2)). The GDPR regulates the
processing of personal data by affording rights to users (called “data subjects”), by imposing obli-
gations of entities that process personal data (data controllers and processors), and a monitoring
role for data protection authorities (DPAs).

GDPR introduces specific principles relating to the processing of personal data (Article 5
GDPR) which guide data controllers and processors in the interpretation of the rights and obli-
gations. Of immediate importance for are the lawfulness, fairness and transparency principles
(Articles 5(1)(a) GDPR) and the accountability principle (Article 5(2) GDPR). The processing
of personal data requires one of the conditions for lawful processing to be satisfied (Article 6(1)
GDPR), namely consent. The ePrivacy Directive stipulates that user consent is required for proces-
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sing information through the use of tracking technologies (which includes cookies, (Article 5(3)
of the ePrivacy Directive) ∗. Consent is commonly expressed through interface design elements in
the form of a pop-up.

Table 3.1 presents a synthesis of the legal requirements for valid consent which stem from
the GDPR, the ePrivacy Directive (ePD) and the Court of Justice of the EU (CJEU). Consent is
defined in Article 4(11) and complemented by Articles 6 and 7 of the GDPR which states that
for consent to be valid, it must satisfy the following elements : it must be “freely given, specific,
informed and unambiguous.” The controller is required to be able to demonstrate consent (Article
7(1) GDPR) keeping in mind that, in assessing the “freely given” definitional condition, rendering
access to the service conditional on consent may invalidate the reliance on consent (Article 7(4)
GDPR). In short, consent is required to be presented in a manner which is clearly distinguishable
from other matters (Article 7(2) GDPR) and represent a meaningful choice as evidenced by the
ability to withdraw consent (Article 7(3) GDPR).

Summary. Legal scholarship has not yet provided a threshold for the appropriateness of specific
design patterns in consent banners, and which requirements for a valid consent are or are not
respected in each case. Although some regulators have provided classifications of dark patterns
applied to various practices which have been deemed unfriendly in terms of privacy impacts, these
classifications have not qualified which dark patterns are potentially unlawful and which legal
requirements are potentially violated in relation to these patterns. We seek to address this gap,
focusing on a legal compliance perspective by analyzing the lawfulness of these dark patterns
from the consent requirements side.

3.3 Our Approach

3.3.1 Researcher Positionality

We explicitly and intentionally framed this project—and our broader research collaboration—
in relation to transdisciplinary scholarship that expands beyond any one of the authors’ respective
disciplines. As one effort to acknowledge the subjective positions from which our readings of each
consent banner emerges, we include a brief description of our disciplinary expertise as a means of
increasing the transparency of our research efforts [70].

The authors of this paper are researchers that engage in research, design, or development across
the following domains :

— Bielova and Toth are computer scientists with expertise in web privacy measurement and
privacy compliance ;

— Gray is an HCI and design researcher with expertise in UX, ethics, values, and dark pat-
terns ;

— Santos and Clifford are legal scholars with particular expertise in EU Data Protection law.
These different areas of disciplinary expertise are frequently contested, working in silos, or

are otherwise in conflict with concepts or guidance from other disciplinary perspectives. We use
the concept of “dark patterns” as a primary example of our means of connection to each other
as scholars, while also recognizing that the concept of dark patterns has been addressed separa-
tely within the research communities of HCI, Computer Science and Law, with varying degrees
of impact and limited interdisciplinary effort. In this paper, we explicitly leverage our collective

∗. Only functional cookies which are used for communications and strictly necessary purposes are exempted of
consent. See more detailed analysis of the scope of consent in Santos et al. [40, Section 4].
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Requirements Provenance in the

GDPR, ePD, CJEU

Description

Freely given Art. 4(11), 7(4) GDPR Consent should imply a voluntary choice to accept/-
decline the processing of personal data, taken in the
absence of any kind of pressure or compulsion on
the user

Specific Art. 4(11) GDPR,
CJEU Planet 49 [69]

Consent should be separately requested for each pur-
pose

Informed Art. 4(11) GDPR, 5(3)
ePD, CJEU Planet
49 [69]

The user must be given clear and comprehensive in-
formation about what data is processed, the purposes
and means for expressing consent

Unambiguous Art. 4(11) GDPR,
CJEU Planet 49 [69]

Clear and affirmative action of the user

Readable and
accessible

Art. 7(2), Recitals 32,
42 GDPR

Consent request should be distinguishable of other
matters, intelligible, accessible to the user, using
clear and plain language, not unnecessarily disrup-
tive to the use of the website

Table 3.1 – Legal requirements for a valid consent, provenance in the GDPR, ePrivacy Directive
(ePD) and the Court of Justice of the EU (CJEU).

attempts as a research team to bridge disciplinary silos as a way of collectively discussing future
transdisciplinary approaches to ethics, policy, design, and computer science. This paper was writ-
ten over a period of almost nine months, involving numerous online calls where we engaged with
the transdisciplinary complexity of this space, seeking both to find a “common ground”—where
concepts from each of our disciplinary perspectives might find resonance—as well as identifying
how the emergent findings that are present in our argumentation might point towards disciplinary
advances in each of our respective areas, and how these might be productively brought together as
an example of transdisciplinary scholarship for the HCI community.

3.3.2 Data Collection and Framing

Due to the argumentation focus of this paper, we relied upon data sources collected in previous
projects to identify salient consent design choices to elaborate further. From 2019–2020, a subset
of the authors collected a broad range of examples of consent banners, using screen recording
software to capture the entire interaction flow required to fully consent in accordance with GDPR
requirements. The screen recordings were made using desktop-class devices only, recognizing that
mobile experiences themselves are an important space for future work, likely with different forms
of pattern instantiation and sources of manipulation.

We based our analysis on a dataset of 560 websites accessible from the EU from French-,
Italian- or English- speaking countries : France, UK, Belgium, Ireland and Italy, and .com web-
sites from Matte et al. [34]. Each of these sites was detected automatically in this prior work as
containing a consent banner that implemented IAB Europe Transparency and Consent Framework
(TCF [71]). These 560 websites also belonged to 1,000 top Tranco [72] list, which indicates po-
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pular websites of the top level domain (TLD) of the above-mentioned European countries (e.g.,
.fr, .uk, etc) and domain .com. From this dataset, we focused on locating a range of potentially
manipulative design exemplars, using recorded videos or screenshots of the consent experiences
to support a manual and collaborative analysis of their design and text. In total, we reviewed re-
cordings from over 50 sites and extensively analyzed the design and users’ means of interaction
with the consent banners on these websites. While reviewing other recent and relevant literature on
ethical issues in the design of consent banners (e.g., [32, 33, 42]), we identified four main phases
in the consent task flow (Figure 3.1) :

1. the initial framing as a user enters the site ;

2. the presentation of configuration options to accept or select more precise consent options ;

3. the means of accepting the configuration options ; and

4. the ability to ultimately revoke consent.

INITIAL FRAMING

CONSENT TASK FLOW

CONFIGURATION ACCEPTANCE REVOCATION

Figure 3.1 – The task flow of the consenting process by phase.

Within this task flow, we worked as a research team to identify four different combinations
of design choices that were represented in the dataset and raised productive ethical dilemmas
when viewed from multiple disciplinary perspectives. For instance, the consent types reduced

service and consent wall we describe in the findings section of this paper had not previously been
detected or precisely identified in prior work, either through empirical web measurements or from
user studies. Moreover, EU Data Protection Authorities currently have conflicting opinions on the
lawfulness of these practices that this analysis can clarify to policy makers [40] ; these opinions
can only be derived from a legal, design, and computer science analysis of consent requirements
and consent banners as we set out in the remainder of this paper.

Because our main goal in this paper is to examine the complexity of these design outcomes
and not to identify how common these patterns occur “in the wild,” we used the dataset as a
source of inspiration and departure rather than as a means of conducting a content analysis or
other inductive form of inquiry. We therefore focused on analyzing specific types of banners with
the goal of representing a broad range of consenting approaches through our interdisciplinary
perspectives rather than what was most typical or used on the most popular sites.

3.3.3 Data Analysis

Within each element of the task flow as embodied by a specific set of design choices, we ins-
pected specific forms of manipulation through our analysis. We used the practice of interaction

criticism [36] to investigate and interrogate manipulation from multiple perspectives. According
to Bardzell [36], the practice of interaction criticism is the “rigorous interpretive interrogations of
the complex relationships between (a) the interface, including its material and perceptual qualities
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as well as its broader situatedness in visual languages and culture and (b) the user experience, in-
cluding the meanings, behaviors, perceptions, affects, insights, and social sensibilities that arise in
the context of interaction and its outcomes.” The process of engaging in criticism builds upon four
perspectives or positions of argumentation : 1) the designer ; 2) the interface itself ; 3) the user ;
and 4) the social context of creation and use. In our work, we intend to build upon the practice of
interaction criticism by highlighting the contributions of design scholarship, legal jurisprudence,
and discussions of ethics and values from both academic and practitioner perspectives. Using this
approach provided a conceptual means by which we could each intentionally de-center our own
disciplinary expertise and vocabulary, foregrounding perspectives and concepts from other disci-
plinary traditions and subject positions in the search for common ground. Across these disciplinary
perspectives, we sought to include a number of potential considerations :

1. the designer’s potential intent in relation to the design choice ;
potential considerations include : design judgments, context- or role-based limitations of

the designer’s work, means of balancing multiple constraints, use of design precedent

2. the designed interface itself ;
potential considerations include : formal aspects of the UI, common design patterns that

are exemplified by the interface under evaluation, indications of designed interactions or

user experience inscribed into the interface, language used, typographic and compositio-

nal decisions, indication of feedforward

3. the perspective and experience of the end user ;
potential considerations include : anticipated user interactions and experience, technical

knowledge required or assumed of the end user, designer’s perception of the system model

4. the potential social impact of the designed experience.
potential considerations include : relevant business models and economic rationale, cur-

rent and future role of technology, social acceptance or rejection of technology norms,

agency of users and technology providers

Using this approach, we iteratively built out an argument from each of the perspectives lis-
ted above, seeking to identify salient design principles, potential social expectations or means of
describing intent, and legal or policy guidance through which the consent design choices could
be framed. Through this process, authors with expertise across a range of disciplinary perspec-
tives added their own sources of evidence, while also reviewing the coherence of argumentation
from other disciplinary perspectives. We used the qualitative/interpretivist notion of reflexivity to
continuously identify strengths and gaps, seeking not to reach objective and final consensus, but
rather to explore differences in disciplinary perspectives and the points at which these perspectives
overlapped or collided.

3.4 Findings

We organize our findings based on the temporal direction of a user’s task flow, investigating
four design choices in relation to the consenting task flow. Revocation is the fourth element of
the task flow, which we include in Figure 3.1 ; however, we do not address revocation in our
analysis approach. Across these user consent tasks and criticism perspectives, we engage in an
interaction criticism analysis over the following sections, particularly highlighting the interplay
of legal requirements, potential violations, and possible gaps in legal and policy guidance. In
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Figure 3.7 we summarize how this set of design choices relates to legal requirements and dark
patterns strategies in the context of the overall consent task flow.

3.4.1 Initial Framing

The “initial framing,” according to Figure 3.1, corresponds to the very first component of the
consent mechanism a user sees when entering a website. This framing typically consists of an in-
formation banner disclosing the tracking technologies used and their purposes for data processing,
with an acceptance button, and a link to the website’s privacy policy. The initial framing banner
can also take the form of a dialog or popover displayed on a part of the page, but may also com-
pletely block the page, preventing any action by the user until a choice has is made, such as the
consent wall and tracking wall types that we analyze in the following sections.

3.4.1.1 Consent Wall

A consent wall is a design choice that blocks access to the website until a the user expresses
their choice regarding consent. This design choice allows a user to select between acceptance and
refusal ; however, the concrete use of the website is blocked until a choice has been made. An
example from the website of https://www.bloomberg.com/europe illustrates the use of
a consent banner forcing the user to make a choice, thus blocking the access of the website, as
shown in Figure 3.2 †.

We now consider this design choice from four different perspectives, in line with the interac-
tion criticism perspective, overlaying our analysis with legal analysis and commentary regarding
the implementation of dark patterns.

Figure 3.2 – An example of a consent wall, recorded on 5 March 2020. Credits : Bloomberg.com

†. Video recorded on 5 March 2020 : https://mybox.inria.fr/f/28f689abbd8a4f188c89/
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Designer perspective The use of a consent wall clearly separates the consent process from the
use of the underlying website, visually and also interactively. Thus, the actual presentation of
the consent banner relies upon typical, while perhaps not fully ethical, interface design patterns.
If from the designer perspective, the intent is likely to be read as reducing user choice through
the layering and locking out of functionality, it could be deemed to be both manipulative and
coercive. However, from a legal perspective, including a visual limitation—such as blocking ac-
cess to a website until a user expresses a choice—will force the user to consent and therefore it
possibly violates a freely given consent. Rendering access to a service conditionally based upon
consent could raise serious concerns in relation to the ‘freely given’ stipulation in the definition of
consent (Article 7(4) of the GDPR as further specified in Recital 43 thereof). In effect, one could
take the view that this separation between a “consent request” vis à vis “content of the request”
could be considered as being of strategic advantage to the designer, since the separation of these
codebases—one mandatory and site-wide impacting the entire user experience, and another that
is page-specific—might naturally lead to decisions such as a consent wall. Additionally, the desi-
gner/controller is required to be able to demonstrate consent (Article 7(1) GDPR) and to fulfill this
requirement, consent must be presented in a manner which is clearly distinguishable from other
matters, which may potentially support aspects of such interruption to the user experience and
serve as a practical implementation of the obligations laid down by the Regulation. Although, we
observe that such an interpretation would appear to subside in the face of a teleological interpreta-
tion of the GDPR. If the user’s choice does not correspond to the expected choices of the website
publisher/designer, the website should provide other means of accessing the same version of the
website (such as paid options), where the user’s choice is respected. A consent wall that blocks
the service provided by the website without other options has detrimental effects.

User perspective A user demonstrates their intent to gain access to the content of a site by
navigating to a particular URL or by clicking a link. This intent points to their desire to access
the content of a website, and only after the site loads do they face obstructive overlays that are
of secondary importance to many users beyond the content the user was intentionally navigating
towards. In this way, the consent wall can be considered as a visual and interactive barrier to
desired content, exemplifying the dark pattern strategy of forced action, defined as “requiring
the user to perform a certain action to access [. . . ] certain functionality.” In addition, although
this design choice allows some degree of accessibility or interaction, a consent wall could also
be considered as an obstruction to the user’s primary intention to access the full content of the
website visited, with the relative weight or impact of this dark pattern of obstruction to be based
on the amount of content or interactivity that is obscured or limited.

Interface perspective The manipulation evident in the designed interface is intentionally struc-
tured to achieve a higher collected number of positive consents from users through the use of
layered strategic elements as popovers, lightboxed forms, and other means of layering content to
encourage consent—and by comparison, discourage rejection. Notably, when content desired and
deemed relevant to the user is not made immediately or readily accessible, and is instead hidden
under an overlay or other interface elements, with the primary motivator to disguise relevant in-

formation as irrelevant, the interface decisions could also point towards the use of obstruction in
placing visual and interactive barriers between the target of the user’s interaction (the content) and
the only salient interactive target provided by the site (the consent banner).
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This design choice may violate another requirement named the “readable and accessible
consent request” (Article 7(2)), meaning that a consent request should not be unnecessarily dis-
ruptive to the use of the service for which it is provided (Recital 32). Thus, it could be argued that
consent walls are confusing and unnecessarily disruptive of the user experience, and other consent
design implementations could be sought while engaging users. This legal evaluation of the in-
terface decisions requires a more evidence-based assessment of what will amount to a concrete
implementation of what is “unnecessarily disruptive.” In fact, much depends on the context at
hand—as experienced by the end user—but with these provisions in mind, it could be argued that
although a consent wall may be a legitimate means of requesting consent, the user should also
have the flexibility to cancel the request and continue browsing without the burden of tracking.
Practically speaking therefore, compliance with this legal requirement of a freely given consent is
context dependent.

Social impact perspective Positioning consent as the main mechanism to access desirable
content could result in consent auto-acceptance or consent fatigue, where users tend to automa-
tically dismiss any selection options in their path in order to achieve their goal. And it is this
potential that demonstrates how the legitimacy of consent walls—from a legal perspective—is a
complicated question. Across multiple websites, the immediate request for consent could take on
the characteristics of the dark pattern “nagging”—which while not inherently harmful as a single
case, gains strength through its ubiquity across multiple web experiences that may be experien-
ced in a single web browsing session. Thus, the social relationship shown to be valued through the
GDPR is one where the interruption of service may be seen as useful, or even necessary depending
on the context at stake.

Summary This design choice presents a tension between i. interactive separation of user ac-
tivities, ii. strategies meant to limit user interaction prior to completing the consenting process,
iii. requirements that mandate that consenting precedes use, and iv. the various impacts of both a
“burden of care” on the part of the designer and the “freely given” nature of the consent process
itself. These tensions, while potentially pointing towards rejection of this design choice as legally
acceptable, also show the diminished user experience and unnecessary fragmentation of the user
experience in order to satisfy legal requirements.

3.4.1.2 Tracking Wall

A tracking-wall is an instance of a consent wall, however with more detrimental consequences
to the user. In addition to blocking access to the website until the user makes their choice, a
tracking wall gives the user only one option : to consent and accept any terms offered by the site,
without any possibility to refuse. In the legal domain, a tracking wall is also called a “cookie-wall”
or “take it or leave it” choice [73]. Differently from a consent wall (section 3.4.1.1), a tracking wall
cannot result in a reduced service (section 3.4.2.1) because the only option the user has is merely
to accept consent in order to access the website. An example of this design choice can be found on
the website of https://yahoo.com which illustrates the use of a consent banner that provides
only one choice—to accept—while blocking access to the website, as depicted in Figure 3.3 ‡. Our
interaction criticism analysis of consent walls provided in section 3.4.1.1 applies to the tracking

‡. Video recorded on 4 March 2020 : https://mybox.inria.fr/f/6d9ea3b16c6b487d8065/.
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wall as well. In this section, we complement the consent wall analysis with additional specificity
related to tracking wall design choices.

(a) Initial framing (b) Short privacy policy

(c) Configuration

Figure 3.3 – Example of a tracking wall, recorded on 4 March 2020. Credits : Yahoo

Designer perspective When deploying a tracking wall in a website, a designer chooses to restrict
a visitor’s access to content or service when that visitor denies consent. Therefore, the only access
possibility is complete acceptance of tracking technologies used by the website provider and/or
their third-party partners, under any terms that may be provided explicitly, hidden, or simply left
unstated. As a result, this design choice puts more aggressive pressure on the user’s action, with
even less respect of a freely given choice. It therefore raises the same questions as the consent wall
regarding the legal requirement of a freely given consent.

Interface perspective The interface here is very similar to the one encountered when facing a
consent wall. The only difference is the absence of a possibility to refuse consent. As shown in the
example provided in Figure 3.3, some tracking wall examples do include a second informational
button (“learn more”) ; however, even if present, these buttons typically do not provide immediate
access to additional configuration options. The overall impact of this interface experience serves
to obstruct access to any web resources except for the consent box, until the only real choice of “I
agree” has been made.
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User perspective A tracking wall represents a form of obstruction which prevents the user from
achieving their intended action, such as reading an article, creating an account, logging in, or
posting content. It interrupts the user browsing, giving them a single “choice” to give consent
or to quit the website. The absence of any way of using a service/accessing a website without
giving consent (e.g. via a “Refuse” or “Decline” option) makes the interface actively coercive,
leading to an unpleasant experience for users who do not wish to give consent. Thus, beyond
being obstructive, this lack of freely given consent may also constitute a form of forced action.
From a legal perspective, the CNIL’s Draft Recommendation on the use of cookies [74] proposes
that consenting to trackers should be as easy as refusing them, and users should not be exposed to
negative consequences should they decide to refuse consent to tracking.

Social impact perspective A tracking wall, from a website owner’s point of view, could be a
means to offset costs relating to providing the web service, facilitating a balancing of traffic with
advertising revenues. Choosing to completely block the site has a greater impact than a consent
wall, as it is likely to deprive part of the population of access to all the content or service. More
specifically, this restriction may make privacy concerns incompatible with the use of a website not
financed by the user, such as those financed by advertising. For instance, on information and news
websites, this type of design choice may restrict access to information for users depending on
their income. In the worst case, this could lead to significant disparities in accessing information
and equality among individuals, with the wealthiest people falling back on paid sites without
advertising. Paywalls do exist in some areas, they are generally reserved for content where there
is a general social understanding of cost.

The majority of the stakeholders and regulators concur that failure to consent to the use of
trackers should not result in the restriction of access to the website’s content. However, the le-
gal prohibition of this practice varies by source, with the European Data Protection Supervisor
(EDPS) [75], the European Parliament [76], the Bureau Européen des Unions de Consommateurs
(BEUC) [77], the Dutch [78, 79], Belgian [80], German [81], Danish [82] the Greek and Spanish
DPAs [83] all agreeing that this practice should be deemed unlawful. In contrast, the ICO [84]
and the Austrian [85] DPAs diverge on their opinion of the admissibility of tracking walls. In May
2020, the European Data Protection Board (EDPB) addressed the legitimacy of cookie walls and
considered [86, 3.1.2. (39 – 41)] that the requirement for free consent implies that “access to ser-
vices and functionalities must not be made conditional on the consent of a user to the storing of
information, or gaining of access to information already stored in the terminal equipment of a user
(so called cookie walls)”. Thus, using “a script that will block content from being visible except
for a request to accept cookies and the information about which cookies are being set and for what
purposes data will be processed”, with “[. . . ] no possibility to access the content without clicking
on the ‘Accept cookies’ button” is regarded as non compliant to the GDPR.

Summary Consistent with our analysis of the consent wall, this design choice increases the
tension between interactive separation of user activities and the requirement to allow the user
to freely give their consent. In addition to this primary design and legal tension, the lack of an
ability to reject consent—alongside the inability to use the web resource without making this
forced choice—represents an additional barrier to the user’s ability to make a specific and informed
decision.
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3.4.2 Configuration and Acceptance

3.4.2.1 Reduced Service

The use of reduced service refers to the practice of a website offering reduced functionality—
for example, allowing a user access to only limited number of pages on a website—based
on their consent configuration options. In the scope of this paper, reduced service is a result
of the user refusing consent in some or all of the proposed privacy configurations. An ex-
treme case of a reduced service occurs when a website fully blocks access because the user
refuses some of the privacy configurations. In one example of this design choice, the website
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/ shows that when the user refuses consent, they
are redirected to another website https://anon.healthline.com/, which is a reduced
version of the original website with only 10 pre-selected pages available to the user, as depicted
in Figure 3.4 §. Interestingly, if the user visits https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/
again after making this configuration choice, the full website is available.

(a) Initial framing (b) Configuration

(c) Alternate “reduced” version of the website

Figure 3.4 – Example of a reduced service, recorded on 1 October 2019. Credits : healthline.com

§. Video https://mybox.inria.fr/f/1ec82ce1a4dd4f82b556/ recorded on 4 March 2020.
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Designer perspective. A reduced service consists of a second version of the website with less
functionality, differentiating the content made accessible to the users depending on their accep-
tance or refusal of all or some of the privacy configuration options. This design decision may
reflect the business realities that some designers are forced to consider in relation to stakeholders,
such as the role of ad-generated content or other types of tracking that may make publishing cer-
tain kinds of content untenable without erecting the equivalent of an ineffective paywall. From a
legal perspective, a reduced service option could be allowed if it clearly enables the user to choose
between various options of access. For publishers that provide more means of access (such as free
and paid), a reduced service option could be allowed if it clearly lets the user to choose between
various options of access. As a boundary condition, the Article 29WP [87] states that refusal of
consent must be “without detriment” or “lowering service levels”, though such delineation comes
without decomposing what this means in concrete settings, particularly in the digital world.

User and interface perspectives. The user, when refusing tracking, is redirected to a different,
reduced version of the website, and perhaps without knowledge that they made a choice that im-
pacted the content they received. The ultimate effect here is a degraded experience for these users,
a practice which the NCC [88] names “Reward and punishment”, explaining that service provi-
ders use incentives to reward a correct choice (e.g., extra functionality or a better service), and
punish choices they deem undesirable, which in our case entails a refusal of tracking. Thus, the
overall effect on the side of the user is either experienced as the dark pattern “forced action” or
“obstruction” if the feedforward action upon selection of a consent option clearly results in the
user being directed to a site with reduced service, and “interface interference” or “sneaking” if the
consent interface does not provide adequate feedforward instructions, or otherwise misrepresents
the nature of choice in relation to its impact on the user experience. In this design choice, the
specific nature of the interface elements are less important than the destination to which the user
is sent, and the extent to which the user interface provides guidance to allow the user to make an
informed and freely given choice regarding whether they wish to access a full or reduced version
of the site. However, a freely given consent implies that the data subject could refuse consent wi-
thout detriment which could be construed as facing significant negative consequences (Recital 42
of the GDPR).

Moreover, the legal requirement of informed consent could be violated under the reduced
service design choice. As argued by the General Advocate Szpunar [89], a data subject must be
informed of all circumstances surrounding the data processing and its consequences : “crucially,

he or she must be informed of the consequences of refusing consent”, including a reduced service.
He proceeds by asserting that “a customer does not choose in an informed manner if he or she

is not aware of the consequences,” thus potentially rendering instances where feedforward in the
interface is missing to be legally problematic. Additionally, this limitation of service, conditional
on consent, obliges the user to give consent to the data processing in order to fully access the
website, and therefore, in the absence of another access option, may also violate a freely given
consent requirement. In a similar line of thought, Acquisti et al. [90] propose that increasing the
cost or the difficulty of choosing specific configurations, even at the simple level of requiring
multiple confirmations, configures a “punishment” that could prevent inexperienced users from
selecting risky settings.

Social impact perspective. From a social impact perspective, we start our analysis by consi-
dering the intentions of a website owner, pointing towards broader issues of economic viability.
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Reduced service, from one perspective, could be a response to the economic need of the website
owner to find a working business model, thus allowing users to access the full version of the web-
site only if they gave a positive consent, and hence the website can be funded indirectly via data
collected from the user. Beyond the technical complexity of presenting two or more versions of
the same web property, there are also potential issues relating to archival access of content, deep
linking, or other forms of user discovery that have become typical in most web experiences. No-
tions of free and unencumbered access is increasingly problematic on the internet, evidenced by
resistance to paying for quality journalism and expectations of access to content through bundling
with a larger service (e.g., Netflix, Amazon Prime).

This design choice also points towards potentially relevant legal obligations which are often
hidden to end users. The website owner must find a balance between the economic and legal
requirements, but the main tool by which they might make this separation may prove to be overly
coercive, violating the assumption that consent is “freely given.” One way to approach this difficult
balance may be to propose users pay for access to the website if consent is refused. However, such
paid models lead to further social consequences. A choice between a paid option without tracking
and a “free” option, financed by tracking, implies that the user’s right to privacy is conditioned
to paying a fee, which introduces unequal access to a fundamental right to privacy for different
categories of users. This raises the question of the compatibility between (1) the obligation to
respect users’ rights, equality of rights even when users don’t have the same level of income, and
(2) the need for funding for the website.

Summary. This design choice presents tensions among separation of access to content based
on 1) the consent choice of the user, 2) the economic realities of producing and providing access
to content, 3) requirements for consent to be freely given with outcomes that are transparent to
the user, and 4) increasing social expectations that web content be accessible without cost or
obligation. All these tensions point toward potential acceptance of this design choice, but only
in cases where the feedforward interaction—explicitly indicating that certain consent decisions
will result in reduced service—is transparent and non-coercive, without the use of sneaking or
interface interference dark patterns. However, most instances of this design choice are likely to
fail, either by limiting consent choices up front, or by using manipulative language to lull the user
into accepting a choice with different consequences than they expect.

3.4.2.2 Other Configuration Barriers

Configuration barriers usually correspond to known implementations of consent mechanisms
that dynamically interact with the user and direct them towards acceptance of consent [32, 33].
Configuration choices can be deconstructed into a variety of more basic design choices, such as :

— The imposition of hierarchies or prioritization of choices which should have instead equal
value or positioning. We observe this practice in consent dialogs with a larger “OK” button
that appears first, and a smaller “Configure” button gives a more prominent visual hierarchy
to “OK.”

— The introduction of aesthetic manipulation (also known as “attractors” or “interface inter-
ference”), where desired and concrete user choices are perceived more salient and prioriti-
zed. An example of this phenomenon might include a bright and attractive “accept” button
and either a gray “reject” or “more options” button (Figure 3.5).
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— The use of reading order manipulation to “sneak” information past the user. One example
of this includes the use of a box “I consent” emphasized in a black box, and “More Op-
tions” link on the (left) corner of the banner, outside of the normal reading order (Fi-
gure 3.6).

— The use of hidden information that is hidden behind another interactive element or other-
wise invisible to the user without further investigation. For instance, the use of plain un-
formatted text to indicate a link to “Preferences,” while “Accept” is a visible button.

Figure 3.5 – Use of aesthetic manipulation in
the presentation of consent options (Credits :
autoexpress.co.uk).

Figure 3.6 – Use of reading order manipu-
lation to discourage certain consent options
(Credits : mashable.com).

Below we consider this range of interrelated design choices as a complex set of visual and in-
teractive design criteria (e.g., [91–93]) from which designers can draw in creating design outcomes
that allow users to select consent options.

Designer perspective. The designers intent to use influencing factors that are visually salient
(e.g., a larger button for “‘accept,” the use of bright colors for objects with a higher priority, or the
use of hovering properties to disguise feedforward) have a clear and direct effect of prioritizing the
choice of acceptance of tracking over rejection, even if such choices are less privacy-friendly to the
end user. While many of these visual techniques are well known, building upon gestalt psychology
principles, and are often used to create more efficient and engaging user experiences, these same
principles can be co-opted through the use of “interface interference”-oriented dark patterns.

Interface perspective Specific configuration properties of cookie banners have been manipula-
ted in order to influence users’ decision to give consent [43]. The means of manipulation include
many aspects of visual and interactive display, including the positioning, size, number of choices
given, formatting (use of fonts and colors emphasising consent options, widget inequality), hiding
settings behind difficult to see links, preselected boxes, and unlabeled sliders. These attractors are
interface elements that are intentionally designed to draw or force the attention to a salient portion
of a larger interactive experience [94]. The “salient field” is the part of the consent dialog that
provides the most important information to aid the user’s decision. The use of such eye-catching
techniques makes it easier to see and act on some design elements than others, and making some
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buttons or options more salient is an example of design outcomes that are intended to surrepti-
tiously nudge users by making a pre-chosen and intended choice more salient [88, pp. 19-20].
From a legal perspective, Article 7(4) of the GDPR states that withdrawing consent should be
as easy as giving it, and we additionally interpret that the choice between “accept” and “reject”
tracking must be consequently balanced and equitable and as such, design choices related to an
unbalanced choice violate the legal requirement of an ambiguous consent. In fact, “[a] consent
mechanism that emphasizes ‘agree’ or ‘allow’ over ‘reject’ or ‘block’ represents a non-compliant
approach, as the online service is influencing users towards the ‘accept’ option.” , [84]. The Advo-
cate General of the Court of Justice of the EU [95] emphasized the need for both actions, “optically
in particular, [to] be presented on an equal footing.” Thus, while the procedure to choose should be

as simple as to accept is legally warranted, pointing towards a series of design choices that makes
the acceptance and refusal buttons visually balanced (or equitable), the complex array of design
choices in play make the practical inclusion or exclusion of certain interface choices difficult to
precisely objectify.

User perspective. The apparent need for attractors stems from the fact that attention is a limited

resource ; consumers are often multi-tasking and focusing on many different stimuli at once [96].
The attentiveness of consumers to privacy issues may be sporadic and limited, inhibiting the use-
fulness or impact of even simple and clear privacy notices. Therefore the salience of stimuli can
impact the user’s decision-making processes and outcomes. The configuration practices of “atten-

tion diversion” [97] draw attention to a point of the website with the intention to distract and/or
divert the user from other points that could be useful. The French Data Protection Authority adds
that designers can take advantage of user psychology, for instance deciding to make the color of a
“continue” button green while leaving the “find out more” or “configure” button smaller or grey. If
users are conditioned by the traffic light metaphor bias used by designers that assign colors accor-
ding to the flow of information (“green” = free flowing ; “red” = stop), users may perceive green
as the preferable choice.

Social impact perspective. Services offer a carefully designed interface, which rather than
configuring a neutral conduit, instead nudge the user into acting in the best interest of the sha-
reholder. While these behavioral techniques are well known in industry settings, most users are
not aware of the degree to which their everyday patterns of use are predetermined, based on know-
ledge of human psychology in general and the actions of users in particular contexts. Many of the
visual and interactive choices indicated above are not neutral, but rather—in combination—have
been shown through A/B testing or use of other evaluation to produce the desired output behavior
from users. Thus, while societal norms at large might dictate that interfaces should not use po-
tentially misleading design practices—such as the use of visual grammar that might lead the user
to think that consent is required to continue browsing, or that visually emphasizes the possibility
of accepting rather than refusing—the capabilities of digital systems to rapidly test and deploy
interface combinations that are optimized for certain behaviors act against our broader desire as a
society to make informed and deliberate choices about how our data is collected and used.

Summary These series of overlapping and cascading design choices provide a central point of
focus for the desired and actual experience of the consent process. The notion of configuration
is central to the ability of the user to make an unambiguous and specific choice about how their
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data can be collected and used. However, as shown above, so many of the visual and interactive
elements relate and interact in ways that resist the ability of policy to specify allowable and unal-
lowable design choices. While some tactics can be used to provide a better user experience (e.g.,
use of color to indicate the role of different options and their meaning in relation to feedforward
interaction), they can easily be subverted as well. Thus, while the outcomes are clear from a le-
gal perspective, it is virtually impossible to demonstrate in full what design choices are relevant,
appropriate, and legal—either separately or in combination.

3.5 Discussion

In the previous sections, we have identified different approaches to engagement with consent
banners across the user task flow, including : a) altering the initial framing of the consent expe-
rience through a consent wall or tracking wall ; and b) manipulating the configuration and accep-
tance parameters through reduced service and other barriers to configuration. Using an interaction
criticism approach, we described the complex forms of disciplinary engagement and tensions built
into each set of design choices as experienced from four different subject positions, including :
the designer, the interface itself, the end user, and the broader social impact. In articulating each
consent experience from these multiple points of view, we have sought to bring together design,
computer science, and legal perspectives, particularly acknowledging instances where these pers-
pectives foreground tensions in satisfying concerns raised from these disciplinary perspectives.
Building on our findings—and the many discussions that supported our investigation of consent
banners—we present below a further synthesis of our transdisciplinary dialogue. First, we des-
cribe how argumentation can be productively commenced and sustained from both design and
legal perspectives. Second, we build upon this mode of argumentation to describe new opportu-
nities for dialogue across legal, ethics, computer science, and HCI perspectives to engage with
matters of ethical concern through the lens of dark patterns.

3.5.1 Bi-directional Design and Legal Argumentation

We have demonstrated the value of approaching a complex issue such as the design and regu-
lation of consent experiences from the perspective of multiple disciplines, revealing through our
analysis a range of synergies and disconnects between these perspectives. We argue that although
there is a desire for standardization, enabling the exercise of a valid choice by end-users, there
does not appear to be a fully neutral set of design requirements by which operators can guaran-
tee that all elements of the GDPR can be satisfied. When engaging in a bi-directional means of
argumentation between design and legal perspectives, we can identify some of the areas of ten-
sion and opportunity—pointing to new possibilities for policy implementation, and better ways of
managing legal requirements during the design and development process. By “bi-directional,” we
refer to the opportunities to evaluate and interrogate designed experiences using the language of
law and policy (legal->design), while also using a user experience or user interface as a means of
addressing gaps or opportunities for more precision in existing legal or policy frameworks (design-
>legal).

Beginning from a legal perspective, we can envision the role of standardization in consen-
ting procedures, including a list of ambiguous behaviors that must be explicitly acknowledged
by decision-makers. Ensuring standardization could enable rapid detection of violations at scale
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Figure 3.7 – Flowchart describing the forms of manipulation we observed in our dataset in relation
to the consent task flow, legal consent requirements, and dark patterns strategies.

(building on similar work in e-commerce by Mathur et al. [29]) while also minimizing legal un-
certainty and subject appraisal regarding configuration aspects of consent banners. Using a stan-
dardization approach could also minimize behaviors presenting a margin of doubt regarding the
choice expressed by the user, as advocated in recent work [40, 98]. When interrogating this desire
for standardization from a design perspective, we can see deficiencies in the current data protec-
tion framework which do not accurately model or describe relevant HCI, UI, and UX elements
when assessing the lawfulness of dark patterns in consent formulation. While previous empirical
work acknowledges the impact that HCI and UI provokes in the user’s decision-making process
(e.g., [32, 33, 35]), it is currently unclear whether fully “neutral” design patterns exist, and even if
they did, how a list of possible misleading design practices that impact both users’ perception and
interaction that impact a compliant consent could be fully dictated a priori.

Using Figure 3.7 as a guide, we can begin to identify legal and design/HCI/UX endpoints with
which to start a conversation, revealing various disciplinary perspectives that have the potential
to guide future policy and design decisions. It is clear that even if some of these disciplinary
perspectives may appear debatable or blurred when presented through the practice of interaction
criticism, the disconnects and synergies signifies instead a space of vitality and opportunity at
the nexus of these domains that may point towards patterns that should be illegal and patterns
that are more likely to produce a fully-compliant consent. We propose that developments will
be more rapidly identified and consolidated when the transdisciplinary perspectives across legal,
ethics and HCI scholarship are integrated within case-law and also validated in academic research.
In particular, a reading of this figure allows researchers, designers, and legal scholars to identify
spaces where social and political values might successfully emerge together or collide, recognizing
that the foregrounding of certain perspectives and language indicates that ethical engagement with
these issues is always already political and value-laden. The political and ethical dimensions of
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design choices requires designers, researchers, and legal scholars alike to use a pragmatist ethics
approach to identify and rationalize design choices in relation to legal requirements, user value,
and potential or actual societal impact.

3.5.2 Opportunities to Bridge Legal, Ethics, and HCI Scholarship

Building on the need for bi-directional argumentation shown above, we see a opportunity for
further interwovenness between design choices and legal guidance, using this liminal space as a
means of describing ways to engage in more transdisciplinary ways underneath the conceptual
umbrella of “dark patterns.” While other conceptual means of connecting these disciplinary pers-
pectives are possible and potentially useful, we will that demonstrate the conceptual unity among
these perspectives—bringing together scholars from many disciplinary perspectives— is possible
in the sections delved below.

First, while assessing each consent experience, we observed a tension between dark pattern ca-
tegories because many dark patterns overlap in the different visual and interactive design choices
of a single banner [33]. These patterns are blurred and difficult to distinguish, and in fact, we as
human evaluators frequently disagreed on which dark pattern might exist on a specific banner, and
from which perspective one evaluation may be more or less tractable. For example, obstruction
and interface interference are often perceived at the same time, but are perhaps co-constitutive ;
interface interference foregrounds a visual design and gestalt psychology perspective, while obs-
truction foregrounds a view of the temporal user journey and user goals. This difference in pers-
pective reveals that any analysis on design choices and the detection of dark patterns is interpretive

and therefore there is need for different and combined methods. Though some dark patterns have
been successfully detected through computational means [29], many of the aspects of user expe-
rience that we highlighted above cannot be easily detected automatically, and may be revealed
only through a manual analysis and consideration of multiple user and interactive characteristics.
This insight reveals that dark patterns is a n-dimensional phenomenon which includes di-

mensions of time, interaction, design, psychology, and law—demanding a holistic analysis

from many perspectives.

Second, we have revealed that some of the analyzed design choices correspond to known
classifications of dark patterns and moreover, they fit neatly within current regulatory structures
that prohibit and sanction deceptive practices, as it is the case of tracking walls, which are explicitly
forbidden by the European Data Protection Board [86]. Thus, these design choices should be
considered legally actionable and subject to enforcement actions by the competent authorities.
Conversely, some design choices might be deemed as unlawful, but fail to fit the threshold of
what is mandated by explicit legal requirements, though arguably falling outside of existing data
protection regimes (for example, the case of reduced service). Regarding the role of design choices
that might trigger legal or policy implications, we agree with Schaub et al. [99] and Karegar et
al. [100] which argue that the main problem might not be inherent to the requirements postulated
by current legal sources, but in how consent dialogs are currently designed. This disjuncture in
potential outcomes points to two plausible directions for bridging and transdisciplinary discourse :
a) a pathway towards recognition of design choices that are knowingly applied by designers that
are demonstrably causal in producing impact that is negative from a user or legal perspective, and
are unnecessarily disruptive in a way that could be deemed unlawful ; and b) a means of identifying
and encouraging discourse among everyday users around practices which are not unlawful per se,
but which should nevertheless be discouraged.
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In the first case, active empirical work is needed to determine causality in conjunction with
identification of other important variables that must be considered to eventually determine the
lawfulness of the relevant design choice(s). Therefore, while the current legal regulatory scope
regarding dark patterns in these cases might not be sufficient, it could be established through both
empirical and practical means. The use of stricter regulations for consent banners that prohibit and
sanction evidence-based misleading design practices might not be sufficient on their own to rees-
tablish a privacy-friendly environment. Recent experimental work [35] has shown that even after
removing a nudging and manipulative design choice, a form of routinised conditioning could still
persist, ultimately leading users to behave in a certain way, due to an irreflective default behavior,
referred as “effect survival” by Hertwig and Grune-Yanoff [101]. Notwithstanding, the incoming
ePrivacy Regulation [76] might install a “Do not Track” mechanism that would be mandatory for
all sites, limiting the number of times users are asked to consent to tracking.

In the second case, broader public and professional participation may be needed to identify
negative practices, facilitating users to “name and shame” companies that use these patterns and
professionals to identify such patterns as irresponsible or destructive within codes of ethics or other
constraining professional criteria, as originally proposed by Brignull in relation to dark patterns
[59]. Such developments reflect the point that designers are increasingly required to respond with
ethically-valenced decisions beyond what may be strictly provided for within legal frameworks
and that these design decisions are not neutral, but rather reveal the assignment of value and power.
More transdisciplinary collaborative research and engagement is needed to translate such

abstract debates into practical policy or professional outcomes and to prevent any potential

“moral overload” in relation to the difficult decisions requiring complicated trade-offs and

reflection.

Third, we have shown that illegal and unlabeled dark patterns can emerge from new analysis,
building on the work of Soe et al. [33] and Matte et al [34] and our own application of interaction
criticism. For example, the design choices “consent wall” and “reduced service”—while relying
upon the dark patterns of obstruction and forced action—are not included in pre-existing cate-
gorizations of dark patterns, as defined by others [24, 25, 29, 43, 46, 97], but rather they emerged
from a discussion between legal experts, designers, and computer scientists who are the authors
of this paper. We find it likely that there may be many other types of dark patterns that can be
revealed when users interact with consent banners, along with many other means of engaging with
data privacy and security. In contrast to this discovery of the “darkness” of user interactions, we
also present the opportunity to identify new ways to empower users through “bright” or “light”
patterns [101], even though empirical research has rendered such pro-privacy nudging approaches
as implausible for companies to implement since they are incentivized by tracking user’s online
behavior. One path towards patterns that result in empowerment, supporting the notion of data
protection by default and by design (Article 25 of the GDPR), could be accomplished by making
the user’s decision to share personal information more meaningful—a technique that Stark [102]
refers to as “‘data visceralization’—making the tie between our feelings and our data visible, tan-
gible, and emotionally appreciable.” In this latter case, we point towards the potential role for

HCI, UI, and UX designers to work in concert with computer scientists and data privacy ex-

perts to further reflect the needs of users into technology design to respond to the regulatory

challenges in a more contextually aware manner.

Fourth, we have raised the question of whether the end-user should solely be considered a
central to the decision-making process, and if it is a defensible choice to create this burden and
expect a reasoned and fully-informed choice only from the user. We posit that the GDPR places
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substantial—and perhaps unwarranted—pressure on the user by defining the act of consent as
a legal basis for processing personal data via tracking technologies. The definition of consent
itself places the burden of choice on the user (through unambiguously given consent) and the-
refore pressure on the user as well. Such weight comes in the form of a design of the consent
interface that a user faces when browsing the internet on a daily basis, and in the long term rami-
fications of the consent choice, which are never fully knowable. Such an assessment happens in
often complex decision-making contexts where information is processed quickly, choices abound,
and cognitive effort is demanded for the user, making this space a prime opportunity for com-
panies to include dark patterns to encourage certain choices and discourage others [103]. Some
user-centered approaches to ameliorate the problems found in the current consent system have
been studied, such as the use of “bright patterns” and “educative nudges” in combination [35].
“Bright patterns” (also known as “non-educative nudges”) have been used to successfully nudge
users towards privacy-friendly options, but these approaches lead to similar problems as their dark
counterparts, namely an unreflective default behaviour and users’ general perception of a lack of
control. The use of “educative nudges” could also be used as reminders or warnings, providing
feedback about possible consequences of a user’s choice when consenting, however, as the ma-
jority of the companies have incentives to track users—nudging them through privacy-unfriendly
options—the practical feasibility of such nudges is questionable. Given our experience in working
in the legal, computer science, and design fields, we have observed how design choice architec-
tures relying on dark patterns can influence user consent agreements on the data collection and
usage in web tracking and that such design choices raise important legal consequences. We raise
the question if potentially there are other ways to make a choice that does not rely on solely on
consent as it is currently understood, but on another legal basis, deviating some or all the atten-
tion from the end-user. The deeper we look at consent mechanisms and the matter of user

choice, the more we understand the need to combine the perspectives of different fields (e.g.,

HCI, design, UX, psychology, law) as part of a transdisciplinary dialogue in order to ensure

that the user’s choice indeed satisfies all the consent requirements to be deemed valid : free,

informed, specific, unambiguous, readable and accessible.

3.6 Implications and Future Work

This analysis points towards multiple productive areas for further investigation of the inter-
sections and synergies of legal, ethics, and HCI perspectives on privacy. First, we propose new
connections among policymakers and HCI scholarship, building on the work of Spaa et al. [68] in
identifying ways “to harness the more speculative and co-productive modes of knowledge genera-
tion that are been innovated on by HCI researchers to become part of governmental policymaking
processes.” This effort could be supported by attending in more detail to the ways in which ethical
concerns are languaged, with new scholarship mapping opportunities to connect design concepts,
notions of design intent, and opportunities for policy to be crafted. Second, the interaction criticism
approach we have taken in this paper highlights the value of thinking and interacting with design
artifacts across multiple disciplinary perspectives, including transdisciplinary means of thinking
through, verbalizing, and conceptualizing design evidence and argumentation. This means of cri-
ticism connects with broader goals for design and HCI education and research, including the need
for individuals in a transdiscipline such as HCI to be able to raise, respond to, and encourage
discourse around multiple disciplinary perspectives. While we cannot claim our application of
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interaction criticism relating to consent concerns as a distinct methodology for transdisciplinary
research engagement from this study only, but we have identified specific aspects of disciplina-
rity and conceptual vocabulary through the use of interaction criticism—both in terms of produc-
tive tensions and means of working out aspects of complexity—that have proven to be useful in
building a shared language among our varying disciplinary backgrounds that may be helpful in
supporting future transdisciplinary work. More research that focuses on the pathways to building
competence in this transdisciplinary dialogue—including the ability to raise both synergies among
disciplinary perspectives, and also identify disconnects between language, outcomes, and means
of argumentation—could productively reveal best practices for educating the next generation of
HCI and UX designers and researchers. Third, perhaps the strongest space for further work is in
the integration of legal argumentation in design work, as a means of guiding design practices and
as a way of extending and productively complicating legal and policy work. The use of speculative
modes of argumentation and interrogation of design artifacts, as proposed by Spaa et al. [68], could
lead to the creation of better policies that account for potential futures rather than only deterring
known practices. This is an opportunity both to extend the purview of design work, as well as a
way of better connecting epistemologies of design and law together in ways that lead to positive
societal impact.

3.7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present an analysis of consent banners through the interaction criticism ap-
proach, with the goal of bringing together the language and conceptual landscape of HCI, design,
privacy and data protection, and legal research communities. Through our analysis, we have de-
monstrated the potential for synergies and barriers among these perspectives that complicate the
act of designing consent banners. Using the language of dark patterns, we have shown the potential
for argumentation across legal and design perspectives that point towards the limitations of policy
and the need to engage more fully with multiple perspectives of argumentation. Building on our
analysis, we identify new ways in which HCI, design, and legal scholarship and discourse may
be productively combined with the goal of translating matters of ethical concern into durable and
effective public policy.
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Abstract

Consent Management Providers (CMPs) provide consent pop-ups that are embedded in ever

more websites over time to enable streamlined compliance with the legal requirements for consent

mandated by the ePrivacy Directive and the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). They

implement the standard for consent collection from the Transparency and Consent Framework

(TCF) (current version v2.0) proposed by the European branch of the Interactive Advertising Bu-

reau (IAB Europe). Although the IAB’s TCF specifications characterize CMPs as data processors,

CMPs factual activities often qualifies them as data controllers instead. Discerning their clear role

is crucial since compliance obligations and CMPs liability depend on their accurate characteri-

zation. We perform empirical experiments with two major CMP providers in the EU : Quantcast

and OneTrust and paired with a legal analysis. We conclude that CMPs process personal data,

and we identify multiple scenarios wherein CMPs are controllers.
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Figure 4.1 – Actors under IAB Europe TCF ecosystem : IAB Europe, Advertisers (called “ven-
dors”), Consent Management Providers (CMPs), Publishers, Data Subjects. The IAB Europe de-
fines the purposes and features that are shown to users. Registered vendors declare purposes and
legal basis and the features upon which they rely. CMPs provide consent pop-up, store the user’s
choice as a browser cookie, and provide an API for advertisers to access this information.

4.1 Introduction

To comply with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [1] and the ePrivacy Directive
(ePD) [2], a website owner needs to first obtain consent from users, and only then is allowed to
process personal data when offering goods and services and/or monitoring the users’ behavior.
As a result, numerous companies have started providing “Consent as a Service” solutions to help
website owners ensure legal compliance [3].

To standardise ∗ the technical implementation of these consent pop-ups, the European branch
of the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB Europe), an industry organisation made up of most
major advertising companies in the EU, developed a Transparency and Consent Framework
(TCF) [4]. This framework (currently on version 2.0) was developed to preserve the exchange of
data within the advertising ecosystem, which now requires being able to demonstrate how, when,
from who, and on which legal basis that data is collected. The actors in this ecosystem are IAB
Europe, advertisers (called “vendors”), Consent Management Providers (CMPs), publishers, and
data subjects (see Figure 4.1).

Although recent work has started to address the complex technical and legal aspects of the
IAB Europe TCF ecosystem [5–11], neither prior work nor court decisions have so far discussed
the role of the CMPs. Therefore, it is currently unclear what the role of these CMPs is under the
GDPR, and consequently what their legal requirements and liabilities are.

This paper examines if and when CMPs can be considered a data controller – i.e., an actor
responsible for determining the purposes and means of the processing of personal data (Art. 4(7)
GDPR) – or a data processor – i.e., an actor which processes personal data on behalf of the
controller (Art. 4(8) GDPR).

∗. Standardization is used within the meaning of streamline at scale consent implementation.
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Discerning the correct positioning of CMPs is crucial since compliance measures and CMPs
liability depend on their accurate characterization (GDPR Recital 79). To determine the role of
CMPs under the GDPR, in this paper we answer the following research questions :

§4.2 When are CMPs processing personal data?

§4.3 When do CMPs act as data processors?

§4.4 When do CMPs act as data controllers ?

Note that the TCF is a voluntary framework : not all CMPs are part of it and abide by its
policies. However, it has become a de facto standard used by a growing number of actors [5, Fig.
6]. This means that focusing on the CMPs within this ecosystem provides results that can more
easily be generalised, compared to looking at the specific implementations of individual CMPs.
Whenever we refer to CMPs in the rest of the article, we are referring to CMPs registered as part
of the IAB Europe TCF. Our argumentation is based on :

— legal analysis of binding legal sources (GDPR and case-law) and relevant data protection
guidelines from the European Data Protection Board and Data Protection Authorities, do-
cument analysis of the IAB Europe TCF,

— empirical data gathered on our own website by deploying Quantcast and OneTrust – the
two most popular CMPs in the EU, found respectively on 38.3% and 16.3% of the websites
with a EU or UK TLD analyzed by Hils et al. [5].

A legal analysis is done by a co-author with expertise in Data Protection Law, and a technical
analysis by Computer Science co-authors.

In this paper, we make the following contributions :
— we conclude that CMPs process personal data,
— we analyse what exact behavior qualifies a CMP as a processor,
— we identify several scenarios wherein CMPs can qualify as controllers, and
— we provide recommendations for policymakers.

4.2 When are CMPs processing personal data?

The raison d’être of CMPs is to collect, store, and share a Consent Signal [4, 12] of a data
subject. The Consent Signal is a text-based digital representation of the user’s consent in a stan-
dardised format, stored in the user’s browser, and provided to third-party vendors by the CMP [4,
paragraph 17, page 9]. Before discussing whether a CMP can be considered a data controller or
processor, we first need to establish whether it even falls under the GDPR, which depends on
whether it can be considered to process personal data. To answer this question, we first explain
the definition of personal data under the GDPR, and then investigate which data CMPs process in
practice and whether such data qualifies as personal data.

4.2.1 Legal definitions

Personal data is “any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person

(’data subject’). An identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly.

In particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data,

an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, men-

tal, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person” (Article 4(11) GDPR [1]). Recital
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30 asserts that online identifiers provided by their devices, such as IP addresses, can be associated
to a person, thus making them identifiable.
Processing consists of “any operation or set of operations which is performed on personal data or

on sets of personal data, whether or not by automated means, such as collection, recording, orga-

nisation, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by

transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, restriction,

erasure or destruction” (Article 4(2) GDPR). In practice, this means that almost any imaginable
handling of personal data constitutes processing [13].

4.2.2 Mapping legal definitions into practice

Consent Signal. CMPs provide a consent pop-up, encode the user’s choice in a Transparency
and Consent (TC) string †, store this value in a user’s browser and provide an API for advertisers
to access this information.

IAB Europe TCF specifies that when Consent Signal is "globally-scoped" (shared by CMPs
running on different websites), the Consent Signal must be stored in a third-party cookie
euconsent-v2 set with .consensu.org domain.

CMPs who register at IAB Europe TCF are provided with a subdomain <cmp-name>.mgr.
consensu.org that is “delegated by the Managing Organisation (IAB Europe) to each
CMP" [14]. “Globally-scoped” Consent Signal allows all CMPs who manage content on their
<cmp-name>.mgr.consensu.org domains to also have access to the Consent Signal that is
automatically attached to every request sent to any subdomain of .consensu.org. As a result,
other consent pop up providers, who are not registered at IAB Europe, are not in a position to
receive the Consent Signal stored in the user’s browser because they have no access to any sub-
domain of .consensu.org, owned by IAB Europe. For non-global consent, a CMP can freely
choose which browser storage to use for Consent Signal [14]. The Consent Signal contains a non
human-readable encoded version (base64 encoded) of :

— the list of purposes and features the user consented to ;
— the list of third-party vendors the user consented for ;
— the CMP identifier and version, together with other meta-data.

IP address. While the Consent Signal does not seem to contain personal data, CMPs addi-
tionally have access to the user’s IP address. In order to include a consent pop-up, publi-
shers are asked to integrate in their website a JavaScript code of a CMP (see step (1) in
Figure 4.1). Such code is responsible for the implementation of a consent pop-up and in
practice is loaded either : (1) directly from the server owned by a CMP (OneTrust’s ban-
ner is loaded from the OneTrust’s domain https://cmp-cdn.cookielaw.org), or (2)
from the server <cmp-name>.mgr.consensu.org “delegated by the Managing Organisa-
tion (IAB Europe) to each CMP" [14] (Quantcast’s script for consent pop-up is loaded from
https://quantcast.mgr.consensu.org).

As an inevitable consequence of an HTTP(S) request, the server (of a CMP or controlled by a
CMP via a DNS delegation by IAB Europe) is thus able to access the IP address of a visitor in this
process. Additionally, CMP declare in their privacy policies the collection of IP addresses [15,16].
Therefore, from a technical point of view, a CMP is able to record the IP address of the user’s
terminal in order to fulfil its service. Hereby we conclude that CMPs can have access to the user’s
IP address. An IP address can be a cornerstone for data aggregation or identifying individuals.

†. For the sake of uniformity, we call it “Consent Signal" in the rest of the paper.
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Empirical studies [17, 18] found that a user can, over time, get assigned a set of IP addresses
which are unique and stable. Mishra et al. [18] found that 87% of users (out of 2,230 users over
a study period of 111 days) retain at least one IP address for more than a month. 2% of user’s IP
addresses did not change for more than 100 days, and 70% of users had at least one IP address
constant for more than 2 months. These assertions render IP addresses as a relatively reliable
and robust way to identify a user. Even though these results denote IP address stability (specially
static IP addresses), the data protection community and case law diverge in the understanding of
“dynamic" IP addresses as personal data. An IP address would be personal data if it relates to
an identified or identifiable person. It was decided [19] that a dynamic IP address (temporarily
assigned to a device) is not necessarily information related to an identified person, due to the fact
that “such an address does not directly reveal the identity of the person who owns the computer
from which a website was accessed, or that of another person who might use that computer”. The
question that follows is whether an IP address relates to an identifiable person for this IP address

to be considered personal data. In order to determine whether a person is identifiable, account
should be taken of all the means that can reasonably be used by any entity to identify that person
(Recital 26 GDPR). This risk-based approach [19,20] means that anyone possessing the means to
identify a user, renders such a user identifiable. Accordingly, CMPs have the means to collect IP
addresses (as declared in their privacy policies) and to combine all the information relating to an
identifiable person, rendering that combined information (IP address and, in some cases, Consent
Signal) personal data.

Since identifiability of a person depends heavily on context, one should also take into account
any other reasonable means CMPs have access to, for example, based on their role and market
position in the overall advertising ecosystem [20]. One important aspect to consider, then, is
the fact that these CMP providers can simultaneously also play a role as an advertising vendor,
receiving the Consent Signal provided by their own CMP and (if positive) the personal data
of the website visitor. Quantcast, for example, appears in the Global Vendor List (GVL) [21]
as registered vendor #11. In the consent pop-up, their Privacy Policy [15], and their Terms of
Service [22, 23], Quantcast mentions a large number of purposes for processing personal data,
such as “Create a personalised ads profile”, “Technically deliver ads or content”, and “Match
and combine offline data sources”. The Evidon Company Directory [24] labels Quantcast as
“Business Intelligence, Data Aggregator/Supplier, Mobile, Retargeter”, and also mentions a large
list of possible personal data collection from them. According to the same source, Quantcast
also owns a retargeter called Struq. In view of this fact, CMPs seem to have reasonable means
to combine information relating to an identifiable person, rendering that information personal data.

Summary. Although a Consent Signal itself does not seem to contain personal data, when the
consent pop-up script is fetched from a CMP-controlled server, the CMP also processes the user’s
IP address, which the GDPR explicitly mentions as personal data. The possibility to combine both
types of data renders a user identifiable. This possibility becomes particularly pertinent whenever
a CMP also plays the role of a data vendor in the advertising ecosystem, which gives them access
to more data that could be combined and increase the identifiability of a user.
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4.3 When are CMPs data processors ?

4.3.1 Legal definitions

A processor is an actor that processes personal data on behalf of the controller (Article 4 (8)
GDPR). The relevant criteria that define this role are : (i) a dependence on the controller’s instruc-
tions regarding processing activities [13], (Art. 28(3)(a)), Recital 81), and ; (ii) a compliance with
those instructions [25], which means they are not allowed to go beyond what they are asked to do
by the controller [25].

4.3.2 Mapping legal definitions into practice

The main objectives of CMPs clearly correspond to the definition of data processors, because
they act according to the instructions given by the website publisher with regards to the legal
bases, purposes, special features, and/or vendors to show to the user in the consent pop-up. IAB
Europe TCF also explicitly defines CMPs as data processors in the TCF documentation [4, page
10 (paragraph 8), page 11 (paragraph 11)]. The classification of the CMP as data processors is
currently the widely shared consensus about their role.

Responsibility of CMPs as processors. If a CMP is established as a data processor, it can be
held liable and fined if it fails to comply with its obligations under the GDPR (Articles 28(3)(f)
and 32-36 GDPR). Moreover, if a false Consent Signal is stored and transmitted, it may well
be considered an “unauthorised disclosure of, or access to personal data transmitted, stored or
otherwise processed” [1, Art. 32(2)]. Recent works reported numerous CMPs violating the legal
requirements for a valid positive consent signal under the GDPR. For example, researchers de-
tected pre-ticked boxes [6, 8], refusal being harder than acceptance [8] or not possible at all [6],
choices of users not being respected [6], as well as more fine-grained configuration barriers such
as aesthetic manipulation [26, Fig. 11], framing and false hierarchy [26, Fig. 12].

4.4 When are CMPs data controllers ?

In this section we analyse when CMPs are data controllers. Firstly, in section 4.4.1 we provide
the legal definitions necessary to qualify CMPs as data controllers. In the following sections (4.4.2
– 4.4.5) we will map these legal definitions into practice. Although CMPs are explicitly designated
as processors by the IAB Europe TCF specifications [4], we analyse four functional activities of
CMPs that enables their qualification as data controllers. We include a technical description of
such activities followed by a legal analysis. These activities refer to :

§4.4.2 Including additional processing activities in their tools beyond those specified
by the IAB Europe ;

§4.4.3 Scanning publisher websites for tracking technologies and sorting them into
purpose categories ;

§4.4.4 Controlling third-party vendors included by CMPs ;
§4.4.5 Deploying manipulative design strategies in the UI of consent pop-ups.

Finally, in section 4.4.6 we determine the responsibility of a CMPs as data controllers.
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4.4.1 Legal definitions

The primary factor defining a controller is that it “determines the purposes and means of the
processing of personal data” (Article 4(7) GDPR). We refer to the European Data Protection Board
(EDPB) opinion [13] to unpack what is meant by 1) “determines”, and 2) “purposes and means of
the processing of personal data”.
“Determines’ refers to having the “determinative influence”, “decision-making power” [13,25,27]
or “independent control” [28] over the purposes and means of the processing. This concept of
“determination” provides some degree of flexibility (to be adapted to complex environments) and
the Court of Justice of the EU (CJEU), Data Protection Authorities (DPAs) and the EDPB describe
that such control can be derived from :

— professional competence (legal or implicit) [13] ;
— factual influence based on factual circumstances surrounding the processing. (e.g. to

contracts, and real interactions) [13] ;
— image given to data subjects and their reasonable expectations on the basis of this visibi-

lity [13] ;
— which actor “organizes, coordinates and encourages” data processing [27] (paragraphs 70,

71) ;
— interpretation or independent judgement exercised to perform a professional service [28].

“Purposes” and “means” refer to “why” data is processed (purposes) and “how” the objectives
of processing are achieved (means). Regarding the determination of “purposes", the GDPR merely
refers that purposes need to be explicit, specified and legitimate (Article 5(1)(b) [29]. In relation
to the determination of "means", the EDPB distinguishes between “essential” and “non-essential
means” and provides examples thereof [13, 25] :

— “Essential means” are inherently reserved to the controller ; examples are : determining
the i) type of personal data processed, ii) duration of processing, iii) recipients, and iv)
categories of data subjects ;

— “Non-essential means” may be delegated to the processor to decide upon, and concern the
practical aspects of implementation, such as : i) choice for a particular type of hardware or
software, ii) security measures, iii) methods to store or retrieve data.

Important notes on the assessment of controllers are referred herewith. The role of controller
and processor are functional concepts [25] : the designation of an actor as one or the other is
derived from their factual roles and activities in a specific situation [13], rather than from their
formal designation [30]. Notably, access to personal data is not a necessary condition to be a
controller [31,32]. Moreover, the control exercised by a data controller may extend to the entirety
of processing at issue, and also be limited to a particular stage in the processing [32].

4.4.2 Inclusion of additional processing activities

Technical description. When publishers employ the services of a CMP to manage consent on their
website, the CMP provides the publisher with the necessary code to add their consent solution to
the website. Although this code is ostensibly only for managing consent, it is possible for the CMP
to also include other functionality.

As part of our empirical data gathering, we assumed the role of website owner (i.e., publisher)
and installed a QuantCast CMP [33] on an empty website. Website owners are instructed by the
CMP to “copy and paste the full tag” into their website header and “avoid modifying the tag as
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Figure 4.2 – Loading of invisible pixel by a QuantCast consent pop-up : the pixel sets a third-
party cookie mc with a user-specific identifier that is further accessible to all subdomains of
quantserve.com.

changes may prevent the CMP from working properly.” [34] : the tag is the minimal amount of
code necessary to load the rest of the consent management platform from an external source.

When installing the Quantcast CMP, we discovered that the “Quantcast Tag” script that de-
ploys a consent pop-up on the website also loads a further script choice.js that integrates a 1x1
invisible image loaded from the domain pixel.quantserve.com (see Figure 4.2). When this
image is loaded, it also sets a third-party cookie mc in the user’s browser. By replicating the me-
thodology to detect trackers [35], we analysed the mc cookie from pixel.quantserve.com ;
this cookie is “user-specific” – that is, its value is different for different website visitors –
and comes from a third-party, allowing tracking across all sites where some content from
quantserve.com or its subdomains is present. Such tracking by quantserve.com is pre-
valent in practice : recent research shows that third-party trackers from QuantCast are in top-10
tracking domains included by other trackers on 9K most popular websites [35, Fig. 6].

In the documentation that describes the QuantCast CMP, they mention that their CMP also
contains a “QuantCast Measure” product [34] that is labeled as “audience, insight and analytics

tool” for “better understanding of audience” [36]. The mc cookie we detected is the only cookie
present on our empty website before interacting with the QuantCast pop-up, and thus we conclude
that this cookie is likely responsible for the audience measurement purpose of QuantCast.

Legal analysis. The QuantCast script installs both a consent pop-up and a tracking cookie, and its
technical implementation makes it impossible for website owners to split these two functionalities.
Such joint functionality triggers consequences on its legal status. The tracking cookie enables the
QuantCast CMP to process data for its own tracking and measurement purposes, regardless of any
instructions from the publisher, nor from the specifications of the IAB Europe TCF. Hence, the
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independent and determinative influence of a CMP is based on factual circumstances surrounding
the processing, which qualifies a CMP in this scenario as a data controller.

4.4.3 Scanning and pre-sorting of tracking technologies

Technical description. One of the services CMPs often provide to publishers is a scanning tech-

nology which identifies the tracking technologies currently installed and active on the publisher’s
website (e.g., “first- and third-party cookies, tags, trackers, pixels, beacons and more” [37]). This
scan is generally the first step when installing a consent pop-up on the website, and can be confi-
gured to automatically repeat on a regular basis.

In addition to providing descriptive statistics on the trackers currently active (e.g., what type of
tracking), the scan results also include a pre-sorting of each of these technologies into a particular

data processing category which are then displayed in the banner. In the case of OneTrust’s Co-
okiePro scanner, which is integrated into the banner configuration procedure when it is performed
with an account, trackers are “assigned a Category based on information in the Cookiepedia data-

base” [38, 39] (a service operated by OneTrust itself). The scanning includes identifying trackers
(and matching them with vendors using Cookiepedia) and categorising these trackers/vendors in
specific purposes. The four common purposes of trackers of Cookiepedia are i) strictly necessary
(which includes authentication and user-security) ; ii) performance (also known as analytics, sta-
tistics or measurement) ; iii) functionality (includes customization, multimedia content, and social
media plugin) ; and iv) targeting (known as advertising). Any trackers which cannot be found in
the database are categorised as “Unknown” and require manual sorting (see Figure 4.3). From the
setup guides, there seems to be no explicit or granular confirmation required by the publisher itself
(although they can edit after the fact) : once the scan is complete, the categorisation of trackers
is performed automatically and the consent pop-up is updated. In other words, the CookiePro’s
consent pop-up interface is in part automatically configured by the scanning tool.

This kind of scanning and categorising feature based on a CMPs own database is also offered
by several other CMPs such as Cookiebot [40], Crownpeak [41], TrustArc [42] and Signatu [43].

Legal analysis. In this concrete scenario, through providing the additional services and tooling
(besides consent management) of scanning and consequently presorting tracking technologies into
pre-defined purposes of data processing, CMPs contribute to the definition of purposes and to the
overall compliance of the publisher wherein the CMP is integrated. This level of control of a CMP
in determining the purposes for processing personal data and means is a decisive factor to their
legal status as data controllers.

Moreover, CMPs that offer this additional service can be potentially be qualified as a joint

controller (Article 26 GDPR) together with the publisher, as both actors jointly determine the pur-
poses and means of processing. In line with the criteria provided by the EDPB [25], these additio-
nal processing operations convey the factual indication of a pluralistic control on the determination
of purposes from this concrete CMP and respective publisher embedding these services by default.
The acceptance of scanning and categorization of purposes entails i) a common and complemen-

ting decision taken by both entities, wherein the categorization of purposes ii) is necessary for the
processing to take place in such manner that it has a tangible impact on the determination of the
purposes and means of the processing and on the overall and forthcoming data processing. The
provision of both consent pop-up and scanning tool services by a CMP to a publisher creates a
situation of mutual benefit [31, 32] : CMPs provide a service that creates a competitive advantage
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Figure 4.3 – CookiePro’s configuration back-end designed for the publisher, when logged. After
completing a scan for trackers on the publisher’s website, this screen shows the trackers that were
found together with a category they are assigned with.

compared to other CMP providers, and publishers are relieved of having to manually match tra-
ckers with vendors, purposes, and legal bases. As joint controllers, both entities would then need
to make a transparent agreement to determine and agree on their respective responsibilities for
compliance with the obligations and principles under the GDPR, considering also the exercise of
data subjects’ rights and the duties to provide information as required by Articles 13 and 14 of the
GDPR. The essence of such arrangement must be made available to the data subject [25].

Such joint responsibility does not necessarily imply equal responsibility of both operators [31],
nor does it need to cover all processing, in other words, it may be limited to this particular stage
in the processing of scanning and presorting of trackers [32].

4.4.4 Controlling third-party vendors included by CMPs

Technical description. Upon installation of a CMP, the website publisher generally has the pos-
sibility to decide which vendors (third-party advertisers) to include in the consent pop-up. From
more than 600 vendors currently registered at IAB Europe TCF [21], only the selected vendors
will be then stored in the Consent Signal when the user interacts with the consent pop-up. In
practice, the way the publisher effectively exercises this choice of vendors depends on the options
available in the configuration tool provided by the CMP. The IAB policies explicitly state that a
CMP cannot have preferential treatment for one vendor or another [4, paragraph 6(3)]. Hence,
CMPs cannot pre-select or treat vendors differently, unless a publisher explicitly asks a CMP to
include/delete some vendors from the list of all vendors.

Herewith we analyse two case studies of QuantCast and OneTrust. Figure 4.4 shows an ins-
tallation process of QuantCast CMP, which gives some power to publishers. It includes by default
around 671 vendors registered in the IAB Europe TCF, but allows a publisher to remove some of
the vendors from this list. This power given to publishers is, however, limited : publishers must
either manually search and select one-by-one the vendors they want to exclude.
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Figure 4.4 – Installation process of QuantCast CMP [Captured on 5 Feb. 2021]. A publisher has
to manually search and exclude one-by-one the vendors from the list of 671 vendors registered in
IAB Europe TCF.

Regarding OneTrust’s free, open access service called CookiePro Free IAB TCF 2.0 CMP

Builder [44], it gives no control to the publisher over the list of vendors to include. As a result,
when the user clicks “Accept” in a CookiePro banner we installed on our empty website, the
Consent Signal contains 2 special features optin, 10 purposes under the legal basis of consent,
9 purposes under legitimate interest, 631 vendors for consent, and 261 vendors under legitimate
interest.

Relying on a publisher to manually remove the vendors with whom it does not have a partner-
ship presupposes that publishers are willing to actively check and configure the list of vendors,
which can require an active action from a publisher on a separate screen during the configuration
process. Such assumption contends with relevant findings from behavioral studies regarding de-

fault effect bias, referring to the tendency to stick to default options [45–48]. Thaler and Sunstein
concluded that “many people will take whatever option requires the least effort, or the path of

least resistance” [49]. It seems reasonable to argue that publishers will generally leave the list as is.

Legal analysis. CMPs are in a position to decide what decision-making power to award to website
publishers regarding the selection of specific vendors. By restricting the ability of the publisher to
(de)select vendors, the CMP obliges the publisher to present to the user the full list of IAB Europe-
registered vendors. We recall that when registering to the IAB Europe, each vendor declares a
number of purposes upon which it wishes to operate, and hence it can be concluded that the CMP
automatically increases the number of purposes displayed to – and possibly accepted by – the end-
user. As a result, a CMP requires the publisher to present more processing purposes than necessary,
which has direct consequences on the interface the end-user will interact with.

With such factual decision-making power over the display of purposes rendered to users, it
can be observed that CMPs exert influence over the determination of purposes of data processing,
turning it to a data controller. Relatedly, deciding on the third-parties that process personal data
consists on the determination of "essential means" – a competency allocated only to controllers,
which again consolidates our conclusion that CMPs are data controllers in the above mentioned
scenario.

This practice of including by default hundreds of third-party vendors implies that CMPs seem
to breach several data protection principles :
Transparency and fairness principle (Article 5(1)(a) GDPR) which mandates controllers to handle
data in a way that would be reasonably expected by the data subjects. When users signify their
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preferences in the consent pop-up, they are not aware nor expect their data to be potentially shared
with around 600 third-parties. Moreover, the inclusiveness by default of this amount of partners
seems to trigger severe risks to the rights of users and thus this consent sharing needs to be limited
(Recital 75 GDPR).
Minimization principle (Article 5(1)(c) GDPR) provides that data shall be "adequate, relevant
and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are processes". This
principle is generally interpreted as referring to the need to minimise the quantity of data that is
processed. One may, however, also wonder whether the principle extends to other characteristics
such as the number of recipients to which data is shared with. Moreover, according to the theory of
choice proliferation, a large number of purposes can lead to the user experiencing negative effects.
However, in the case of consent pop-ups, the critical threshold of presented purposes beyond which
these effects occur is not yet known [50].

4.4.5 Deployment of manipulative design strategies

Legal compliance vs. consent rates. When designing their consent pop-ups, CMPs have conside-
rable freedom : The only constraint placed on them by the IAB’s TCF is that they need to include
the purposes and features exactly as defined by the IAB Europe [4]. From a UI perspective, CMPs
thus enjoy a design space and can choose how exactly these choices are presented to the end user.

The primary service offered by CMPs is to ensure legal compliance, which largely determines
how they exercise their design freedom. However, the advertising industry is also incentivised
to strive for maximum consent rates. This is apparent when looking at how CMPs market them-
selves. For example, Quantcast describes their tool as able to “Protect and maximize ad revenue

while supporting compliance with data protection laws” [33] and provides “Choice Reports” that
detail “[h]ow many times Choice was shown, Consent rate and Bounce Rate and a detailed brea-
kout if the full, partial or no consent given” [51]. OneTrust advertises that its CMP can “optimize

consent rates while ensuring compliance”, and “leverage A/B testing to maximize engagement,

opt-ins and ad revenue” [52]. In other words, although the official and primary service provided
by CMPs is legal compliance, in practice, their service consists in finding the balance between

strict legal compliance and maximum consent rates (considered to be negatively correlated), and
this balancing ability becomes a point of competition between them.
Manipulative design strategies in consent pop-ups. Recent works denote that many popular
CMPs deploy manipulative design strategies in consent pop-ups [6, 8, 26] and that such strate-
gies influence the users’ consent decisions [8, 53]. In concrete, recent findings concernedly report
the majority of users think that a website cannot be used without giving consent (declining tra-
ckers would prevent access to the website) and also click the "accept" button of the banner out of
habit [53].
Technical analysis of default consent pop-ups. We portray an illustrative example of the use
of manipulative design strategies in a consent pop-up. We installed a free version of OneTrust
consent pop-up, the CookiePro Free IAB TCF 2.0 CMP Builder, on our empty website. During
the installation, we chose a default version of the banner without any customization. Figure 4.5
depicts the 2nd layer of the CookiePro’s default banner : the option to “Accept All” is presented
on top of the banner, (hence making acceptance to all purposes prioritized), while “Reject All”
and “Confirm My Choices” are located at the very bottom of the banner, only made available
after scrolling down. This banner includes the dark patterns of “obstruction”, “false hierarchy”
and “sneaking” [54].
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Figure 4.5 – 2nd layer of the default consent pop-up provided by CookiePro Free IAB TCF 2.0
CMP Builder (owned by OneTrust). [Captured on 13 Jan. 2021]. On the left, the top level of the
page, displaying the “Accept All” button. On the right, the bottom of the same screen, displaying
the “Reject All” and “Confirm My Choices” buttons, so the user needs to scroll down in order to
see them.

Legal analysis. From a regulatory perspective, several guidelines have been issued by the EU
Data Protection Authorities on consent pop-ups, suggesting UI should be designed to ensure that
user’s choices are not affected by interface designs, proposing a privacy by design and by default
approach (Article 25 GDPR), wherein default setting must be designed with data protection in
mind. Proposals of such design refer that options of the same size, tone, position and color ought to
be used, so as to provide the same level of reception to the attention of the user) [55–60]. Although
these guidelines are welcomed, they do not have enough legal power to be enforceable in court,
and it is unclear whether they impact compliance rates. However, in practice a CookiePro default
design convinces the user to select what they feel is either the only option (presented on top), or
the best option (proposed in a better position), while other options (to refuse) are cumbersome and
hidden.
Determination of means. The primary service of CMPs is to provide consent management solu-
tions to publishers through consent pop-ups, and thus anything related to this service can be consi-
dered as part of the “non-essential means” that can be delegated to a processor (see Section 4.4.1).
However, when CMPs decide to include manipulative design strategies – known as dark patterns

– to increase consent optimization rate, these can be considered to go beyond their primary goal.
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Manipulating users decision-making to increase the probability of prompt agreement to consent
for tracking is not strictly necessary to provide its consent management service. In particular, re-
sorting to such interface design strategies does not seem to consist of "basic features" or "service
improvement" that could be considered as normally expected or compatible within the range of
a processor’s services [61]. In fact, there are no technical reasons that could substantiate the re-
course to these dark patterns. A CMP could devise design banners in a fair and transparent way
and which complies with the GDPR. The EDPB [62] refers that "compulsion to agree with the use

of personal data additional to what is strictly necessary, limits data subject’s choices and stands

in the way of free consent." We conclude that the use of manipulative strategies does not qualify
as a mere technical implementation or operational use to obtain lawful consent, and instead falls
inside the “essential means” category, making them a data controller.
Determination of purposes. Following the cognition held by the CJEU on the Jehowa’s Witnesses
case [27], one decisive factor of the role of a controller consists in the determination of “who

organized, coordinated and encouraged” the data processing (paragraphs 70, 71). CMPs have
exclusive judgement and control to adopt manipulative design strategies. Such strategies have a
real impact on users’ consent decisions and ultimately impact the processing of their data. By
deploying such strategies, CMPs do not act on behalf of any other actor (which would lead to
them being recognized as “processors”), but instead have control over which purposes will be
more likely to be accepted or rejected by users. In practice, CMPs’ deployment of dark patterns

that manipulate the user’s final choice evidences a degree of factual influence or decision-making

power over the processing activities that will follow.
Summary. CMPs exercise a dominant role in the decision-making power on eventual processing
activities within the IAB Europe TCF ecosystem. We argue that whenever CMPs impose dark
patterns to a publisher and similarly whenever CMPs propose a default banner that features dark
patterns to a publisher, these facts strongly indicate a controllership status in its own right due
to CMPs’ influence on the determination of means and purposes of processing, even if only to a
limited extent. However, the afforded discretion availed to CMPs requires a case by case analysis
and is more likely to lead to divergent interpretations.

4.4.6 What is the responsibility of a CMP as controller ?

A CMP as a data processor that goes beyond the mandate given by the controller and acquires
a relevant role in determining its own purposes, as shown in the scenarios in Section 4.4, becomes
a controller with regard to those specific processing operations [13] and will be in breach of its
obligations, hence subject to sanctions (Article 28(10)). The breadth of the parties responsibility,
including the extent to which they become data controllers, should be analysed on a case by case
basis [63] depending on the particular conditions of collaboration between publishers and CMPs,
and then should be reflected in the service agreements.

One of their responsibilities as controllers include the obligation to comply with the principles
of data protection, thereby they are required to obtain personal data fairly, lawfully and to comply
with any transparency requirements with respect to users and obtain a valid consent.

Additionally, CMPs should offer design choices that are the most privacy-friendly, in a clear
manner and as a default choice, in line with the principle of data protection by design and data
protection by default (Article 25 of the GDPR). Finally, CMPs should respect the minimization
principle – the use of compulsion methods (either in the manipulation of purposes, either pre-
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registering around 600 vendors) to agree with the use of personal data additional to what is strictly

necessary limits data subject’s choices and stands in the way of free consent [62, paragraph 27].

4.5 Recommendations

In this section, based on our legal and empirical analysis, we propose a number of recom-
mendations for policy makers that could address the current ambiguity revolving the role of CMPs.

Concepts of controller and processor in the GDPR need to be clarified. We hope to provide
influential stakeholders, such as the EDPB, with operational information that can inform its next
guidelines on the concepts of controller and processor in the GDPR [25]. In particular, and in the
context of the current paper, we would recommend to clarify the following aspects :

1. on defining purposes in practice : our work shows that a CMP influencing users decision-
making with respect to accepting or rejecting pre-defined purposes actually renders such
entity co-responsible for determining purposes ;

2. on the role of deploying manipulative design in CMPs and whether this constitutes “essen-
tial means” of processing ;

3. on the contractual agreement between publishers and CMPs : such agreement should mir-
ror as much as possible the factual roles and activities they are involved in, pursuant to
legal certainty and transparency ;

Guidelines needed on “provision of services" for data processors. Data processors must limit
its operations to carrying out the services for which the controller stipulated in the processing
agreement. However, this design space is left to ambiguity and leeway in terms of what “providing
the service” entails. Guidance is needed on what is considered to be compatible and expected

purposes for the provision of their services/operations. For example, while security operations are
surely expected, doubts remain regarding the provision of services which include other purposes
that go beyond legal provisions and principles such as the compatibility between optimization of
consent rate and legal compliance (as mentioned in Section 4.4.5) ; the EDPB [62, paragraph 27]
mentions that such goal cannot be prioritized over the control of an individual’s personal data :
an individual’s control over their personal data is essential and there is a strong presumption that

consent to the processing of personal data that is unnecessary, cannot be seen as a mandatory

consideration in exchange for the performance of a contract or the provision of a service.

DPAs should scale up auditing of CMPs. Currently, DPAs primarily use labour-intensive,
small-sample, qualitative methods to evaluate the legal compliance of CMPs (e.g., the Irish
DPA analysed consent pop-ups of 38 websites via a “desktop examination” [64]). Although our
normative stance is that compliance evaluations should not be outsourced to algorithms and al-
ways involve human oversight, data-driven and automated tools could help DPAs gain a broader
understanding of CMP design and compliance trends within their jurisdiction. Auditing can be
automated (for example, with scraping technologies) to analyse the presence or absence of cer-
tain consent options (e.g., a reject button), interaction flows (e.g., number of clicks to access an
option), or default settings (e.g., checked or unchecked choices). Not all requirements for consent
are as binary and can be measured in this way (such as the quality of purpose descriptions), but
gathering and continuously monitoring those aspects can provide DPAs with initial indications.
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These insights can be used to decide which follow-up investigations are necessary, and also which
aspects might provide the biggest impact if addressed.

Automated auditing of CMPs requires extension of consent signal. The IAB Europe has created
a standardised format for consent signals and successfully implemented APIs that allow various
entities to interoperate with each other. Such consent was created to simplify the exchange of the
digital version of consent between CMPs and advertisers. They do not, however, contain elements
that could help DPAs and users to evaluate the validity of collected consent through automated
means. We strongly suggest these standards and APIs should be expanded (or new ones developed
by neutral parties) to include information about the interface design of a consent pop-up. Such
extended digital format of consent will make consent services computationally legible by more
actors, such as regulators and researchers.

Additionally, in the current IAB Europe TCF system, third-party advertisers (vendors) just
receive a Consent Signal as a part of HTTP(S) request or via browser APIs, but there is no proof
whether such Consent Signal is valid and whether a vendor actually received it (or, for example,
did not generate it by itself instead). We recommend IAB Europe TCF to change this practice and
to propose solutions that demonstrate evidence of consent collection and its integrity.

Guidance needed on validity of pre-registration of vendors. Through our analysis, we iden-
tified that CMPs have the capability to “pre-register” about 600 vendors during the installation
process on a website. This pre-registration of vendors means that if the user accepts some of the
purposes presented in the consent pop up, then all the vendors will be automatically added to
a Consent Signal (see an example of OneTrust in section 4.4.4, where 632 vendors are allowed
when the user clicks “Accept”). Consent stored by CMP in this case pre-authorizes processing of
personal data for around 600 vendors, even if those vendors are not present on the website, thus
making consent being collected for future and unforeseen potential processing. Therefore, such
practice may violate the principles of transparency, fairness and minimization principles. We hope
our analysis of the IAB Europe TCF and the capability of CMPs to pre-register vendors that do
not yet process personal data, will help policy makers to provide further guidance on the validity
of such practice.

Further recommendations are needed due to the decision-making power of consent pop-up

providers. In this article, we have analysed two most popular CMPs in the EU – QuantCast and
OneTrust– and detected several scenarios when consent pop-up providers can be considered data
controllers due to the enormous power of CMPs that can inject any type of additional functionality
at any time in the banner, without the publisher being in position to technically know or oppose to
it. We hope that policy makers take these scenarios into account and provide recommendations for
such providers (either withing or outside of IAB Europe TCF) identifying which practices render
them as data controllers and in which conditions they will be recognized as data processors.

4.6 Related work

Previous work analysing the role of CMPs in the advertising ecosystem have examined its
technical functioning and interaction designs related to the applicable regulation, but have not
inquired how they relate to their role as processors or controllers under the GDPR.
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Degeling et al. [10] monitored the prevalence of CMPs on websites from January 2018 until
May, when the GDPR came into effect, and measured an overall increase from 50.3% to 69.9%
across all 28 EU Member States. Taking a longer view, Hils et al. [5] showed how the rate of
adoption doubled year over year between June 2018 and 2020, and that CMPs are mostly used
by moderately popular websites (albeit with a long tail of small publishers). Nouwens et al. [8]
studied the use of dark patterns in the five most popular CMPs in the UK and estimated that only
11.8% of banners meet minimum legal requirements for a valid consent (reject as easy as accept,
no pre-checked boxes, and no implied consent).

Focusing on the programmatic signals rather than user behaviour, Matte et al. [6] analysed
28,000 EU websites and found that 141 websites register positive consent even if the user has not
made their choice and 27 websites store a positive consent even if the user has explicitly opted out.
Additionally, Matte et al. [7] discuss the purposes and legal basis pre-defined by the IAB Europe
and suggest that several purposes might not be specific or explicit enough to guarantee a valid
legal basis, and that a large portion of purposes should require consent but are allowed by the TCF
to be gathered on the basis of legitimate interest.

Data protection authorities across EU Member States have also reacted to the role and res-
ponsibility of CMPs, and issued various guidances. The Spanish DPA [60] asserts that as long
as CMPs comply with the requirements for consent, they shall be deemed an appropriate tool. It
recommends that CMPs “ must be submitted to audits or other inspections in order to verify that

(...) requirements are complied with”. The Irish DPA [59] reiterates CMPs should be careful to
avoid non-compliant designs already explicated as part of GDPR texts (e.g., pre-ticked boxes) and
emphasises their accountability and transparency obligations (i.e., consent records) The Danish
DPA asserts that whenever any entity integrates content from any third party (including CMPs), it
is particularly important to be aware of its role in relation to its processing of personal data that
takes place [65].

4.7 Conclusion

In this paper we discussed the requirements for CMPs to be qualified as processors and as
controllers and concluded that such status has to be assessed with regard to each specific data pro-
cessing activity. From an empirical analysis we concluded that CMPs assume the role of control-
lers, and thus should be responsible for their processing activities, in four scenarios : i) when
including additional processing activities in their tool, ii) when they perform scanning and pre-
sorting of tracking technologies, iii) when they include third-party vendors by default, and finally
iv) when they deploy interface manipulative design strategies.
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Abstract

Web technologies and services widely rely on data collection via tracking users on websites.

In the EU, the collection of such data requires user consent thanks to the ePrivacy Directive

(ePD), and the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). To comply with these regulations

and integrate consent collection into their websites, website publishers often rely on third-party

contractors, called Consent Management Providers (CMPs), that provide consent pop-ups as a

service. Since the GDPR came in force in May 2018, the presence of CMPs continuously increased.

In our work, we systematically study the installation and configuration process of consent pop-ups

and their potential effects on the decision making of the website publishers. We make an in-depth

analysis of the configuration process from ten services provided by five popular CMP companies

and identify common unethical design choices employed. By analysing CMP services on an empty

experimental website, we identify manipulation of website publishers towards subscription to the

CMPs paid plans and then determine that default consent pop-ups often violate the law. We also

show that configuration options may lead to non-compliance, while tracking scanners offered by

CMPs manipulate publishers. Our findings demonstrate the importance of CMPs and design space

offered to website publishers, and we raise concerns around the privileged position of CMPs and

their strategies influencing website publishers.
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5.1 Introduction

While website publishers rely on data for statistics, advertising, monetisation, and optimi-
sation of their websites, they tend to include tracking services in their websites. The ePrivacy
Directive [1], amended in 2009 [2], and soon to be transformed into a Regulation, requires user’s

consent before any access or storage of any non-mandatory data, and hence any tracking techno-
logy, on the user’s device. The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [3],
which went into effect on May 25, 2018, defines the rules on valid consent [3, Art. 4, 7]. Require-
ment for collecting consent on websites resulted in appearance of consent pop-ups, often referred
to as “cookie banners”, and such pop-ups have become increasingly popular among the EU-based
websites [4, 5].

Figure 5.1 – Influence of CMPs on the main actors in the web advertising ecosystem : publi-

shers, advertisers, and users. Figure inspired by the work of Santos et al. [6].

However, providing legally-valid consent pop-up to website users is a complex task as recently
shown by Santos et al. [7], who identified 22 legal and technical requirements of valid consent
on the Web based on legal sources, recommendations, and technical analysis. Collecting invalid
consent have significant negative consequences for end users, such as unintentional sharing of
personal information. As a result, the website publishers, who are considered legally responsible
for compliance of their websites can face administrative fines up to 20 million euros, or up to
4% of the total worldwide annual turnover [3, Art. 83(5)], but also can suffer in terms of bad
reputation and loss of trust. In the last two years, a number of website publishers were fined for
non-compliance with the GDPR consent requirements on their websites as established by the EU
Court of Justice in 2019 Planet49 case [8], as well as many EU Data Protection Authorities (DPAs)
such as Dutch DPA [9], Spanish DPA [10], Danish DPA [11], French DPA [12–15]. Recently, in
May 2021 the French Data Protection Authority (CNIL) has notified twenty popular websites in
France of their violation of the EU law in the consent pop-ups on their websites [16].
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As a result, website publishers often do not collect consent themselves, but prefer to dele-
gate this task to privacy experts. This demand created a market need and opened a new business
opportunity to emerging companies called Consent Management Providers (CMPs) that provide
“Consent as a Service” solutions to website publishers. Such companies are becoming more and
more popular, as demonstrated by the work of Hils et al. [17] : the usage of CMPs by websites
has increased several times since the GDPR came into force on May 25, 2018. CMPs studied in
most of the previous works [5, 6, 17–19] implement a common framework provided by the Euro-
pean branch of the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB Europe), called Transparency and Consent
Framework (TCF) [20].

Previous works [5, 6, 19] demonstrated that CMPs occupy a specific, and rather central place
in the web advertising ecosystem, as shown in Figure 5.1. Multiple studies analyzed how end
users are manipulated towards giving their consent to collection of their data via consent pop-
up interface, identifying dark patterns and other strategies and their impact on users’ decision
making [18, 21–24], often designed by the CMPs.

What was not studied so far, is the user journey of website publishers when they try to install
the consent pop-ups provided by the CMPs : do CMPs influence website publishers ? Are website
publishers also manipulated towards a specific design of consent pop-ups to be installed on their
websites ? Moreover, do CMPs profit from such a central position and collect users’ data by their

own services as recently shown [6]? Such manipulation and integration can have a significant
impact on the overall compliance of the website in question. Since from legal perspective website
publishers are considered “data controllers” [6] in the scope of the GDPR, website publishers are
legally responsible for the overall behavior and legal compliance of their websites, even when they
use third party services, such as CMPs.

In this paper, we systematically study design properties of the installation and configuration
process of consent pop-ups and their potential effects on the decision making of the website pu-
blishers. We make an in-depth analysis of the configuration process from ten services provided
by five popular CMP companies and identify common dark patterns employed. Our research goal
is to explore the design space for consent pop-up generation process to learn how to encourage
website publishers to install a legally compliant consent pop-up mechanism. We conduct a study
of consent pop-up services accessible to website publishers, by installing them on our empty ex-
perimental websites, registering and analysing all steps during installation and configuration pro-
cesses, detecting dark patterns in the sense of Mathur et al. [25], evaluating overall compliance of
pop-ups provided by default, and monitoring network communications to identify when consent
pop-ups collect users’ data for their own purposes.

The study contains four distinct investigations motivated by the following research questions.
We first study the presence of dark patterns in the registration and configuration process of consent
pop-ups ; evaluate whether dark patterns of the default pop-up make the final pop-up compliant
with the law ; and study whether CMPs use their position and large presence to collect data for
their own use :

— RQ1. Do CMPs use ethically and/or legally problematic strategies known as “dark pat-
terns” in the generation process of their consent pop-ups, to influence the publisher in their
own interest ?

— RQ2. Is a consent pop-up generated with the default options provided by the CMP com-
pliant with EU legal requirements ?

— RQ3. Do the default configuration options of consent pop-ups encourage publishers to
comply with the requirements for collecting legally valid consent ?
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— RQ4. What are the functionalities and the impacts of tracker scanners provided by CMPs,
regarding legal compliance, role of CMPs, and publishers behaviour ?

— RQ5. Are CMPs abusing their central and privileged position and their presence on a large
number of websites to collect data for their own use?

The central role of CMPs and the requirements for valid consent lead us to question the in-
fluence and potential manipulation techniques used by CMPs to nudge website publishers toward
selecting the most advantageous options for the CMPs. While previous work tries to categorize
the existing dark patterns, and measure their presence and impact on the behaviour of final users,
no work so far analyzed how publishers can be influenced by the design choices in the installation
and configuration process of consent pop-ups. In this article, we focus on the influence that CMPs
can have on website publishers and their impact on the entire ecosystem.

Our work contains the following contributions :
— our work is the first to perform an in-depth analysis of the configuration process of consent

pop-ups from the website publisher perspective by ten services provided by five popular
CMP companies ;

— we identify manipulation of website publishers towards subscription to the CMPs paid

plans ; installation of consent pop-ups that do not respect the freedom of choice, such as
consent walls [24] ;

— by carefully analysing default consent pop-ups, we detect integration of hundreds of ad-

vertising vendors, registered in the IAB Europe TCF (i.e., the whole Global Vendors List)
which makes it hard for website publisher to remove ;

— we identify lack of guidance for website publisher in the usage of “tracker scanner” ser-

vices provided by CMPs that impact the overall compliance of the consent pop-up and
hence of the website in question. Moreover, we detect scanners that use manipulative tech-

niques, such as fear of non-compliance, to nudge publishers toward subscribing to paid
plans ;

— finally, we detect CMPs that include analytic services in the consent pop-up or scanning
report for the data collection and further exploitation of end users’ data for CMPs’ own

purposes.
Based on the results of our study, we open a discussion on role and power of CMPs and

conclude that not only did they not improve user privacy overall, but that they could create new
important issues, such as the addition of new trackers, and sometimes use manipulative design
techniques in their own economic interest.

5.2 Related work

This section lists the major related works dealing with consent management process, classi-
fication and legal definition of dark patterns applied to data protection and consent, user studies
and automated measurements focusing on CMPs or the IAB TCF Framework.

Measurement studies on prevalence of CMPs. In 2019, Nouwens et al. [18] studied five po-
pular CMPs according to UK data provided by the advertising company Adzerk (now renamed
Kevel) [26], and the impact of the design of consent pop-ups on the requirement for “freely given”
consent. They found almost 90% of consent pop-up didn’t meet the minimal legal requirements,
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and the absence of a “refuse” button on the first layer of the consent pop-up increases positive
consent by about 22 percentage points. Hils et al. [17] analyzed 4.2 million domains between June
2018 and 2020 in order to measure CMP adoption over time. They estimate that CMPs prevalence
on websites has doubled in 2019 and again in 2020, in particular on mildly-popular websites,
as a result of compliance with the EU data protection regulation. Degeling et al. [4] monitored
the prevalence of CMPs on websites during the five month before the GDPR came into force.
They measured an overall increase from 50.3% to 69.9% across all 28 EU Member States, and a
16% increase in consent pop-ups’ adoption before and after the GDPR. Complementary to these
studies, Santos et al. [6] analysed the legal role of CMPs under the GDPR : they studied in which
cases CMPs were determining purposes and means of the processing, which would qualify them
as data controllers.

Classification of dark patterns. Brignull [27] coined dark patterns ten years ago as a generic
term to describe deceptive design of a User Interface (UI), made to influence users and their
decision-making abilities. He also built the first taxonomy of these designs with examples. Gray
et al. [28] further presented a broader categorization of Brignull’s taxonomy and clustered these
dark patterns into five categories : Nagging, Obstruction, Sneaking, Interface Interference and
Forced Action. Chromik et al. [29] discuss dark patterns of explainability, transparency and
control, focusing on intelligent systems. They conclude that the legal right to explanation provi-
ded by the GDPR is not sufficient, and advocates for “specific guidelines and standards”. All these
classifications also address the manipulative design only by testing pop-ups displayed to end-users.

Impact of dark patterns in consent pop-up interfaces on users’ choices. Nouwens et al. [18]
were the first to study the presence of dark patterns in the user interface of five popular CMPs, as
well as a user study with 40 participants evaluating the effect of specific design on users’ consent
choices. Utz et al. [21] studied the influence of common graphical nudges such as changes in the
position or color of the consent pop-up on more than 80,000 visitors of a German e-commerce
website.

Luguri et Strahilevitz [23] did a large-scale experiment to compare the influence of “mild”
and “aggressive” dark patterns on different categories of American consumers. They found “mild”
dark patterns to generate less negative feelings, and less educated people to be more influenced.
In 2021, Gray et al. [24] highlight connections between HCI, design, privacy and data protection
on consent pop-ups, focusing on three different types of dark patterns and their influence on end
users.
Mathur et al. [25] use the combined approaches of psychology, economics, ethics, philosophy, and
law to formulate a general definition of dark patterns and their effects on users. Machuletz and
Böhme [30] set up a user study on 150 Austrian students. They evaluated the impacts of the num-
ber of options and the presence or absence of a “Select all” button in post-GDPR consent pop-ups.
Soe et al. [31] manually collected banners from 300 Scandinavian and English-speaking news
services, they found wide presence of “unethical practices”. In particular, 43% of the tested web-
sites containing dark patterns were using obstruction, and 45.3% were using interface interference.

Summary. All the previous works focus on the influence of dark patterns on end-users. However,
no studies so far have evaluated whether CMPs include manipulative practices or dark patterns that
nudge website publishers towards installing a particular design of their consent pop-up services.
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5.3 Methodology

CMP Contact details Installation results

CookiePro
by One-
Trust

OneTrust declined to give access to trial ver-
sion of its paid service for academic research,
but we successfully installed the two free ser-
vices and later the standard paid service of
their CookiePro brand.

Paid service : X

Free (logged) serv. : X

Free (unlogged) serv. : X

Quantcast Free service called “Choice” was successfully
installed.

Free service : X

TrustArc The company did not respond in the span of
one month.

Paid (Premium) serv. : ×

Cookiebot Installation through the company website was
accessible without any additional require-
ment.

Paid X

Both free and paid services were successfully
installed.

Free service : X

Crownpeak First the company did not respond in the span
of one month. Then, they added an online sub-
scription to their website, giving us the possi-
bility to install the “Business” service.

Paid (Premium) serv. : X

LiveRamp Company scheduled an online meeting, but
declined to provide its service for acade-
mic research motivating that their service was
“only for publishers”. The company did not
recontact within one month after the meeting.

Unknown ×

Cookie
Script

Installation through the company website was
accessible without any additional require-
ments.

Paid (Plus) serv. : X

Free and paid services were successfully ins-
talled.

Paid (Lite) serv. : X Free
service : X

Table 5.1 – Preselected list of 7 CMPs identified via prior work [17, 18] and commercial

service [32], with contact details, in particular when a direct contact with the CMP team is

needed to install the service, and installation results : X or × . When a service is an order of
magnitude more expensive than the average, it is labeled as “Premium”.

Selection of Consent Management Providers (CMPs). To decide which CMPs to investigate,
we used the most recent work in the field. Hils et al. [17] showed that Quantcast and OneTrust
are the two most popular CMPs in the EU and in the US. Their presence was found respectively
on 38.3% and 16.3% of the websites with a EU or UK TLD [17, Fig. 6], followed by TrustArc,
Cookiebot, and Crownpeak. These five identified CMPs were also examined by the recent work
of Nouwens et al. [18] and resulting as most popular in the latest version of the Kevel CMP
tracker [32], a prevalence ranking service that was used by Nouwens et al. [18]. Therefore, we
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have build a preliminary list of five companies – Quantcast, OneTrust, TrustArc, Cookiebot, and
Crownpeak – based on previous work and Kevel service. We then added LiveRamp CMP [33],
already studied by Hils et al. because of its novelty, which is linked to a major data broker [34].
Finally, we interviewed with a Data Protection Officier (DPO) who works for EU and US compa-
nies : they pointed us to Cookie Script CMP [35], which is particularly popular among Small and
Medium Enterprises (SME). We preselected both free and paid services, including “premium”
ones (see Table 5.1).

Installation of preselected CMPs. We contacted six of the identified companies – Quantcast,
OneTrust, TrustArc, Cookiebot, Crownpeak, LiveRamp – via their websites using contact forms
or provided emails, and received different types of responses. Quantcast replied that their paid
CMP was discontinued, and that all the functionalities were now integrated into the free one [36].
OneTrust did a presentation call with us, but after that declined to give us access to their trial
version for research purposes. However, we studied three versions of their self-service CookiePro
brand, accessible via online subscription : free unlogged (no account), free logged (with man-
datory account), and paid standard service. TrustArc took more than one month to reply, which
prevented us to include the study of their consent pop-ups in this work. Crownpeak initially did
the same, and then added an online subscription option for their “Business” CMP service, that we
successfully installed. During a presentation call, LiveRamp said they would come back to us to
say if it was possible to test their service that was “only for publishers”, but they failed to do so
after six weeks. Cookiebot and Cookie Script CMP services were directly available on the website
and we installed their consent pop-ups directly. We studied both the free and paid versions of
Cookiebot. For Cookie Script, we studied three services : the free version, plus the cheapest (Lite)
and most expensive (Plus) paid versions.

Summary of selected CMPs. After removing the CMPs that refused installation for research
purposes or did not respond in one month, we obtained ten different services provided by five
CMPs : Quantcast, CookiePro, Cookiebot, Cookie Script, and Crownpeak (Table 5.2). For our
analysis of the registration process (further described in Section 5.4.1), we also used results from
some of the preselected CMPs to highlight their manipulative strategies during the registration.

Configuration used for experiments. For our tests, we used a dedicated version of Mozilla Fi-
refox (v84.0) with an independent profile [37], running on GNU/Linux Ubuntu 18.04.5 LTS. To
avoid interpretation errors resulting from different browser versions, we blocked automated up-
dates of the used browser. We have also enabled all third-party cookies and disabled the “Enhanced
Tracking Protection” of Firefox to avoid interference with our experiments. We install the exten-
sion Ernie [38] on this browser, that is able to detect 6 categories of cross-site tracking via cookies,
including several types of cookie synchronizations. This extension, that implements cookie-based
tracking detection proposed by Fouad et al. [39], enables us to detect and flag cookies according
to their behaviour.

We performed our first measurements in April and May 2021, from a French institution. We
did a second group of measurements between September and November 2021, in which one paid
version of CookiePro, the two paid versions of CookieScript, and Crownpeak were added. In all
cases, the new rules regarding the terms and conditions for refusing consent were already enforced
by the French DPA, since they came in force on April 1st, 2021 [40]. In other words, publishers
must offer to the users the possibility of accepting and refusing read and/or write operations, such
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Figure 5.2 – Study of legally and/or technically problematic design choices. This flowchart
identifies the elements analyzed in this article.

as the implantation of cookies in their terminal, with the same degree of simplicity [41, par. 30 p.
8].

5.3.1 Detecting manipulation by CMPs

To answer the research questions listed in Section 5.1, we built the following experiments.
The different parts of our study are summarized in Figure 5.2 and further explained in the rest of
this section.

1 Registration and 2 Configuration processes. In order to evaluate CMPs while minimizing
possible interferences, we created one empty website per studied CMP under our EU institution’s
2nd level TLD : cmp-name-version.inrialpes.fr. For each available consent pop-up
version (free, paid, etc. – see Table 5.2) of a studied CMP, we installed one version pop-up per
dedicated website hosted on cmp-name-version.inrialpes.fr.

When installing a CMP service, we select GDPR-compliant version of consent pop-ups when
asked. CookiePro proposes to either set up a consent pop-up directly on their website without
creating an account (we call it “unlogged” version) or by creating an account (“logged” version)
– in this case, we studied both versions.

When necessary, we distinguish between the registration process, which consists for the
publisher to fill a form to get access to the CMP services, and the configuration process, which
consists to configure the consent pop-up according to the needs of the publisher. In each case,
we take screenshots during the whole process, matching our observations with known dark pat-
terns [28, 42, 43] and legal requirements from previous works [7]. We list problematic behaviour
observed, such as “dark patterns” in both processes, and categorize them from legal and design
point of views using previous work definitions (Taxonomies from Gray et al. [28] and Mathur et
al. [43], CNIL recommendation [44], list of legal requirements from Santos et al. [7, Table 6]).

3 Default consent pop-up. For each service that we installed (Table 5.2), we followed the
instructions of the CMP and installed the version of the pop-up proposed by CMP by default, that
is without any modifications in the proposed interface or alternations to the source code of the
proposed code snippet to be added to our experiments website (we used one subdomain per CMP
service, as explained in the beginning of this section). In each installed consent pop-up, that we
now call default consent pop-up, we identify potential manipulative strategies in the configuration
process as well as potential violations of legal requirements for GDPR-valid consent in the default
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CMP Company Service Price Login Subdomain used

location tested required for tests

CookiePro UK (London)
Free CMP builder Free No cookiepro-free.inrialpes.fr

by OneTrust US (Atlanta)
Free Account Free Yes cookiepro-free-logged.inrialpes.fr
Standard Account $30/mo. ($360/y.) Yes cookiepro-paid-1.inrialpes.fr

Quantcast US (San Francisco) Choice Free Yes quantcast-free.inrialpes.fr

Cookiebot DK (Copenhagen)
Free Plan Free Yes cookiebot-free.inrialpes.fr
Premium Small 9e/mo. (108e/y.) Yes cookiebot-paid.inrialpes.fr

Crownpeak US (Denver) Business $1,000/y. (Premium) Yes crownpeak-paid.inrialpes.fr

Cookie Script LH (Vilnius)
Free (prev. “Starter”) Free Yes cookiescript-free.inrialpes.fr
Lite 6e/mo. (72e/y.) Yes cookiescript-paid-1.inrialpes.fr
Plus 9e/mo. (108e/y.) Yes cookiescript-paid-2.inrialpes.fr

Table 5.2 – List of CMPs selected and installed for experiments. Prices indicated when publicly
available on the companies’ websites.

consent pop-up obtained.

4 Monitoring and analysis of the network communications. To detect tracking cookies and
other suspicious behaviors, we rely on the Firefox web developer tools as well as Ernie exten-
sion [38], and visit the subdomain cmp-name-version.inrialpes.fr, one per each CMP
service. We record all HTTP(S) requests and responses, cookies stored/sent that give indications
of possible data collection. We open the page in the main and hidden tab of Ernie, a functionality
that has the ability to detect shared identifiers. We check the findings of Ernie to display cookies
associated with the page load, and detect if these cookies are performing one of the six types
of user tracking described by Fouad et al. [39]. We then repeat the experiment, (1) giving a full
consent by clicking “Accept all” on the consent pop-up, and (2) refusing to give any consent by
clicking “Reject all” on the pop-up (when available). When no “Reject all” button or similar option
was provided on the first page of the consent pop-up, we decline consent for all categories in the
customization interface. We record our observations, and try to explain them with the help of the
documents provided by the companies such as Privacy Policies and commercial documentation.
We keep a record of these documents at the date of the consultation. We also search in the code of
the consent pop-ups to find possible unnecessary data sent to third-parties.

Additionally, we take the name of each studied company as recorded in the CMP list [45] pro-
vided by the IAB Europe, and search for it in the Global Vendor List (GVL) [46] for a possible
matching to identify companies that operates both as vendor (advertiser) and CMP. When a com-
pany is referenced in both lists, it indicates that it has both (1) an interest into using trackers as a
vendor, and (2) the possibility to control the way trackers load on websites as a CMP. This dual
position can lead to an ethically questionable situation.

5.3.2 Ethical considerations

Our study was conducted on an empty website hosted by our French institution, and involved
real companies registered as CMPs in the IAB Europe TCF Framework. Our study did not involve
real users, but instead took the role and simulated the user journey of website publishers when
installing services proposed by CMPs.

We installed a consent pop-up directly via a website of a CMP, whenever possible (which
is the case of CookiePro Free CMP builder, “Free” account, and “Standard” account, Cookiebot
free, Crownpeak Business, and Cookie Script Free, Lite and Plus). However, for TrustArc, and
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LiveRamp, we had to contact the companies via contact forms or emails. We intentionally shared
our main purpose of the study, which is academic research, in order to provide transparency as
to the purpose of the usage of selected CMPs. By doing so, we ensured not to deceive the CMP
companies.

However, our experience demonstrates that OneTrust and LiveRamp decline to give us access
to their paid services, even when we were ready to pay for their paid versions. We later managed
to include CookiePro (by OneTrust) paid service when directly accessible online. TrustArc did
not respond to us within one month, thus not allowing us to study their services. It should be noted
that TrustArc is the only company to our knowledge that enforces a contractual “Acceptable use”
policy preventing any “attempt to discover any source code or underlying ideas or algorithms of
the Services” without a written prior agreement.

Open question for the research community. We therefore raise the question whether researchers
need to inform the studied services of the purposes of their research or not. As our experience
shows, transparency and openness about research goals often implies that only some of the services
can be studied.

5.4 Findings

Our goal in this section is to analyze the whole process followed by website publishers when
they want to add consent pop-ups to ensure GDPR compliance to their websites. We distinguish
in our observations of the configuration process between the misleading nature of the process
itself towards the publisher, and the presence of options that may lead publishers to deploy non-
compliant consent pop-ups. In the latter case, we also highlight whether these options are active by
default, or require an active action by the publisher, as well as the potential presence of any help
or advice from the CMP. Therefore, we describe our findings from five different angles guided by
our research questions from Section 5.1 :

§5.4.1 The registration process of consent pop-ups via websites of CMPs ;

§5.4.2 Compliance of default consent banners generated by CMPs ;

§5.4.3 The configuration process of the consent pop-ups provided by CMPs ;

§5.4.4 The use of tracking detection tools (“tracker scanners”) provided by CMPs and their
functionalities ;

§5.4.5 The privileged position of CMPs and their potential collection of data for their own
purposes.

5.4.1 Registration of consent pop-ups

In this section, we address the first research question by evaluating the registration process on
CMP websites, which is the first step that website publisher performs in order to install a given
CMP :

— RQ1. Do CMPs use ethically and/or legally problematic strategies known as “dark pat-
terns” in the generation process of their consent pop-ups, to influence the publisher in their
own interest ?
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Despite this issue being less related to privacy, we think it is important to highlight as it contri-
butes to the discussion regarding the manipulative role of CMPs. For each step of the registration
process, we identify the presence of dark patterns aimed at manipulating website publishers and
describe it using the terminology of the state-of-the-art works on dark patterns by Bosch et al. [22]
and Mathur et al. [43].

Compliance vs. consent rate. First, we observed that several CMPs claimed that their consent
pop-ups are “increasing consent rates.” We have found one example of such behavior in our study
of the Crownpeak CMP. Fig. 5.3 shows a screenshot of the Crownpeak commercial website, where
this CMP explicitly states that their pop-ups are “Made for Marketers”, while the CMPs of their
competitors are instead “Made for Compliance/Privacy”.

Fig. 5.4 shows an example from the website of CookiePro, a CMP further studied in our
experiments. CookiePro argues that they can “maximize opt-in” and even provide an A/B testing
service to compare consent rate between two pop-ups.

Figure 5.3 – Crownpeak comparative advertisement “Made for Marketers”. Source : https:
//www.crownpeak.com/products/privacy-and-consent-management/,
screenshot taken on 23 November 2021.

Indeed, the objectives of the services offered by these companies can be divided into two
categories, depending on their role. The first, which stems from the obligations imposed by the
various data protection laws, consists in assisting publishers in their compliance process with these
laws. In particular, this involves guaranteeing the compliance of the collection of user consent.
The second, which stems from their for-profit purpose and, sometimes, from their experience as
digital marketers or data brokers, is to help publishers maximize their income from personalized
advertising. These two roles often have antagonistic characteristics, as users refusal can reduce
the volume and/or relevance of the data processed for marketing campaigns, and thus the revenues
derived from them. It is in the interest of CMPs to use techniques that keep the rate of user consent
high, while ensuring the validity of that consent. There is therefore a conflict of interest here that
can lead to the use of deceptive designs to try to propose a product that can satisfy both legal and
economical requirements, as explained by Santos et al. [6].

Nudging towards paid or logged-in versions. Some CMPs also encourage publishers to sign up
for paid plans by using deceptive design techniques. On their pricing page, CookiePro publishes
a comparison table [47] with their most expensive plan labelled as “popular”. This dark pattern,
called Pressured Selling by Mathur et al., is based on “defaults or often high-pressure tactics that
steer users into purchasing a more expensive version of a product” [43]. CookiePro’s website also
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Figure 5.4 – CookiePro advertisement about “Consent Rate Optimization” with a trial cou-

pon and A/B testing example. Source : https://app.cookiepro.com/, screenshot taken
on 26 November 2021.

Figure 5.5 – LiveRamp contact form is not visible without giving a positive consent. Source :
https://liveramp.com/contact/, screenshot taken on 24 November

2021.
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shows a chatbot with preselected options which can redirect publishers to paid plans by proposing
one month free trial coupons [48].

Finally, all studied CMPs except CookiePro Free CMP builder force the publishers to create
an account on their platform to be able to access the service. This practice, labelled as Forced

registration by Bosch et al. [22], consists of restricting access to certain features to registered and
logged-in users, even when it is not necessary to provide the service. In the case of CMPs, while
this choice may be justified when managing galaxies of websites with several sub-domains and
users of various geographical origins, it may be questionable in the case of simple, entry-level
services presented as free.

Potential violation of ‘specific” consent. When installing Quantcast and filling the contact form
on their website [49] with a EU-based country name, the form displays a checkbox with the follo-
wing statement :

“I wish to receive future informational and marketing communications from Quant-

cast, and I understand and agree to the privacy policy.”

Selecting this checkbox is not mandatory to validate the installation process of Quantcast, however
the phrasing is misleading since the user has to agree to receive marketing communications and
agree to the privacy policy at the same time. Using a single checkbox for the acceptance of the pri-
vacy policy, which is generally mandatory to use a service, and for the subscription to a newsletter,
which is optional and requires to consent, may nudge the user toward checking the box, thinking
that it is impossible to finalize the request otherwise. From legal perspective, such design raises
a potential violation of a legal requirement for specific consent that requires separate consent per
each specific purpose [3, Art.4(11),6(1)(a)], as described recently by Santos et al. [7, Sec. 5.3].

We studied the registration process of LiveRamp CMP, that is however not included in the
further analysis due to lack of installation (see Table 5.1). When the website publisher tries to
access the CMP or create an account on their website, the publisher is presented with a consent
pop-up with both “Accept” and “Deny all” options. However, if the visitor decides to deny all
processing in the consent pop-up, the contact form [50] is not displayed. Instead, the form is
replaced by a message asking for “update [of] consent preferences”, as displayed in Figure 5.5.
If the visitor selects the “Accept” option, the contact form displayed but it does not include any
option to refuse subscription to automated prospection. After filling the form, the company sends
on average two emails per week to the address used to contact them, all seeming to come from the
same LiveRamp employee. Since the publisher cannot access the CMP service, create an account,
or send a contact message without allowing the CMP to reuse their data for other purposes, this
practice constitutes a tracking wall design strategy that potentially violates the requirement of free

consent [3], as explained in 2020 by Santos et al. [7, Sec. 5.2].

5.4.2 Consent pop-up with default options and its compliance

In this section we study the compliance of the consent pop-ups proposed by various CMPs “by
default”. To obtain such “default” pop-up and install it on our experimental website, we follow the
default options provided by the CMP without any modifications. We then study the following
research question :

— RQ2. Is a consent pop-up generated with the default options provided by the CMP com-
pliant with EU legal requirements ?
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We analyzed the ten default consent pop-ups generated by CMPs, and mapped our obser-
vations with one most discussed requirement for valid consent from Santos et al. [7, Table 7],
called Balanced choice. Our goal was not to make an exhaustive evaluation of all consent pop-ups
with relation to the 22 requirements listed in this work, but instead to focus on the most critical
and important requirement instead. We also detect several practical issues around inclusion of
advertising vendors and non-possibility to object to legitimate interest legal basis in the rest of
this section.

Compliance on requirement for Balanced choice. Several DPAs have stated that users wishing
to express their refusal should not encounter a disproportionate obstacle. For example, in the last
version of their Guidelines on consent, the French DPA highlight that rejection should present
the same level of simplicity that the one of acceptance [51, Art. 2(30)]. Santos et al. call this
requirement Balanced choice, and give the following interpretation from Art. 7(3) of the GDPR
and from publications of DPAs [7, Table 7] :

“From Article 7(4) of the GDPR which states that withdrawing consent should be

as easy as giving it, we additionally interpret that the choice between “accept” and

“reject” [browser-based tracking technologies] must be consequently balanced (or

equitable).”

We found out that six out of ten studied consent pop-ups – Quantcast, Cookiebot free, Cookie-
bot paid, and Cookie Script Free, Lite, and Plus – showed a difference between the “Accept” and
“Reject” button by default, making the “Accept” choice more salient. CookiePro “logged” did not
display the “Reject” button by default. Only the “unlogged” version of CookiePro shows in the
first layer of its default banner both buttons with the same font, color, and size. However, the se-
cond layer of this service places “Allow All” on top of the page, while “Reject All” and “Confirm
My Choices” on the bottom, making it hard for end users to reject or customize their preferences
(see Fig. 5.6).

We therefore conclude that almost none of the studied services provide full compliance with
the Balanced choice requirement and hence are introducing a violation to the unambiguous

consent requirement [3, Art. 4(11)] and to a requirement that withdrawing consent should be as
easy as giving it [3, Art.7(4)].

Figure 5.6 – CookiePro Free CMP builder “unlogged” consent pop-up. Objection to Legitimate
Interest is becoming visible only after clicking on the “+” button in the 2nd layer of the consent
pop-up interface. Screenshot taken on our experimental domain on 22 November 2021.
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High number of vendors included by default. In Quantcast Choice, the management of vendors
(partners) by the website publisher is made via a different tab of the CMP configuration interface.
By default, the whole IAB Europe Global Vendors List is included, representing 751 companies as
of 28 May 2021. Publishers can manually revoke them on an opt-out basis. Publishers can add the
Google Ad Tech Providers (ATP) list, containing a total of 641 companies at the same date, and
also add their own partners with a link to their privacy policy. The complete process is designed
to make the inclusion of vendors easy (large number of vendors included by default, addition of
Google vendors in one click) while blocking vendors needs to be done manually.

In the “Free CMP Builder” service offered by CookiePro, it is not even possible to customize
the list of vendors at all. In the “logged” version of CookiePro free (used with an account), the
CMP built by default a consent pop-up with an “Accept” button and no “Reject” on the first page,
and an “Allow all” button on the top of the second page. Both lead to a bulk consent and close the
pop-up.

On the opposite, Crownpeak Business (a “Premium” service), Cookiebot, CookiePro Stan-
dard, and Cookie Script include only the vendors that were found on the website when scanning
it, or that were added manually by the publisher.

Delayed update of the vendor’s list in the consent pop-up. After the initial configuration of
the banner and its installation on the website, a publisher can still include additional trackers.
Technically, this action by itself cannot trigger an immediate update of the vendor’s list presented
to the visitors in the consent pop-up. Depending on the service offered by the CMP, the publisher
should either 1) manually add the tracker to the consent pop-up, 2) trigger a manual scan of
the website, or 3) wait for the next automatic scan to occur. The first technique implies that a
publisher has sufficient technical and legal knowledge of the ecosystem, which is not obvious.
The second one is not always available, can have specific limitations (e.g., one scan per day for
Cookie Script). The third one is only proposed at large time span (unless the publisher subscribes
to additional fees with Cookiebot). Moreover the two first techniques require publishers to take
an additional active action, which is unlikely for the least informed ones. This situation can
lead to issues such as outdated and incomplete consent pop-ups remaining on websites for seve-
ral weeks after the addition of new trackers, in violation of the legal requirements for valid consent.

Manipulative behaviour restricting objection to legitimate interest-based processing. Accor-
ding to the GDPR, processing of personal data can be performed lawfully only if one of the six
legal basis of processing applies [3, Article 6(1)] : while the most known legal basis is consent,
some advertisers rely on the other legal basis, called legitimate interest. The rules around applica-
tion of this legal basis in practice are complex and understudied in the scope of Web applications.
In this work, we raise our observations regarding the user interface of the consent pop-ups pro-
posed by default and integration of legitimate interest legal basis. Even when the default consent
pop-up is compliant with the legal requirements for consent, it can still contain manipulative stra-
tegies against the users’ right to object to data processing based on the legal basis of legitimate

interest [3, Art.21].
Fig. 5.6 shows the free “unlogged” version of CookiePro, where the buttons for objecting legi-

timate interest-based processing are not visible by default, and the user needs to click on purposes
to see them.

Quantcast consent pop-up also contains a problematic design by default. It includes the follo-
wing text :
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“With your permission we and our partners may use precise geolocation data and

identification through device scanning. You may click to consent to our and our part-

ners’ processing as described above. Alternatively you may click to refuse to consent

or access more detailed information and change your preferences before consenting.

Please note that some processing of your personal data may not require your consent,

but you have a right to object to such processing.”

This text does not indicate explicitly that a user who clicks on the “Disagree” button is only
refusing to give an explicit consent to the processing based on it, but is not objecting to other
processing, based on the legal basis of legitimate interest. To completely refuse any processing of
her data, the user who wants to object should instead select More options, Legitimate Interest, and
then object to several or all vendors. Therefore, users do not have information by default on how
to object to legitimate interest-based processing in the Quantcast consent pop-up.

5.4.3 Configuration options leading to the deployment of manipulative and/or non-

compliant consent pop-ups

In this section, we analyze the options offered by CMPs to configure their consent pop-ups,
and we list the ones that can can nudge publishers towards deploying manipulative and/or non-
compliant consent pop-ups. We respond to the following research question in this section :

— RQ3. Do the default configuration options of consent pop-ups encourage publishers to
comply with the requirements for collecting legally valid consent ?

Option to create consent wall with reduced service. The Quantcast configuration interface in-
cludes a field to add a “Non-consent redirect URL”. This option can be used to set up a consent

wall and reduced service, two design strategies described by Gray et al. [24].
A consent wall is designed to “block access to the website until the user express their choice

regarding consent. This design choice allows a user to select between acceptance and refusal ;
however, the concrete use of the website is blocked until a choice has been made.”. While it is an
open question whether consent wall violates the EU law [52], Gray et al. [24] argue that “such as
blocking access to a website until a user expresses a choice — will force the user to consent and
therefore it possibly violates a freely given consent”, referring to the Article 7(4) and Recital 43 of
the GDPR [3]. This design strategy is also criticized for introducing obstruction “in placing visual
and interactive barriers between the target of the user’s interaction” and the consent pop-up.

Reduced service is a consequence of a choice made by the user in the consent pop-up interface
and means “the practice of a website offering reduced functionality – for example, allowing a
user access to only limited number of pages on a website – based on their consent configuration
options.” From a legal perspective, Gray et al. [24] argued that such design strategy could be
legally compliant only if “it clearly enables the user to choose between various options of access”.

When Quantcast provides the options of consent wall and reduced service in its consent pop-up
configuration, it also provides the following documentation [53] :

“Use this if you would like to send a user to an advertising-free version of your site,

a minimized content experience, or to a page that explains why consent is important

for specific features to function on your site.”

Based on the prior work [24], this configuration option can lead to a potential violation of
the requirement for freely given consent [3, Art.7(4)]. Moreover, if the website publisher does not
provide reject option, then such practice may constitute tracking wall (a consent wall that gives
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only one option : to consent and accept any terms offered by the website) recognized as unlawful
by the majority of regulators and Data Protection Authorities in the EU [24, Sec. 4.1].

5.4.4 Problems in the configuration process involving a tracker scanner

In this section we study the “tracker scanner” functionality provided by CMPs. Tracker scanner
allows website publishers to automatically detect trackers on their websites, and sometimes even to
evaluate the overall compliance of their websites. Some scanners even propose automatic updates
to the consent pop-up interface, taking into account the detected trackers and their purposes. While
it is a very complex task to evaluate effectiveness of tracker scanners at scale because (1) such
scanner tools are not open-sourced ; (2) there is a lack of testing websites with all potential trackers
integrated.

Therefore, we analyse the tracker scanner service provided by the CMPs on our empty website.
An honest scanner should detect no tracking since our website does not contain any content. With
this experiment, we aim at answering the following research question :

— RQ4. What are the functionalities and the impacts of tracker scanners provided by CMPs,
regarding legal compliance, role of CMPs, and publishers behaviour ?

We found out that four CMPs — CookiePro, Cookiebot, Crownpeak, and Cookie Script —
propose tracker scanners. These scanners show notable differences regarding both their appea-
rance and functionalities. The main observations are summarized in Table 5.3.

CMP Service Needs Gives Gives Auto. updates Auto. updates Auto. updates

account report advices purposes in pop-up vendors in pop-up cookie/privacy policy

CookiePro
Free unlogged No (*) X X × × ×

Free account Yes X X X X X

Standard account Yes X X X X X

Cookiebot
Free No (**) X × X X ×

Paid Yes X × X X X

Crownpeak Business Yes × × X X ×

Cookie Script
Free No X × X X ×

Lite Yes X × X X X

Plus Yes X × X X X

Table 5.3 – Comparison table of tracker scanners’ functionalities. (*) Name and email requi-

red (**) Email required but not stored

Scanners providing only a basic report. The CookieBot scanner allows to create a free account,
but the scanning functionality is then limited to five pages per website. It sends the scan report
as a HTML file by email. The information given is short and basic : date, domain name, server
location, number of cookies found, detailed list by category (e.g. “Necessary”). The detailed
view of a cookie contains only basic information : cookie name, provider, purpose (e.g. “Stores
the user’s cookie consent state for the current domain”), initiator (e.g. “Script tag”), destination
of data, and evaluation of the adequacy of the international data transfer under the GDPR. The
report does not provide detailed information about the vendors, nor does it make any suggestion
for actions. Strangely, we noticed that the cookie for storing consent registered by CookieBot is
included in the scanner report (and categorized as Necessary), even if we tested an empty website
without any pop-up – CookieBot automatically assumes that we will install their pop-up on our
website.
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Scanners inciting publishers to subscribe to paid plans. The CookiePro unlogged scanner is
proposed directly from the home page of the CMP [48]. The categorization is made by matching
the cookies found with the Cookiepedia database (also owned by OneTrust). In order to perform
an analysis, the publisher needs to fill a form with a name, an email address, and the URL of the
website to scan. CookiePro scanner displays an overview of its finding in the browser, and sends
the report by email as a PDF file. The first overview contains four sections : (1) a summary of the
website, with the number of pages and the number of cookies found, (2) a Privacy checklist which
indicates if the scanner was able to find a consent pop-up, cookie policy, and privacy policy, (3) a
suggestion of paid plans and options, and (4) a detailed list of the cookies found (when applicable).
The CookiePro’s detailed PDF report contains the number and list of cookies, tags, forms, and
webpages found, analyzed and sorted by categories such as first/third party, session/persistent, web
object types, and cookie purposes. It also includes an analysis of the CMP with “Recommended
actions”.

Nevertheless, and despite our webpage being absolutely empty (no cookie, script, tag, or form),
the CookiePro scanner still labels our empty website as “High Risk” because it doesn’t find any
privacy or cookie notice, nor any consent pop-up. It appears that the scanner tool is not able to

adapt to a website without cookies or other trackers ! The scanner makes scary misleading state-
ments such as ‘‘Our scan reveals a particularly high risk with respect to with European ePrivacy

Laws, which have requirements for transparency and consent related to the types of cookies you

have on your site.”. In consequence, the scanner is nudging the website publisher to “contact legal
advice” and “scan [our] site on a regular basis”.

With the free version of Cookiebot, the drop-down list titled “scanning frequency” is present
but is disabled (greyed). Only the default frequency (monthly scan) is visible. On the premium
version of the same service, the list is activated, and the scanning frequency can be changed from
monthly to daily, however this change is charged an additional 62e per month. Since the box is
visible to publishers in the free version of the CMP, but the price of the additional feature is not
visible until they have access to the premium version, this can lead publishers to subscribe to the
premium plan first, thinking they will have access to highest levels of scan frequencies, and then
to subscribe to the additional feature when they realize it is not included. This form of dark pattern
is known as Hidden Costs [28, 42, 43].

CookiePro often provides “Free trial coupons” on their website and via their commercial
emails. However, using this coupon for subscription requires providing credit card details, and
giving authorization to the CMP to “automatically charge this payment method whenever a sub-

scription is associated with it”. This dark pattern has been identified by Brignull as Forced conti-

nuity [42].
Delayed scan results. Finally, with Cookie Script, the scan is triggered by default when configu-
ring the consent pop-up, and before the installation of the pop-up on the website. However, the
scan report is displayed only some minutes later, and does not include the cookie set by the CMP
itself, nor informs about its presence. In consequence, if the publisher does not launch a manual
scan, they could install the consent pop-up without knowing anything about this cookie before the
next automatic scheduled scan, which will happen one month later. However, nothing indicates
that it has any tracking role. After scanning a website, the tool redirects to a report page prompting
to “Add cookie compliance” with an exclamation mark, even if no cookie was detected on our
empty website. Since our website does not include trackers, the usage of a consent pop-up is not
mandatory and such solicitation, like in case of CookiePro, is not needed. Cookie Script also adds
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a link to the report in the consent pop-up, introducing confusion to the website visitors who might
believe that the visited (empty) website contains trackers.

Regarding the detection process, we can therefore conclude that CookiePro and Cookie Script
are not mentioning the presence of any cookie on our empty website, while Cookiebot mention its
own consent cookie, assuming that we will install their banner.

5.4.5 CMP abusing its position to collect data for its own use

In this section we monitor the resulting empty web site (one per CMP service, as described in
Table 5.2) that includes the CMP consent pop-up. Our goal is to assess if this integrated consent
pop-up content could be leveraged to collect data for the CMP own use, and whether some CMPs
exploit their privileged position to actually collect data for their own use. We therefore aim at
answering the following research question :

— RQ5. Are CMPs abusing their central and privileged position and their presence on a large
number of websites to collect data for their own use?

Case of Quantcast Choice. When a page including Quantcast universal tag, the Javascript code
provided by Quantcast to provide Quantcast Choice CMP, is loaded by a browser, it sends 10
distinct third-party requests, aiming to 6 different subdomains. At the time of our first tests
in April 2021, the requests to edge.quantserve.com, pixel.quantserve.com and
rules.quantcount.com were even insecure (HTTP), despite the website being accessed in
HTTPS. These different requests load content in the form of Javascript code hosted on CMP’s
managed domains. The most important part is the choice.js script, which controls the display
of the consent pop-up and loads other parts.

We first tested the Quantcast Choice service in January 2021 : this service loads the
choice.js script that further sends a request to pixel.quantserve.com to fetch a 1x1
gif image. Upon loading this image, pixel.quantserve.com sets a third-party cookie na-
med mc with a random value, that is different across our session and private Firefox container,
indicating that such cookie is user-specific (see the details of detection of such cookies in the des-
cription of Ernie extension we used for these experiments [38]). This cookie have an expiry time of
one year. Notice that this tracking pixel was integrated by default in all Quantcast Choice banners
even before the user makes a decision regarding acceptance or refusal of consent in the pop-up

interface ! This finding confirms the behaviour reported by Santos et al. [6]. The requests to these
Quantcast servers are also flagged as tracking by tracking filter lists such as Disconnect ∗.

After an update on March 5th, 2021, the behaviour of the choice.js script has changed :
the request for 1x1 invisible pixel to pixel.quantcount.com does not set a tracking cookie
anymore unless the user gives a positive consent, If the user does not consent, no mc cookie is set in
the browser. If this new behavior fixes a major compliance issue (that is, tracking before consent),
it also demonstrates the ability of CMPs to include content unrelated to consent management at
any time, and without informing nor giving the publisher a possibility to oppose.

Notice that the Quantcast Choice today includes the tracking cookie (after user’s consent) on
an otherwise empty website without properly informing the website publisher. We have found only
one possible explanation for the presence of this tracking technique in the consent pop-up : Quant-
cast merged the “Count and Measure” services in the “Universal Tag”, as explained in Quantcast
documentation [54] :

∗. https://github.com/disconnectme/disconnect-tracking-protection/blob/
21134d05e7a407739d7db0b695cbbf359afffdd2/services.json#L5646
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“The Universal Tag includes both Quantcast Choice & Quantcast Measure, our au-

dience insights and analytics tool. This enables us to provide Quantcast Choice for

free to all users and makes implementation of the combined tag easier.”

To conclude, even if it is possible that the mc cookie attached to the request made to
pixel.quantserve.com is a part of Quantcast measure service, the CMP does not dis-
close any other information about this cookie in its privacy policy [55].

Case of Cookie Script free. With Cookie Script free, the banner itself does not include any tra-
cking request. However, it does include a link to the page of the last scan report ran on the website,
previously described in Section 5.4.4. The tracker scan page includes a Google Analytics service,
as well as social sharing buttons, all of which generating a total of 41 third-party requests and the
deposit of 6 cookies without the user’s prior consent according to Firefox developer tools. 16 of
these requests are flagged as related to “known trackers” in the Disconnect list. Details are listed
in Table 5, Appendix A.1.

5.5 Discussion

5.5.1 Main outcomes

CMP Service

Consent

optimi-

sation

Incit.

to pay

Unspe-

cific

cons.

Unba-

lanced

choice

Include

all ven-

dors

Delayed

list up-

date

Restrict

objec-

tion

Redirect

option
Tracking

Related sections 4.1 4.1/4.4 4.1 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.3 4.5

CookiePro
Free CMP builder ×

by OneTrust
Free Account × × ×

Standard Account × ×

Quantcast Choice × × × × × ×

Cookiebot
Free ×

Premium Small ×

Crownpeak Business ×

Cookie Script
Free × × ×

Lite × × ×

Plus × × ×

Table 5.4 – Summary of issues found in tested services. Identified problems are marked with ×

.

In this section we discuss our findings (summarized in Table 5.4) and the situation in general.
Related work has shown that end-users are highly susceptible to manipulation by dark pat-

terns [21,43]. They also showed the important role that CMPs have, at the crossroads of the digital
advertising ecosystem [6]. Our work goes further by analysing the whole consent pop-up system,
including the relationships between CMPs and website publishers. In a context where law and
technology are rapidly evolving, these CMPs are trying to position themselves as privacy com-
pliance experts. However, the reality is much more subtle.

First of all, we observed that CMPs often do not help improving user’s privacy when

visiting a website. On the one hand, user consent is often wide, non-informed, and subject to ma-

nipulation. More precisely, Quantcast and CookiePro tend to propose to the publishers by default
the entire Global Vendors List provided by the IAB Europe, which contained 751 companies end
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of May 2021, potentially complemented with the Google Ad Tech Providers (ATP) list that is al-
most the same size. In their turn, the publishers, in particular when they rely on default settings,
present the same list to the users, with several hundreds of companies. So if a user agrees, she ex-
plicitly accepts her personal data to be exchanged among hundreds of companies, instead of being
limited to those present on the visited website. Then a user cannot comprehend such a long list,
and Veale and Borgesius [56] have demonstrated that the “informed choice” requirement cannot
be fully met in these circumstances, which theoretically voids the user consent. On the opposite,
by default, the services of Cookiebot, Crownpeak, and Cookie Script do not include the whole
list of vendors but instead customize it automatically by using the results of a scan, which clearly
benefits to the end user.

In addition, many CMPs present themselves as being able to help publishers increase the
consent rate of their web site visitors, which raises questions about the very function of consent
pop-ups. Indeed, it implicitly validates that the purpose of these pop-ups is ultimately more about
“extracting” positive consent than letting users make a free and informed choice.

On the other hand, CMPs consent pop-ups can create additional privacy and security issues.

Our methodology involves creating an empty website that does not include any tracking tool.
However, by adding a consent pop-up, we found analytics tools – presented as meant to provide
statistics on consent rates – in Quantcast, and in a scan report page made available by Cookie Script
– presented as meant to monitor views of the scan report page. This finding indicates that CMPs
may actively participate in the overall rise of user tracking on the web. Then, the addition of a
consent pop-up in a web site requires dynamically loading third-party scripts, which mechanically
gives a lot of power to the CMPs as owner of the scripts. For instance, the CMP may add or remove
a tracking tool at its own discretion (as we observed with Quantcast), and it is not clear whether
the publisher would be either informed or able to refuse. The system could also be diverted by an
attacker who may add a malicious script in the publisher’s website. This situation raises privacy
and security risks.

Secondly, CMPs themselves often use deceptive design schemes towards publishers, to

entice them to subscribe to their paid plans. This happens even when the publishers do not
include tracking content on their websites, and therefore do not formally require to include a
consent pop-up. For example, the tracker scanner result can include messages such as “High Risk”
CookiePro or “Add Compliance” CookieScript when it does not find a consent pop-up or privacy
policy, sometimes even on a systematic basis. The CMPs also use iconography and color-code to
play on the fear of non-compliance. Of course, a possible explanation for this behavior may come
from their (presupposed) business model. They are private, for profit companies, whose existence
directly depends on their ability to convince their clients, the publishers, of the need to subscribe
to their paid offers. They may also be themselves linked to advertising/marketing groups (e.g.,
Quantcast), or data brokers (e.g., LiveRamp, new name of Acxiom Corporation, after purchasing
the LiveRamp company).

Thirdly, CMPs should probably be considered as data controllers. The present work rein-
forces the findings of Santos et al. [6] by providing additional arguments to qualify CMPs as data
controllers. For instance, this becomes obvious when considering a CMP manipulating the website
publisher during various steps in the configuration process, or by recommending the publisher to
include a consent pop-up in an empty website where it could be omitted, or by generating non
compliant default consent pop-ups.
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5.5.2 Recommendations

Despite the fact that CMPs are positioning themselves as compliance specialists, website pu-
blishers should keep a critical eye on the consent collection process. Indeed, they remain data
controllers under the GDPR.

Regulators also have a major role. They can provide guidelines and recommendations to high-
light good practices, as did the CNIL French DPA in [40, 41, 44]. They can illustrate them with
examples of “do and don’t” designs [57], and help publishers and CMPs to implement infrastruc-
tures to manage user choices that follow state-of-the-art legal and ethical recommendations.

5.5.3 Consent pop-ups beyond third-party cookie era

On their websites, several CMPs (OneTrust, Quantcast, LiveRamp) insist on the importance
of preparing for the post third-party cookie era. This is a consequence of the use of blocking
tools by end users, and the fact third-party cookies are increasingly blocked by default by web
browsers (Apple/Safari in 2017, Mozilla/Firefox in 2019, potentially Google/Chrome in 2024).
Consequently, “Cookie banners” have evolved to more generic “consent pop-ups” meant to inform
users and collect their consent, regardless of the tracking technique in use.

CMPs and Ad Tech companies are working on alternatives : some of them already rely on
CNAME cloaking ( [58] explains that 9.98% of the top 10,000 websites rely on it in 2021) ;
others (e.g., OneTrust, LiveRamp, Quantcast, Google) develop such alternatives as Server Side
Tagging, Single Sign-On, or persistent identification [59–62]. IP-based tracking [63] and finger-
printing scripts [64] can also be used with first-party cookies to target non registered users who
block or delete cookies. In their February 2021 report [59], the IAB Europe explores “Identity
solutions” such as email-based Customer Relationship Management.

Such data is then aggregated in large databases, in a pseudonymized manner, often after ha-
shing the user email address [59, 65]. Of course, this pseudonymization approach enables per-
sistent, cross-device, and cross-site tracking, to the benefit of data brokers such as LiveRamp and
their partners [65].

From a privacy viewpoint, in the long run, end users may lose visibility and have less control
with this evolution, because an increasing part of the tracking process will happen directly on
server side, and it is no longer a matter of storing or removing a cookie in the user’s web browser,
which is easily viewable. In any case, consent pop-ups are still legally required, the proof of valid
consent being needed regardless of the tracking technique in use as reminded by the French DPA
in [66].

5.6 Conclusion

In our work, we systematically studied the installation and configuration process of consent
pop-ups and their potential effects on the decision making of the website publishers. We made an
in-depth analysis of the configuration process from ten services provided by five popular CMP
companies and identify common deceptive strategies employed.

By analysing CMP services on an empty experimental website, we identified manipulation
of website publishers towards subscription to the CMPs paid plans and then detected that default
consent pop-ups often violate the law. We have also shown that configuration options may lead
to non-compliance, while tracking scanners offered by CMPs manipulate publishers. Finally, we
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identified a CMP that abuses its position to include an additional pixel, flagged as tracker, to the
consent pop-up.

Our findings demonstrate the importance of CMPs and we raise concerns around the privileged
position of CMPs and their manipulative strategies versus website publishers. Finally, we open a
discussion for regulators and policy makers to analyse the behavior, incentives and manipulative
strategies of CMPs that affect thousands of websites and millions of end users via the design and
configuration options proposed to the publishers.
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A Appendix

A.1 HTTPS requests in the Cookie Script Free scanning report

Table 5 lists the HTTPS requests observed when visiting the Cookie Script scanning report
website by following the link present in the consent pop-up. See Section 5.4.5 for the associated
discussion.
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# Domain File Initiator Tracker

1 cookie-script.com css-99b62-55873.css stylesheet
2 cookie-script.com cookie.svg img
3 cookie-script.com css-b3740-22058.css stylesheet
4 cookie-script.com text.svg img
5 static.mailerlite.com webforms.min.js ?v4a60e9ef938a7fa0240ac9ba567062cb script
6 cookie-script.com js-cF177-34068.js script
7 cookie-script.com helpscout.js script
8 cookie-script.com css-079a7-66634.css stylesheet
9 www.googletagmanager.com gtm.js ?id=GTM-WZXWWWM cookie-report :31 (script)
10 static.mailerlite.com ml_jQuery.inputmask.bundle.minjs ?v3.3.1 webforms.min.js :1 (script)
11 cookie-script.com fb.svg img
12 cookie-script.com tw.svg img
13 cookie-script.com ig.svg img
14 cookie-script.com footerarrow.svg img
15 cookie-script.com fontawesome-webfont.woff2?v=4.6.3 font
16 cookie-script.com favicon.ico img
17 platform-api.sharethis.com sharethis.js script Yes

18 cookie-script.com apple-touch-icon.png FaviconLoader.jsm :191 (img)
19 cookie-script.com favicon-16x16.png FaviconLoader.jsm :191 (img)
20 cookie-script.com en.svg js-cf177-34068.js :30 (lazy-img)
21 l.sharethis.com pview ?event=pview&hostname=cookie-

script.com&location=/cookie-report &product=inline-

share-buttons&url= https ://cookie-script.com/cookie-

report ?identifier=Fa78 1 fc6540325F7b8c6bc93

sharethis.js :3297 (xhr) Yes

22 www.google-analytics.com analytics.js gtmjs :36 (script) Yes

23 buttons-config.sharethis.com 5e106537dd527900136b1728.js sharethis.js :669 (script) Yes

24 www.google-analytics.com collect?v=1&_v=j96&a=1755241340&t=pageview

&_s=1&dl=https ://cookie-script.com/cookie-

report ?identifier=Fa7811fc6540325F7b8cébc93b5a7

d9dc&ul=en-us&de=UTF-8&dt=Cookie report fc

analytics.js :44 (xhr) Yes

25 platform-cdn.sharethis.com skype.svg sharethis.js :4501 (img) Yes

26 platform-cdn.sharethis.com facebook.svg sharethis.js :4501 (img) Yes

27 platform-cdn.sharethis.com twitter.svg sharethis.js :4501 (img) Yes

28 platform-cdn.sharethis.com pinterest.svg sharethis.js :4501 (img) Yes

29 platform-cdn.sharethis.com whatsapp.svg sharethis.js :4501 (img) Yes

30 platform-cdn.sharethis.com email.svg sharethis.js :4501 (img) Yes

31 platform-cdn.sharethis.com messenger.svg sharethis.js :4501 (img) Yes

32 platform-cdn.sharethis.com print.svg sharethis.js :4501 (img) Yes

33 platform-cdn.sharethis.com gmail.svg sharethis.js :4501 (img) Yes

34 platform-cdn.sharethis.com reddit.svg sharethis.js :4501 (img) Yes

35 platform-cdn.sharethis.com linkedin.svg sharethis.js :4501 (img) Yes

36 beacon-v2.helpscout.net / helpscout.js :5 (script)
37 beacon-v2.helpscout.net vendor.571a2921.js 1 :1 (script)
38 beacon-v2.helpscout.net main.c78fc066.js 1 :1 (script)
39 d3hb14vkzrxvla.cloudfront.net 18437cb5-f086-491c-bd0d-4bcaze2c64b6 xhr
40 d3hb14vkzrxvla.cloudfront.net 18437cb5-f086-491c-bd0d-4bcaze2c64b6 vendor.571a2921.js :1 (xhr)
41 beacon-v2.helpscout.net container-frame.f24f42a4.chunk.js vendor.571a2921 js :1 (script)

Table 5 – List of HTTPS requests observed in the tracking report accessible from the Cookie

Script Free consent pop-up. This report is stored on the CMP’s website, not in the consent

pop-up itself.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion and

Perspectives

6.1 Conclusion

Online tracking of users for statistical and marketing purposes has existed almost since the ori-
gins of the web, and has evolved with it. As privacy legislation strengthens, privacy concern grows
among users, third-party cookies are increasingly blocked by default in browsers, and advertisers
adapt by creating new tools. This is how Consent Management Platforms (CMPs) appeared, boos-
ted by the entry into force of new regulations such as the EU General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR). CMPs allow website publishers to acquire consent management as a service from a third
party provider, claiming to help publishers to comply with complex privacy regulations.

In this thesis, we started by shedding light on the complexity of the consent management
interfaces offered by CMPs and the issues arised by certain specific types of designs, usually
grouped under the name of “dark patterns”. To this end, we have mobilised a dedicated method,
interaction criticism, in order to feed a transdisciplinary reflection specifically on three types of
designs : the cookie wall, the consent wall, and the reduced service. By this means, we have
broken down the different phases of consent management by CMPs, and highlighted the interest
of a dialogue between the legal, computer science, and human-computer interaction disciplines
for the design of more ethical consent pop-ups (Chapter 3).

From a legal viewpoint, we have also analysed the role of CMPs with regard to the GDPR.
Indeed, CMPs generally define themselves as Processors, but they often carry out personal data
processing for which they themselves define the means and purposes, placing them de facto in
the role of Controllers. By comparing the data processing carried out by popular CMPs, we have
highlighted four situations in which CMPs have the role of Controllers : 1) when they include
additional processing activities in their tools beyond those specified by the IAB Europe, 2) when
they scan publisher’s websites for tracking technologies and sort them into purpose categories, 3)
when they control third-party vendors included in their consent pop-ups, and 4) when they deploy
manipulative design strategies in the user interface of consent pop-ups (Chapter 4).

Finally, we systematically analysed how CMPs could influence, coerce, or manipulate website
publishers through dishonest interface and design choices. By following the journey of a publisher
who wanted to implement different services provided by five of the most popular CMPs, we went
through the registration, configuration, and installation process, the default options, and the resul-
ting pop-ups. Our in-depth analysis shed light on positive and negative impacts of several common
default consent pop-ups and tracker scanning tools, the potential influence of CMPs’ interfaces on
website publishers, and the risk of non-compliant consent pop-ups deployment (Chapter 5).
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6.2 Ongoing work : privacy analysis of Google Tag Manager

Another evolution in the area of Web tracking technologies in the last decade is the intro-
duction of Tag Management Systems (TMS) (see Section 2.1.2. In this section, we describe our
ongoing work (started in 2022) focusing on Google’s TMS, Google Tag Manager (GTM) ∗.

Since its introduction in 2012, GTM has gained an overwhelming dominant place in TMS
market and it is currently deployed in 42% of the top 1M websites [93]. It enables website publi-
shers to manage embedded scripts (e.g., for advertising or analytics), called “tags”, in a uniform
and supposedly simple manner. This centralisation of tags under the control of GTM is presented
by Google as highly beneficial for publishers, since it needs less programming skills, and gives
publishers a key control on what tags are executed and under which conditions. However, we show
below that the situation is more complex.

The legacy (2012) client-side GTM version makes use of a unique component called “Web
container”, where tags are executed in the context of the user’s browser. The new (2020) server-
side GTM variant involves a remote server where tags are deployed and executed. As visible
in Figure 6.1, personal data is collected in the web container by a dedicated collector tag (e.g.,
the Google Analytics 4, GA4, tag), transmitted over the Internet to the remote server container,
processed by a GA4 adaptor component, and handled to the tags if appropriate. Then, tags execute
and potentially transmit data (e.g., personal data) to remote third parties. Note that although the
GA4 collector/adaptor components are used to connect the web and server containers, no data is
sent to Google Analytics servers by default.

gtm.example.com

GTM server container
(server.js)

tag a

tag b

tag c

Client adaptor 
(GA4) 

❺ a.com

❶ 
❷ 

❻

googletagmanager.com

example.com

b.com

c.com

browser visiting example.com

Collector tag 
(GA4) 

GTM web container
(gtm.js)

user data

❸

In the web browser On the Internet

❹

Figure 6.1 – GTM server side architecture. Data collected in the browser is sent to the remote
server container where it is processed and potentially sent to third parties (data flows are shown
with red arrows).

Privacy analysis of GTM Our ongoing privacy analysis of GTM follows several complemen-
tary directions. First of all, we analyze the journey of a publisher who includes and configures
GTM in their website. Our goal is to identify identify the strategic advantages derived by Google
and detail whether and how Google manipulates publishers by promoting their own tags and own
cloud hosting facilities.

∗. This work is conducted with Gilles Mertens (since end 2022), Vincent Roca, Nataliia Bielova, Cristiana Santos
(since March 2023) and Javiera Alegria-Bermudez (internship, March-June 2022).
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On the one side, GTM does provide a key control to publishers over which tags are executed
and how. For instance, its priority mechanism allows the publisher to define a strict order of exe-
cution between tags, to prioritize a consent pop-up tag and actively block other tags until the user
makes their choice, which is beneficial to the end-user.

However, on the other side, GTM raises concerns. This is especially the case with server-side
GTM that adds obscurity-by-design : moving tag execution to a remote infrastructure, out of reach
of users, researchers and regulators, significantly limits the transparency of the targeted advertising
ecosystem. This is in line with some blog posts published by digital marketing professionals and
privacy activists [39, 41, 44]. For instance, publishers can leverage server-side GTM to hide the
deployed tags and data transmissions to third parties. Publishers can also circumvent, or even
prevent, the use of a browser privacy protection, by hiding the use of GTM, or by transforming
cookies into first-party cookies. Doing so creates a major and structural loss of transparency, that
directly benefits to a malicious publisher or third-party.

On the topic of consent, we also analyze the “Consent Mode” recently added by Google in
the GTM. We investigate the consent management in the GTM and find out that its support is
incomplete. First, on a client-side GTM, consent management is possible thanks to the recent
Consent Mode option that the publisher can enable (e.g., for websites accessible to EU citizens).
Google proposes “Consent variables” representing purposes for data collection by tags, and which
can be obtained, for instance, through the interface of a consent banner. This system still raises
questions, such as the formal semantics purposes, which is not clearly defined. For example, as of
February 2023, Google documentation [94] describes the ad_storage purpose as : “Enables

storage (such as cookies) related to advertising” and the analytics_storage as “Enables

storage (such as cookies) related to analytics e.g. visit duration”. This description is not complete,
given that several tags, such as user profiling ones, can present a large scale of actions that goes
well beyond storage.

Second, there is no easy mechanism for all consent variables to be communicated to the ser-
ver container (as of February 2023). The main approach relies on the GA4 exchange protocol,
used to connect the browser and server containers. However, it is incoplete, and only manages the
analytics_storage and ad_storage consent variables. Managing server-side tags requi-
ring user consent for other purposes is therefore not possible on GTM.

Finally, similarly to our work on the role of CMPs (see Chapter 4), should Google be qualified
a data controller or processor regarding GDPR? A thorough legal study (with our legal colleague
Cristiana Santos) is on progress to clarify Google status and responsibilities.

6.3 Perspectives

In this Section, we aim to give some insight about the most important work remaining to
be done to improve the situation regarding consent management on the web. We summarize the
major identified trends with associated privacy risks, and list our recommendations for the different
stakeholders such as researchers, developers, and regulators.

Increased reliance on third-party providers Previous work on CMPs demonstrates their rapid
expansion in the wake of new privacy regulations [70]. This switch towards an externalised mana-
gement of consent requests by dedicated professionals could improve regulatory compliance and
facilitate the dissemination of good practices. Previous research has shown that web developers
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often include third-party content for tracking and non-tracking purposes [95], and that privacy is
far from being their first consideration when making their choices [96]. Preliminary investigations
made by journalists even indicates that, for instance, mobile application developers do not know
what their applications is already doing [97]. Therefore, the risk exists that some publishers rely
on third-party providers to manage trackers and user consent for them, without even knowing what
data can be collected by their own services.

We believe it is important to continue research on third-party inclusions by evaluating trends
and analysing the technical, legal, economic, and social impacts. The goal is to assess the conse-
quences an increased reliance on third-party providers can have on privacy, and to determine the
necessary adjustments to be made. This research should investigate how far publishers and deve-
lopers are aware of the data processing of their websites and applications, especially since they are
considered Data Controllers and legally responsible for the compliance with the law.

Global switch toward server-side tagging with Google Tag Manager The recent development
of server-side tracking also raises questions. We have already explored server-side tracking in
previous section, focusing on Google Tag Manager (GTM). This technology is presented as a gain
in performance, security and privacy. However, it leads to significant changes in the execution
of the JavaScript tracking code and the processing of personal data, as described in Section 6.2.
Server-side execution makes it much easier to bypass the privacy protection features that are now
built into most modern web browsers or available as extensions.

Following the highlights from the previous Section, we suggest in particular to shape future
GTM studies around four questions :

— Does GTM facilitate user tracking, due to the simplicity of tag inclusion?
— In a legacy website, do publishers replace vendor scripts with GTM tags altogether, or are

both approaches used side by side, and with which consequences? In particular, are user
consent decisions obtained through a legacy CMP banner (in place before the addition of
GTM) properly transferred to GTM tags (that rely on a totally different mechanism) ?

— How are the two versions of GTM used in practice ? Is server-side GTM used along with,
or as a total replacement of client-side GTM?

— Can we detect problematic situations, for instance that aim to hide a server-side GTM
configuration? Or when an essential feature is served through GTM to prevent a browser
privacy protection to block GTM altogether ?

We believe it is required to set up large-scale measurements of Tag Management System (TMS)
prevalence, and to develop new extensions to detect the use of TMS and tags, restrict data col-
lection at the browser level, and be able to prove how user choices are stored and respected. A
particular focus will be made to server-side GTM. This work can take a similar approach as the
one of Matte et al. to detect consent violations with IAB TCF v1.1 [64].

Development of first-party data sharing Instead of direct connections from the user’s browser
to third parties, the personal data collection from server-side trackers could now happen directly
on the servers, letting the browser and data visualisation tools in the dark. This loss of transpa-
rency is even more problematic as it seems to be followed by a global movement to encourage
sharing of first-party data between companies by contractual agreements, also called “second-
party data” [98]. Indeed, in 2023 all web browsers [28–30, 99] are already blocking third-party
cookies except Google Chrome, and Google is planning to deprecate them in 2024 [31]. The an-
nouncement of the probable disappearance of third-party cookie, a powerful cross-site tracking
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tool used by marketers, had a huge impact in the digital marketing and advertisement ecosystem,
pushing companies to adapt to prevent the collapse of their revenue. Replacing traditional third-
party tracking with first-party tracking, identity solutions, and second-party data is recommended
by marketing professionals [100–103]. This semi-direct collaboration is based on the development
of numerous new tools such as clean rooms, data cooperatives, data marketplaces [101], of logged
environments, and “identity solutions” [103]. These data collections, carried out directly by the
server during browsing, and then reconciled and shared by means of an identifier – generally a
hash of an e-mail address [104,105] – are taking place beyond the field of visibility of researchers,
regulators, and end-users. Therefore, visitors and regulators can only rely on their trust in publi-
shers and their data processors, and on their goodwill in terms of transparency and compliance.

From a technical viewpoint, researchers need to develop new methods for analysing such prac-
tices, from technical test-beds to large scale scans. From a regulatory viewpoint, policy makers and
regulators also need to define clear guidelines at the European level. Strict regulatory controls will
be necessary to prevent these large-scale data transfers to bypass consent requirements. At the
user level, however, only the usage of temporary identifiers such as aliases, disposable mails, and
virtual phone numbers [106] can prevent the cross-site matching of user data.

Ubiquitous data collection, from web to mobiles applications The development of the mobile
web and related applications is also concerned. Google, for example, offers to include a GTM
container as an SDK in Android and iOS applications [107]. The GTM SDK can then transmit
data from the mobile device to the server container of a server-side GTM configuration. Companies
such as LiveRamp propose at the same time consent management and online identity services [108,
109]. They enable matching of different sources of data using various identifiers, including mobile
applications, making easier for advertisers to build profiles.

More research is needed to shed the light on these techniques, assess their implications on
the end-users, and their legality. At the technical level, researchers need to do a technical assess-
ment of the joint impact of mobile-based tracking, web-based tracking, and even physical in-store
tracking, as well as assessment of available legal and technical protections are needed. At the
economic level, they should seek to identify possible conflicts of interest and abuses of dominant
positions by the major players in the web, mobile, and physical tracking industry. In some cases,
those major players are indeed able to make their solutions de facto standards, which requires a
critical assessment of the impacts. This is particularly the case for ubiquitous actors, as well as
for companies acting simultaneously as consent management and identity providers, data brokers,
and advertisers. It will certainly be necessary for regulators to adapt their guidelines and recom-
mendations to take into account the recent changes in the ecosystem. In particular, we believe
that regulators should assess the role of actors with multiple activities and potential conflicts of
interest.

Long-term technical and social impacts These joint developments point to a future where the
end of the third-party cookie tracking [31], far from signalling the end of so-called “surveillance
capitalism” [110], would instead encourage its transition to new tracking tools that are more re-
sistant to countermeasures, administered by data matching professionals. The shift in the balance
of power between publisher and end-user leads to the fear of an obscure, closed data collection,
depriving users, researchers, and regulators of means of understanding and auditing.

We believe that it is important to assess these impacts in a comprehensive way, and to adapt
the technical and legal tools accordingly. On the technical side, both end-users, researchers, and
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regulators would benefit from a simple interface (e.g., a browser extension) able to list tracking
content embedded on a web site or application, even when hidden inside a tag manager, similarly to
the work provided by Exodus Privacy on Android [111]. On the legal side, using a service such as
a tag manager to prevent access to a website without tracking, or deliberately circumvent tracking
protections and auditing, should be clearly banned. This work will benefit from a transdisciplinary
dialog between technical and legal experts, and from a strong evaluation of the usability of the tools
and methods with actual users. We, the research community, should work on the implications of
these different services and practices as an analysis of a new global threat to privacy, and study the
consequences of an evolution of the web towards moving the execution of trackers away from the
user terminal.

Technical tools for at scale regulation Now more than ever, the upcoming large-scale deve-
lopment of new first-party and server-side tracking systems make it necessary for regulators to
compare the technical behavior of sites and applications with declarations and specifications, such
as privacy policies. Performing such analysis at scale will require semi-automated tools such as
web crawlers. Besides detection of trackers themselves, we need to compare their behaviour to
the legal declarations made by website publishers and third-parties in their privacy policies. These
declarations are generally written in plain text, which make them hard to analyse at scale. In parti-
cular, extracting information from them with automated tools is not trivial [112]. Such processing
would benefit from having a machine-readable description of privacy policies. It is therefore cru-
cial to conduct an inventory of the needs in this area, to list the tools already available, and the
development work that remains to be done. For researchers, it is also crucial to perform large scale
analysis campaigns via these tools, to assess the situation and trends. This detection can also be-
nefit from the use of common data description formats for collected data, commercial partners,
associated purposes and legal basis. This modelisation can make use of semantic web ontologies,
such as GConsent [113], or formal languages such as PILOT [114]. Finally, the representation of
consent choices can be improved by building upon previous research on privacy policies [115].
For instance, a graphical depiction of purposes for data collection can help users to have a better
understanding of their data sharing and its scope. This description could, for example, inspire from
the DaPIS ontology-based icon set developed in 2018 by Rossi et al. [116].

Ethical design of privacy controls Work over the last decade has demonstrated the widespread
presence of deceptive interfaces, now known as “dark patterns”. As we demonstrate in Chapter 5,
in addition to end users, these unethical design choices can also influence website publishers.
Recent regulatory changes in the EU contain legal limitations of dark patterns. The Digital Mar-
kets Act (DMA) [117, Article 5 and 6] contains an anti-circumvention rule regarding gatekeepers,
while the Digital Service Act (DSA) [118, Article 23a] prohibit platforms to design any interface
that “deceives, manipulates or otherwise materially distorts or impairs the ability of recipients

of their service to make free and informed decisions”. However, it is now necessary to educate
professionals to take privacy into account. Developers and designers need dedicated tools to eva-
luate interfaces and check their compliance with legal requirements. They can also be helped by a
catalogue of examples of good and bad practices [119], created in an iterative and incremental ap-
proach, and informed by feedback from user studies. Regulators should probably also explicitly list
examples of non-compliant design more actively than they do now, and formalise the conditions.
Then, further experimentation of at scale non-compliant design detection can be made. However,
the detection and categorisation of dark patterns is not an easy task, because of the complexity
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of the notion itself as demonstrated by the numerous taxonomies [13, 14] produced over the last
decade. Therefore, it is important to address the topic of ethical design from both a technical and
regulatory viewpoint, involving several fields of expertise.

Importance of transdisciplinary work We have already worked together with researchers in
design, computer science, and law through the interaction criticism method in Chapter 3, to build
a constructive description of the complex and sometimes conflicting relations in the act of desi-
gning consent pop-ups. Beyond the privacy by design and by default, developing a “people-first
by design” web, with ethics being taken into account from the design stage is probably the next
necessary step. This cannot be done without a broad transdisciplinary collaboration involving HCI
experts, lawyers, designers, economists, social and human sciences and computer scientists.
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